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Preface During the last 3 decades, the field of telecommunications has witnessed tremendous growth. Proliferation of the Internet has started a true revolution that is expected to continue through the foreseeable future. Three factors have played major roles in the unprecedented growth of this field: • Users’ incessant demand for high-speed communication facilities for heavy-duty applications such as rich-content video • Availability of high-speed transmission media such as optical fibers • Availability of high-speed hardware such as high-resolution video cameras and high-speed processors These factors are leading towards an integrated high-speed (and high-bandwidth) communication environment where all communication needs will be supported by a single communication network. The latest trends indicate that bandwidth needs double every 100 days. The volume of data traffic has surpassed the volume of voice traffic. Such a monumental demand for bandwidth can only be met by using optical fiber as transmission media. Other bottlenecks such as bringing fiber to the desktop, or to the home, still exist. However, eventually these obstacles will be overcome. Emerging optical communication networks represent a step in that direction. The Handbook of Optical Communication Networks is a source of comprehensive reference material for such networks. The material presented here is intended for professionals in the communications industry who are designers and/or planners for emerging telecommunication networks, researchers (faculty members and graduate students), and those who would like to learn about this field. The handbook is organized in the following seven parts: • • • • • • •



Introduction and optical networks architectures Protocols for optical network architectures Resource management in optical networks Routing and wavelength assignment in WDM networks Connection management in optical networks Survivability in optical networks Enabling technologies for optical networks
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Each part consists of 2 to 5 chapters dealing with the topic, and the handbook contains a total of 21 chapters. Although this is not precisely a textbook, it can certainly be used as one for graduate and research-oriented courses that deal with optical communication networks. Any comments from readers will be highly appreciated. Many people have contributed to this handbook in their unique ways. The first and the foremost group that deserves immense gratitude are the highly talented and skilled researchers who have contributed the 21 chapters to this handbook. All have been extremely cooperative and professional. It has also been a pleasure to work with Nora Konopka, Helena Redshaw, and Amy Rodriguez of CRC Press, and we are extremely grateful for their support and professionalism. Our families have extended their unconditional love and strong support throughout this project, and they all deserve very special thanks. Mohammad Ilyas Boca Raton, Florida Hussein T. Mouftah Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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chapter one



Overview of optical communication networks: Current and future trends* Aysegül Gençata Istanbul Technical University Narendra Singhal University of California, Davis Biswanath Mukherjee University of California, Davis Contents 1.1 Introduction 1.2 Enabling WDM technologies 1.3 Access networks 1.3.1 Point-to-point topologies 1.3.2 Passive optical networks 1.3.3 Optical wireless technology (free space optics) 1.4 Metropolitan networks 1.5 Long-haul networks 1.5.1 Routing and wavelength assignment 1.5.2 Fault management 1.5.2.1 Protection 1.5.2.2 Restoration 1.5.3 Multicasting 1.5.3.1 Multicast-capable OXC architectures 1.5.3.2 Multicast routing and wavelength assignment * This work has been supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation Grant No. ANI-98-05285. Aysegül Gençata was a visiting scholar at U.C. Davis when this work was performed.
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The handbook of optical communication networks 1.5.4 1.5.5 1.5.6 1.5.7 1.5.8



Traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks IP over WDM Call admission control based on physical impairments Network control and signaling Optical packet switching 1.5.8.1 Optical burst switching 1.6 Future directions References



1.1 Introduction The focus of this chapter is to present technological advances, promising architectures, and exciting research issues in designing and operating next-generation optical wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks, which are scalable and flexible. We discuss important building blocks of optical WDM networks and overview access, metropolitan, and long-haul networks separately. Special attention has been paid to the long-haul network because there is a tremendous need to develop new intelligent algorithms and approaches to efficiently design and operate these wide-area-optical-mesh networks built on new emerging technologies. We present several research topics including routing and wavelength assignment, fault management, multicasting, traffic grooming, optical packet switching, and various connection-management problems. The Internet is developing rapidly with the ultimate goal being to provide us with easy and fast access to any desired information from any corner of the world. Information exchange (or telecommunications) technology, which has been evolving continuously since the telephone was invented, is still striving to meet the users’ demands for higher bandwidth. This demand is attributed to the growing popularity of bandwidth-intensive networking applications, such as data browsing on the World Wide Web (WWW), java applications, video conferencing, interactive distance learning, on-line games, etc. Figure 1.1 plots the past and projected growth of data and voice traffic as reported by most telecom carriers.1 It shows that, while voice traffic continues to experience a healthy growth of approximately 7% per year, data traffic has been growing much faster. To support this exponential growth in the user data traffic, there is a strong need for high-bandwidth network facilities, whose capabilities are much beyond those of current high-speed networks such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), SONET/SDH* etc.2 Fiber-optic technology can meet the previously mentioned need because of its potentially limitless capabilities:3 huge bandwidth (nearly 50 terabits per second [Tbps] for single-mode fiber), low signal attenuation (as low as 0.2 dB/km), low signal distortion, low power requirement, low material usage, small space requirement, and low cost. Given that a single-mode * SONET and SDH are a set of related standards for synchronous data transmission over fiber optic networks. SONET is short for Synchronous Optical NETwork and SDH is an acronym for Synchronous Digital Hierarchy.
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Figure 1.1 Past and projected future growth of data and voice traffic.



fiber’s potential bandwidth is nearly three orders of magnitude higher than electronic data rates of a few tens of gigabits per second (Gbps), we need to tap into this huge optic-electronic bandwidth mismatch. Because the maximum rate at which an end user — which can be a workstation or a gateway that interfaces with lower-speed sub-networks — can access the network is limited by electronic speed, concurrency among multiple user transmissions should be introduced to exploit the fiber’s huge bandwidth. WDM is a favorite multiplexing technology in optical communication networks because it supports a cost-effective method to provide concurrency among multiple transmissions in the wavelength domain. Several communication channels, each carried by a different wavelength, are multiplexed into a single fiber strand at one end and demultiplexed at the other end, thereby enabling multiple simultaneous transmissions. Each communication channel (wavelength) can operate at any electronic processing speed (e.g., OC-192 or OC-768).* For example, a fiber strand that supports 160 communication channels (i.e., 160 wavelengths, each operating at 40 Gbps) would yield an aggregate capacity of 6.4 Tbps. Today’s telecom network can be considered to consist of three sub-networks: access (spanning about 1 to 10 km), metropolitan (covering about 10 to 100 km), and long haul (extending to 100s or 1000s of km) (see Figure 1.2); and fiber is being extensively deployed in all three sub-networks. Typically, the network topology for access can be a star, a bus, or a ring; for metro a ring; and for long haul a mesh. Each of these sub-networks has a different set of functions to perform; hence, each has a different set of challenges, technological requirements, and research problems. For example, for the long-haul network, carriers are more concerned with capacity, protection, * OC-n stands for an “optical channel” with data rate of n x 51.84 Mbps approximately.
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Long Haul - 100s–1000s km - Mesh Metro (Interoffice) - 10s of km - Rings Access - A Few km - Hubbed Rings, PONs Users Figure 1.2 Telecom network overview.



and restoration, while for the metro or access network, carriers are more concerned with service provisioning/monitoring, flexibility, etc. The focus of this chapter is to present technological advances, promising architectures, and exciting research issues in designing and operating next-generation optical WDM networks that are scalable and flexible. The next section provides a brief discussion on the important building blocks of optical WDM networks. This is followed by an overview of access, metropolitan, and long-haul networks separately. Special attention has been paid to the long-haul network because there is a tremendous need to develop new intelligent algorithms and approaches to efficiently design and operate these wide-area-optical-mesh networks built on new emerging technologies. We present several research topics including routing and wavelength assignment (RWA), fault management, multicasting, traffic grooming, optical packet switching, and various connection-management problems.



1.2 Enabling WDM technologies An important factor to consider in the design of a WDM network is the number of wavelengths to use. The maximum number of wavelengths is limited by optical device technology and is affected primarily by the total available bandwidth or spectral range of the components (including the fiber) and the spacing between channels. Conventional fibers have a low attenuation region between 1335 and 1625 nm with a “water-peak window” at 1385 nm. New “all-wave” fibers do not have this water peak and hence can use a larger spectrum (see Figure 1.3). Channel spacing itself is affected by several factors such as the channel bit rates, optical power budget, nonlinearities in the fiber, and the resolution of transmitters and receivers. In dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM), a large number of wavelengths (>160) is packed densely into the fiber with small channel spacing. An alternative WDM technology with a smaller number of wavelengths (
 b2 > … > bn). We call this layered structure of BI graphs a blocking island hierarchy (BIH). For example, we have such a BIH in Figure 9.9. Given a request, using routing existence property we immediately know whether the request can be satisfied or not. With the abstract technique, instead of studying the whole network topology we focus our attention only on a small part. For example, given a demand (V1, V4, 40), according to the BIH, it is in 40-BI N1. In the N1 BI, different routing heuristic can be employed. If the route is allocated, the BIH may need to be modified. In this case route V1V2V4 is assigned. The available link capacity is less than 40 so we should reconstruct the BIH. Notice that although lower levels may be affected, all the modification is actually carried out within the N1 BI. The most frequent operation in the process is to construct a blocking island graph (BIG) according to a certain b. It is obtained with a simple greedy algorithm. Starting with an arbitrary node x, we add all the nodes that can be reached by links with at least b available bandwidth to form a b-BI. Then starting with another arbitrary node that is not in the previous b-BIs, we add all the nodes that can be reached by links with at least b available bandwidth to form a new b-BI. Repeat the process until all the nodes in the network are included in one of b-BIs. The complexity of constructing BIG is O(m),59 where m is the number of links in the network.
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Figure 9.9 The blocking island hierarchy for bandwidth requirement {40, 20, 10}: (a) the network graph; (b) the 40-BIG; (c) the 20-BIG; (d) the 10-BIG.



BI is a natural abstraction of network resource. A b-BIG allows a clear picture about the load to be obtained because the nodes and links with enough resources are hidden behind an abstract node. Bottlenecks are identified by interlinks between BIs.



9.4 Summary What should the future optical network look like? It will necessarily serve large, heterogeneous, geographically dispersed user populations and provide high quality of services. A mechanism to effectively control network bandwidth and virtual topology should be developed. It should be scalable and the protection and restoration scheme in optical layer should go well with
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the high layer restoration such as layer-3 restorations. Architectures and protocols should be designed for the combination of user data and physical layer transmission. Control and management planes need be developed to evaluate and carry out different routing, scheduling, protection, and multiplexing techniques. The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the research development work in the area of optical network resource management and allocation. Some key issues on optical resource allocation and management have been reviewed; namely RWA, traffic grooming, optical network survivability, and optical opaque networks. We also discussed other important techniques in handling optical network reconfiguration and QoS, namely load balancing, blocking island, and optical burst switching. We believe all these issues are very important in building the truly intelligent optical network. Progress in these issues will help us manage and allocate the optical network resource more efficiently and effectively.
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10.5.3 RWA implications on signaling mechanisms 10.6 Conclusion References



10.1 Introduction This chapter considers the problem of real-time provisioning of optical channels in hybrid Internet provider (IP)-centric dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)-based networks. First, an overview of the emerging architectural alternatives for IP over optical networks is presented; namely the overlay, the peer, and the augmented models. Subsequently, lightpath provisioning issues are detailed for route selection, with a particular focus on the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. In particular, a broad overview is presented, with methodologies and associated algorithms for dynamic lightpath computation being outlined. Additionally, two broad constraint-based RWA algorithms for dynamic provisioning of the optical channels are presented. Finally, the implications of implementing the proposed RWA schemes for the lightpath provisioning aspects for each of the three emerging IP-over-optical network interconnection models are examined. Recently there has been a dramatic increase in data traffic, driven primarily by the explosive growth of the Internet as well as the proliferation of virtual private networks (VPNs). At the same time, the rise of optical networking, first with wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) transmission technology and, more recently, with optical multiplexers as well as optical cross-connects (OXCs) devices, is moving us toward the vision of creating an “all-optical” Internet. In particular, these technologies yield the ability to add, drop, and, in effect, construct wavelength-routed networks, heralding a new era in which bandwidth is relatively abundant and inexpensive. To some, a key realization of this vision will occur when lightpaths (wavelengths) can be provisioned automatically to create bandwidth between end users, with timescales on the order of minutes or seconds. Dynamic wavelength provisioning is the main focus of this chapter, and it will help open up a whole new world of responsive, customer-driven bandwidth services.1 To better understand and appreciate the provisioning issue, we need to look into how circuits are provisioned in a typical network today. Provisioning a cross-country SONET service today requires several steps. First, connectivity from the customer premise to the carrier’s point of presence (POP) must be established for each end of the circuit. Second, a physical path must be mapped out between the many physical hubs in a carrier’s network between the two points. Each path must be checked for fiber/ring bandwidth availability. Terminating equipment must be ordered and installed on each end of each fiber path, and each interconnect point must have capacity on the optical cross-connect system. Then, all the cross-connects and physical interconnects must be made and each segment must be documented and tested. This process is extremely manual and generally takes several months © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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to accomplish. DWDM complicates this process even further because tens, and soon hundreds, of wavelengths are supported on individual fiber strands. Clearly, an automated optical routing layer will facilitate much faster provisioning. Before this vision can be realized, however, networks need to slim down. Today’s core network architecture model has four layers: IP and other content-bearing traffic, over-ATM for traffic engineering, over-SONET for transport, and over-WDM for fiber capacity. This approach has significant functional overlap among its layers and typically suffers from the lowest common denominator effect, where any one layer can limit the scalability of the entire network. When first conceived this layering made sense, but as IP and DWDM evolve, a more efficient interworking is needed (i.e., one that exploits the complementary features of each domain). In effect, high-performance routers plus a smart optical transport layer equipped with a new breed of photonic networking components and subsystems together are setting the foundation for the next-generation networking paradigm. The solution, many believe, is to layer IP directly over the optical substrate.2 If IP can be mapped directly onto the WDM layer, some of the functional overlap can be eliminated, potentially collapsing today’s vertically layered network architecture into a horizontal model where all network elements work as peers to dynamically establish optical paths. To bring the IP and WDM layers together, however, new capabilities must be added to both layers. A framing standard is needed for carrying packets directly over lambdas. Signaling standards are needed so that IP devices can control optical resources.3,4,5 More importantly, with the conventional multilayered architecture out of the way, automated provisioning systems will gain direct access to WDM resources, and dynamic lightpath provisioning will become easier and more practical to implement. Once the view about network topology has changed, one will have to rethink routing as well. Initially, fixed routing over fixed circuits (public switched telephone network [PSTN]) was used, and next came dynamic routing over fixed circuits (IP). Subsequently, there was a move toward dynamic routing over virtual circuits (i.e., IP-over-ATM). Now, with recent advances in multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), we have label swapping over virtual circuits.3 Furthermore, industry organizations, such as the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), are now extending the MPLS framework (generalized MPLS, also referred to as multi-protocol lambda switching [MPlS]) to support not only devices that perform packet switching (routers), but also those that perform switching in time (SONET), wavelength (OXCs), and space. Most likely, the next evolution will be label swapping over dynamic circuits or lightpaths.4–11 The Internet drafts cited previously describe several dynamic routing possibilities.7–11 The simplest is to treat the optical layer as completely separate from the IP layer. In this “overlay” model, optical transport offers only higher capacity and higher reliability. A more ambitious “integrated” model links the routing decisions at the IP layer with the dynamic reconfiguration capabilities
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of optical cross-connects (MPlS).8 The main goal of these initiatives is to provide a framework for real-time provisioning of optical channels, through combining recent advances in MPLS traffic-engineering control planes with emerging optical switching technologies in a hybrid IP-centric optical network.2 This chapter considers the problem of real-time provisioning of optical channels in a hybrid IP-centric DWDM-based networking model. Provisioning in this work implies that an optical channel is successfully routed if both an active path (working) and another alternate node/link-disjoint path (backup) are set up at the same time. Provisioning of connections requires algorithms for route selection, and signaling mechanisms to request and establish connectivity within the network along a chosen route. In particular, the problem of route selection in such wavelength-routed networks is referred to as the RWA problem.12,13 Here, we present a review of RWA schemes and also compare the performance of two different constraint-based routing/RWA algorithms for dynamic provisioning of the optical channels. Specifically, the RWA schemes are used to compute end-to-end dedicated and shared backup paths to protect against single link/node failures. These algorithms are examples of approaches that might be used to simplify the complex problem of dynamic lightpath computation. Methodologies and associated algorithms for dynamic lightpath computation are outlined. We present an overview of the emerging architectural alternatives of the two-layer model, referred to in the literature as “the interconnection models,” for IP over optical networks, namely the overlay, the peer, and the augmented models.8 Finally, we examine the implications of implementing the proposed RWA schemes for the lightpath provisioning aspects for each of the three emerging interconnection models. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.2 presents an overview of the emerging architectural alternatives of the two-layer model. The proposed dynamic RWA algorithm is presented in Section 10.3. In Section 10.4, we present an overview of fault-tolerant routing. The implementation of real-time provisioning at the optical layer is presented in Section 10.5. Finally, Section 10.6 offers a summary and conclusion.



10.2 IP over optical network architectural alternatives In the network model considered here, clients (e.g., IP/MPLS routers) are attached to an optical core network and connected to their peers over dynamically switched optical paths (lightpaths) spanning potentially multiple OXCs. The interaction between the client and the optical core is over a well-defined signaling and routing interface, referred to as the user–network interface (UNI). Meanwhile, the optical core network consists of multiple OXCs interconnected by optical links in a general mesh topology. This network may be multi-vendor, where individual vendor OXCs constitutes sub-networks. Each sub-network itself is assumed to be mesh-connected. The interaction between the sub-networks is over a well-defined signaling and routing interface, referred to as the network–network interface (NNI) (see Figure 10.1). © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 10.1 Optical networking model.



Each OXC is assumed to be capable of switching a data stream from a given input port to a given output port. This switching function is controlled by appropriately configuring a cross-connect table. A lightpath is a fixed bandwidth connection between two network elements such as IP/MPLS routers established via the OXCs. A single-hop channel logically connects two IP/MPLS routers to each other. This logical channel is the so-called lightpath. A continuous lightpath is a path that uses the same wavelength on all links along the entire route from source-to-destination.



10.2.1



Interconnection models



One approach for transporting IP traffic over WDM networks is to use a multi-layered architecture comprised of IP/MPLS layer over ATM over SONET over WDM.2 If an appropriate interface is designed to provide access to the optical network, multiple higher layer protocols can request lightpaths to peers connected across the optical network. This architecture has four management layers. Another approach is to use a packet over SONET approach, doing away with the ATM layer, by putting IP/PPP/HDLC into SONET framing. This architecture has three management layers. The fact that both approaches support multiple protocols increases complexity for IP-WDM integration because of various edge inter-workings required to route, map, and protect client signals across WDM sub-networks.7 The two-layer model, which aims at a tighter integration between IP and optical layers, offers a series of advantages over the current multi-layer architecture model. MPLS3 and its extension G-MPLS9 have been proposed as the integrating structure between IP and optical layers. Nevertheless, routing in non-optical and optical parts of hybrid IP networks needs to be coordinated. To examine the architectural alternatives for the two-layer model (IP-over-optical network), it is important to distinguish between the
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data plane and control planes over the UNI. The IP-over-optical-network architecture is classified according to the organization of the control plane (i.e., whether a single integrated or separate independent monolithic routing and signaling protocol exists, which spans the IP and the optical domains). Several models have been proposed including overlay, augmented, and peer-to-peer models.8



10.2.1.1 The overlay model Under the overlay model, the IP domain is more or less independent of the optical domain; that is, the IP domain acts as a client to the optical domain. The IP/MPLS routing and signaling protocols are independent of the routing and signaling protocols of the optical layer. Thus, the topology distribution, path computation, and signaling protocols would have to be defined for the optical domain. In this model, the client routers request high-bandwidth connections (lightpaths) from the optical network through the UNI. The client routers are provided with no knowledge of the optical network topology or resources. In this scenario, the optical network provides point-to-point connection to the IP domain. The overlay model may be statically provisioned using a network management system or may be dynamically provisioned.



10.2.1.2 The peer model In the peer model, the two layers are collapsed into a single integrated layer managed and traffic engineered in a unified manner. In this regard, the OXCs are treated just like any other router (IP/MPLS routers and OXCs act as peers), and there is only a single instance of a routing protocol spanning an administrative domain consisting of the core optical network and the surrounding edge devices (IP/MPLS routers, ATM switches). Thus, from a routing and signaling point of view, no distinction is made among the UNI, the NNI, and any other router-to-router interface. This allows the SP edge devices to have a full access to the topology of the core network. A common IGP such as OSPF or IS-IS may be used to exchange topology information. The assumption in this model is that all the optical switches and the routers have a common addressing scheme.



10.2.1.3 The augmented model In the augmented model, the IP and optical domains can be functionally separated, each running its own routing protocol, but exchanging full reachability information across the UNI using a standard protocol. For example, IP addresses could be assigned to optical network elements and carried by optical routing protocols to allow reachability information to be shared with the IP domain to support some degree of automated discovery. This model combines the best of the peer and overlay interconnection models; it is relatively easy to deploy compared to the peer model in the near term. Also, this is a convenient solution because it allows implementation of both provisioning and
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restoration procedures for optical sub-networks independent of the client network routing. In addition, this approach supports the common scenario where the optical network and client networks are administered by different entities. The central issue in this model is the way in which the routing information is exchanged at the IP-optical UNI. Two possibilities exist for this. The first is to consider the inter-domain IP routing protocol, BGP, which may be adopted for exchanging routing information between IP and optical domains. The second is to consider the use OSPF areas (OSPF supports a two-level hierarchical routing scheme through the use of OSPF areas) to exchange routing information across the two domains. On the other hand, running a protocol such as BGP across the UNI may be considered too involved, at least for initial implementations of the UNI. A simpler approach would be to limit the reachability information passed through the optical network.



10.3 Lightpath provisioning Provisioning of connections requires algorithms for route selection and signaling mechanisms to request and establish connectivity within the network along a chosen route. The problem of route selection in such wavelength-routed networks is referred to as the RWA problem, and consists of two sub-problems. The first is the routing problem, which determines the path along which the connection can be established. The second problem is to assign a wavelength (or a set of wavelengths) on each link along the selected path (wavelength assignment problem). Real-time provisioning implies that both the path and wavelength should be chosen/ assigned dynamically (dynamic RWA), depending on the network state. In general, all networking models described previously, regardless, require route/wavelength computation/assignment to provision a lightpath (i.e., dynamic RWA engine).



10.3.1



Overview of the RWA problem



Given a set of connections, the problem of setting up lightpaths by routing and assigning a wavelength to each connection is called the RWA problem.12 Typically, connection requests may be of three types: static, incremental, and dynamic.13 With static traffic, the entire set of connections is known in advance, and the problem is then to set up lightpaths in a global fashion while minimizing network resources such as the number of wavelengths or the number of fibers in the network. Here, the RWA problem for static traffic is known as static lightpath establishment (SLE) and can be formulated as mixed-integer linear program.12, 13 In the incremental-traffic case, connection requests arrive sequentially, a lightpath is established for each connection, and the lightpath remains in the network indefinitely. For the case of dynamic traffic, a lightpath is set up for each connection request as it arrives, and the lightpath is released after some finite amount of
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time. The objective in the incremental and dynamic traffic cases is to set up lightpaths and assign wavelengths in a manner that minimizes the amount of connection blocking.13 This problem is referred to as the dynamic lightpath establishment (DLE). Generally, the DLE is more difficult to solve, and, therefore, heuristics methods are generally employed. Heuristics exist for both the routing sub-problem and the wavelength assignment sub-problem. For the routing sub-problem, three basic approaches can be found in the literature: fixed routing, fixed-alternate routing, and adaptive routing.13 Fixed routing is one variant of the “static routing” in which routing decisions do not vary with time. Moreover, in fixed routing, the same fixed route for a given source-destination pair is always selected. The fixed alternate routing approach considers multiple routes between a source-destination pair and each node in the network maintains an ordered list of a number of fixed routes to each destination node. When a connection request arrives, the source node attempts to establish the connection on each of the routes from the list in sequence, until a route with a valid wavelength assignment is found. Conversely, in adaptive routing,14–17 the route from a source node to a destination node is chosen dynamically, depending on the network state. Adaptive routing requires extensive support from the control and management protocols to continuously update the routing table at the node. An advantage of adaptive routing is that it results in lower connection blocking than fixed and fixed-alternate routing. Meanwhile, for the wavelength assignment sub-problem, a number of heuristics have been proposed.13,15,17,18 These heuristics are Random Wavelength Assignment, First-Fit, Least-Used, Most-Used, Min-Product, Least-Loaded, MAX-SUM, Relative Capacity Loss, Wavelength Reservation, and Protecting Threshold. In Mokhtar and Azizoglu, the authors propose an adaptive unconstrained routing (AUR), which incorporates network state information into route computation and channel allocation.15 Currently, the algorithms that offer the best performance are Relative Capacity Loss (RCL)19 and Distributed Relative Capacity Loss (DRCL).13 The RCL algorithm calculates the relative capacity loss for each path on each available wavelength and then chooses the wavelength that minimizes the sum of the relative capacity loss on all the paths. DRCL is proposed in Zang et al. and is based on RCL, but it is more efficient in a distributed environment.13 For a tutorial review on the RWA problem, we refer the reader to Zang et al.13 Optical networks can also pose added wavelength continuity constraints,12 and these may require the use of wavelength conversion (also referred to as wavelength translation or wavelength changing). A wavelength converter is a device, which takes at its input a data channel modulated onto an optical carrier with a wavelength lin, and produces at its output the same data channel modulated onto an optical carrier with a different wavelength lout. If wavelength converters are included in the OXCs in WDM networks, connections can be established without the need to find an unoccupied wavelength, which is the same on all the links
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making the route. This means that networks with wavelength converters are equivalent to traditional circuit switched networks. Wavelength converters thus result in improvements in network performance. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that a careful wavelength assignment in wavelength-continuous network can lead to improved performance; thus, reducing the benefits of wavelength converters.20 In Yates et al., the authors investigate the benefits of limited wavelength conversion for ring and mesh-torus topologies with fixed shortest path routing.20 Harai et al. used a hypercube network to study limited conversion with fixed shortest path routing and a first-fit wavelength selection algorithm.21 It is demonstrated that limited wavelength conversion (25%) achieves the same performance improvement as full wavelength conversion.20,21,23 Many other constraints can also serve to complicate the RWA process, especially in all-optical networks. Specifically, besides wavelength continuity requirements, these include analog attenuation effects and power limitations. For example, adequate signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), cross talk, and dispersion effects caused by subsystem components and fiber links can be computed along candidate paths. This information can be incorporated into route resolution strategies by defining new cost functions.22 In Ali et al., the authors have extended the routing and wavelength assignment problem to account for the power degradation of a routed signal due to nonideal behavior of optical components such as multiplexers, demultiplexers, taps, and fiber links.22



10.3.2



The proposed dynamic RWA algorithms



Some combined RWA algorithms are now presented. Specifically, these algorithms integrate and collapse both the routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems into a single dynamic constraint-based routing problem.24 Thus, the emphasis here is on the adaptive routing problem instead of focusing on the wavelength-assignment problem. It has been demonstrated that the routing scheme has much more of an impact on the overall network performance than the wavelength-assignment scheme. Moreover, both algorithms are also capable of supporting fault-tolerant adaptive routing and are amenable to fully distributed implementations. The network is viewed as multi-layered graphs, each corresponding to a specific wavelength. For a connection request and on a given wavelength, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm that is suitably modified for WDM networks is used for computing a constraint path. This is achieved by associating each link in the network with a specific weight function that incorporates WDM specific information such as the number of available wavelengths and the total wavelengths.16 This means that the algorithm might compute (online) W paths, each corresponding to one of the W wavelengths. Then, one of these paths is selected according to a global selection criterion. Thus, the problem of wavelength-assignment is totally mitigated, and both the routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems
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are now integrated and collapsed into a single dynamic constraint-based routing problem. This contrasts the work reported in Fabry-Asztlos et al., where a single path is first calculated, then a wavelength is assigned to the path by propagating a wavelength request to all the routers along the path.16 This type of algorithm avoids the overhead associated with such a wavelength request (probe message). The algorithm is implemented as per the following: 1. First, consider a multi-fiber WDM-based network whose physical topology consists of multiple OXC interconnected via point-to-point WDM links in an arbitrary mesh topology. 2. Assume that none of the OXCs has wavelength conversion capability. Hence, to meet a connection request, a lightpath, which uses the same wavelength on all the links along the entire route from source-to-destination, has to be set up. 3. Both algorithms are based on a fully distributed implementation in which all nodes maintain a synchronized and identical topology as well as link-state information (traffic-engineering database [TED]). 4. Assuming that W is the number of wavelengths per fiber, the network is represented by W identical graphs, each conforming to the physical topology and a particular wavelength. Hence, the network can be viewed as W identical wavelength graphs, each representing a wavelength. In view of this multi-graph model, each physical link is now represented by W virtual links (channels), each corresponding to one of the wavelength graphs. Figure 10.2 illustrates the concept of the multi-graph approach for a simple network with four nodes, four physical links, and W = 2. 5. For a given connection request, a constraint route is calculated, for each of the wavelength graphs, throughout the entire network from source to destination, typically using a shortest path algorithm, but with the link weights adjusted to attain some sort of local resource Two Layers Corresponding to Two Wavelengths
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Figure 10.2 The sample network model (a) and its multi-layered graph approach (b)..
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optimization. Clearly, at most, W paths can be calculated, each corresponding to a given wavelength, provided that each path can meet the given routing constraint. As a result, we get the vector V = , i = 1, …, W, where the number of entries stored in V may vary from no entries at all (request is blocked), to a possible maximum of W entries. Finally, to globally optimize the network resources, provided that the number of entries stored in V is more than one, an entry (Pathi, Wavelengthi) out of all the other possible entries, has to be selected. Thus, by virtually separating wavelengths, both the routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems are now reduced into a single dynamic constraint-based routing problem.



10.3.2.1 Algorithm I — “full adaptive routing” The implementation of this algorithm is as follows: 1. For a given wavelength graph li, each virtual link, in each of the W wavelength graphs, is assigned a cost. Basically, the cost of a link at a given wavelength li, is defined here as the inverse of the number of available channels over that particular link. Hence, initially the cost of a given link throughout the entire network is set = (1/F), where F is the number of fibers (per link) connecting two adjacent OXCs. In general, the cost of link Lj at wavelength li, C(LjlI), is given by: 1 Ï li Ô C(Lj l i ) = Ì F - N(L j ) Ô• Ó



if N(L j l i ) < | F| if N(L j l i ) = | F|



(10.1)



where N(L j li ) is the number of occupied (unavailable) li’s on link Lj. 2. For a given wavelength li, we associate each path throughout the entire network with a total cost, Csd l i , which is defined here as the summation of the costs of all individual links spanning the entire path from source to destination. n



Csd l i =



Â C(L



j



li



)



(10.2)



j =1



where < L1 , L2 ......, Ln > is the set of n links that comprise the path. 3. For a given connection request, run the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the first wavelength graph l1 to find the shortest path (the path with minimum Csd l i ). Store the calculated path along with its corresponding wavelength l1 as the first entry of the vector V. Note that the
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The handbook of optical communication networks calculated local path, for a given wavelength graph li, is not necessarily the path with the minimum number of hops. 4. Repeat step 3 for each of the remaining W-1 wavelength graphs. Note that the vector V might now have up to W entries. 5. Examine the contents of the vector V and perform one of the following instructions: a. If the vector V has no entries at all, reject the connection request; otherwise go to step b. b. If the vector V has only one entry, select this entry as the combination (Pathi, Wavelengthi) that satisfies the connection request. After assigning the path, update the weights associated with all links along the entire path (just on the corresponding wavelength graph li) by basically decrementing the number of the available li’s (channels), on every link along the selected path, by one; otherwise go to step c. c. If the vector V has more than one entry, select an entry that satisfies one of the following global path selection schemes.



Total cost-based selection. In this scheme, a total cost, Csd l i , is associated with each computed path within the vector V (), given by: n



Csd l i =



Â C(L



li j



(10.3)



)



j =1



The path with the minimum total cost Csd l i is selected and assigned to the connection. Note that this selection criterion skews the conventional shortest path search to favor less utilized network resources. This is illustrated in Figure 10.3a where the path with fewer hops is not selected. Balanced cost-based selection. In this case, each path is assigned a balanced cost, C B sd l i , defined by: Ê C B sd l i = n ¥ Á Á Ë



n



ÂC j =1



Lj



li



ˆ ˜ ˜ ¯



where n is the total number of links along the path. The path with the least balanced cost C B sd l i is selected and assigned to the connection. Note that this selection criterion strikes a balance between the minimum cost and the minimum number of hops. The main objective of this selection criterion is to avoid assigning long paths to a connection and route connections over the healthy part of the network. This is illustrated in Figure 10.3b where the connection is routed on the path with wavelength lj that has a balanced cost (2*1) less than that with wavelength li [3*(11/ © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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(c) Future Cost Path Selection, λi Figure 10.3 Illustration examples.



12)], thus avoiding assigning the connection to the longer path (li). Note, however, that the total cost of the path with wavelength lj (1) is higher than that with li (11/12). Future cost-based selection. This scheme uses the same total cost Csd l i of Equation (10.3), but with the individual link cost CLj l i of Equation (10.1) redefined as: C(L j l i , Future ) =



1 F - 1 - N(Llj i )



if N(Llj i ) < | F|



Thus, the total future cost of this scheme is given by: n



Csd l i , Future =



ÂC j =1
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The path with the minimum future cost is selected and assigned to the connection. If all paths have the same future cost of infinity (i.e., along a path at least one link has one last channel available), select the path with the least cost using the original definition of individual link cost C(L j l i ) of Equation (10.1). Note that this selection criterion strongly favors assigning paths with the least current/future-utilized resources. This is illustrated in Figure 10.3c, where the path with infinity future cost is not selected. Two comments are in order here. First, for any of the three selection schemes described previously, once a path is assigned, the weights associated with all links along the selected path should be updated as indicated in step 5b. Second, all link-state updates must be propagated and advertised to all other core nodes throughout the network. Note that the frequency of the link-state update per unit time is proportional to the number of accepted/ released calls. In other words, the link-state update is triggered once for every accepted/released call. As a result, the signaling overhead associated with a high volume of calls may be excessive.



10.3.2.2 Algorithm II — “semi-adaptive routing” This algorithm adopts the same implementation procedures developed for the full adaptive algorithm described previously, except for the following fundamental differences: 1. A shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra’s algorithm) is initially run offline to calculate the shortest path (just minimum number of hops) between every source-destination node pair (routing tables) throughout the entire network. These offline computed routing tables are stored at each node in every wavelength graph. Thus, the initial routing tables are identical for all W wavelength graphs. 2. For an initial connection request, the ingress node at every wavelength graph consults its own routing table for the shortest path. As a result, similar to algorithm I, we may get as many as W paths, where one of them can then be selected according to the selection schemes described previously. 3. For all the consecutive connection requests, the routing tables remain unchanged; so that step 2 is repeated until the cost of a link Lj in a given wavelength graph li goes to infinity (no more available li’s). In this case, link Lj is removed from wavelength graph li and the routing tables are calculated for each node again. Note that the Dijkstra’s algorithm is run this time online to find the shortest path (the path with minimum Csd l i ). Note that the signaling overhead associated with the link-state updates for this algorithm is considerably less than that of algorithm I (link-state updates is only triggered when the cost of the link goes to infinity). In addition, the time associated with computing a path for the semi-adaptive © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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algorithm is less than that of the full adaptive one because the path is directly read from the routing table. Finally, in the case where the lightpath is wavelength continuous as this work has assumed, optical nonlinearities, chromatic dispersion, amplifier spontaneous emission, and other factors together limit the scalability of an all-optical network. Routing in such networks will then have to take into account noise accumulation and dispersion to ensure that lightpaths are established with adequate signal qualities. This work assumes that the all-optical (sub-)network considered is geographically constrained so that all routes will have adequate signal quality, and physical layer attributes can be ignored during routing and wavelength assignment; however, the policies and mechanisms proposed here can be extended to account for physical layer characteristics and require future work.



10.4 Fault-tolerant routing Given the wide range of services envisioned for future IP networks, network survivability is a crucial concern. Survivability schemes can be classified into two forms, protection and restoration, where the former refers to preprovisioned failure recovery and the latter refers to more dynamic signaled recovery.2 A common approach to protection is to set up two physical link-disjoint paths for every connection request. One path, called the primary, is used to transmit data, while the other path is reserved as a backup in the event that a link in the primary path fails. To further protect against node failures, the primary and backup paths may also be node-disjoint.25,26 Fixed-alternate routing provides a straightforward approach to handling protection.15 On the other hand, in adaptive routing, a protection scheme may be implemented in which the backup path is set up immediately after the primary path has been established.12 The same routing protocol may be used to determine the backup path with the exception that a link cost is set to infinity if that link is being used by the primary path. The resulting route will then be link-disjoint from the primary path. Because these schemes require backup path routing at setup time, they must be more closely incorporated with the primary lightpath RWA algorithms. On the other hand, channel restoration does not rely on precomputed backup routes, and instead dynamically recomputes a new path for a broken channel.26 This has the advantage of low overhead in the absence of failures. This does not guarantee successful recovery, however, because the attempt to establish a new path may fail due to resource shortage at the time of failure recovery. Additionally, recovery timescales are usually longer.2 By making use of the WDM channel routing capabilities, a variety of lightpath protection schemes can be designed. For example, dedicated backup channels can be provisioned for users requiring high availability. Here, a pre-computed link-disjoint backup channel is reserved for each primary channel at setup time, and in case of a fault condition on the primary path, a channel switchover is performed. The dedicated backup reservation © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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method has the advantage of a shorter restoration time because the resources are reserved for the backup path when establishing the primary path itself; however, this method reserves excessive resources. For better resource utilization, multiplexing techniques27 can be employed. Here, if two primary lightpaths do not fail simultaneously, their backup lightpaths can share the same wavelength channel. This technique, known as shared path protection, improves the network resource utilization by sharing the reserved backup capacity. However, it experiences longer restoration times31 when compared to dedicated path protection. In addition, recently the concept of a shared risk link group (SRLG) definition has also been proposed to help identify risk associations between various entities (see Rajagopalan and Saha).28 This concept is used to ensure that the primary and the backup path are not affected by the same failure. By using this concept, adequate resource “disjointness” can be introduced into the constraint-based path computation phase, thereby reducing the probability of simultaneous lightpath failures (e.g., between working and protection paths). Further details are out of the scope herein and interested readers are referred to Rajagopalan et al., and Rajagopalan and Saha.8,28 Overall, the proposed adaptive RWA scheme can be extended to ensure diversity in routes. This can be achieved by coordinating each diversely routed lightpath group by a single network entity. To create a diversely routed lightpath group, a user registers with a coordinator and receives the group identifier. For groups originating through the same client router, this router would typically act as the coordinator. To ensure diversity in routes, N SRLG and node disjoint routes through the network are selected, where N represents the number of diverse routes required.



10.5 Real-time provisioning at the optical layer Provisioning end-to-end circuits is an endless source of struggle for service providers and a frustration for end users. Provisioning of connections requires algorithms for route selection and signaling mechanisms to request and establish connectivity within the network along a chosen route. This section examines the problem of route selection in the context of applying/ adapting the RWA algorithm presented previously to each of the three interconnection models described in Section 10.2. The implications on both the route selection and signaling mechanism components will also be outlined for each of the three interconnection models.



10.5.1



Dynamic lightpath computation



Dynamic computation of a lightpath involves the implementation of two traffic engineering components: an information distribution mechanism that provides knowledge of the relevant attributes of available network resources, and a path selection process that uses the information distributed by the dynamic link-state advertisement algorithm to select a path that meets the
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specific requirements of the traffic flow. For a fully distributed network implementation, these requirements are described next.



10.5.1.1 An information distribution mechanism The information distribution mechanism provides knowledge of network’s topology and the available resources. This component is implemented by defining relatively simple extensions to the interior gateway protocol (IGP) (e.g., open shortest-path first [OSPF]) so that link attributes are included as part of each router’s link-state advertisement. Some of the traffic-engineering extensions that need to be added to the IGP link-state advertisement include maximum link bandwidth, maximum reservable link bandwidth, current bandwidth reservation, current bandwidth usage, and link coloring. These extensions capture optical link parameters and any constraints specific to optical networks. Such topology and link-state information is then flooded to all nodes via update messages.29 Another important component is to define naming and addressing convention for different elements of the physical plant hierarchy.11 Here, we have defined and assigned a naming and addressing convention for different elements of the physical plant hierarchy (i.e., by implementing a simplified link-state advertisement algorithm to model extended OSPF). This algorithm is capable of periodically updating and advertising all of the preceding link attributes. The link-state updates can be triggered, for instance, based on a given threshold of the number of available wavelengths per fiber, below which the updates can be triggered. Once each node has a representation of the full physical network topology and the available resources on each link, a path selection algorithm is required (i.e., dynamic RWA).



10.5.1.2 A path selection process This process uses the information distributed by the dynamic link-state advertisement algorithm to select an explicit route that meets the specific requirements of the traffic flow. This process can be performed either offline or online using a constraint-based routing calculation. The source router (peer model), or the border OXC/central management node (augmented/overlay models) are basically responsible for computing the complete path all the way to the destination through the optical domain, and then initiating path setup using the signaling protocol (e.g., CR-LDP or RSVP). The route may be specified either as a series of nodes (routers/OXCs), or in terms of the specific links used (as long as IP addresses are associated with these links).



10.5.2



Route selection using the proposed RWA



Numerous policies can be used to route lightpaths through the network, such as the constraint-based routing algorithms proposed here. This scheme can be used directly for computing the route and assigning the wavelength for both the overlay and the augmented models. In this case, a connection request is initiated by a client IP/MPLS router (border router, that is, a router directly connected to the optical network) and sent to an ingress optical node © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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(border OXC, that is, the OXC connected to the border router) using UNI signaling. Such provisioning request may specify the desired destination client router. Note that the source end point is implicit in this case. The ingress optical node processes the request and computes an appropriate route along with a wavelength through the network (using topology and state information that has been propagated using OSPF link-state advertisements29). Note that the request may also be received by an ingress OXC from a central management node, specifying the source and destination end points. The routing within the optical and IP domains in the case of the augmented model may be separated, with a standard routing protocol running between domains.7,8 This is similar to the IP inter-domain routing model, where the central issue is how the routing information is exchanged at the IP-optical UNI. Two possibilities exist for this. The first is to consider the inter-domain IP routing protocol, BGP, which may be adopted for exchanging routing information between IP and optical domains. The second is to consider the use OSPF areas (OSPF supports a two-level hierarchical routing scheme through the use of OSPF areas) to exchange routing information across the two domains.7,8 In the case of the peer model, however, additional extensions need to be added to the routing protocol (OSPF) so that the segment of the entire route that crosses the optical core (between the ingress and egress OXCs) must be treated as a virtual link of fixed capacity and advertised as such in further OSPF updates. The routing in this case is referred to as a “flat” routing organization.78 Under this approach, there is only one instance of the routing protocol running in the IP and optical domains. An IGP, such as OSPF or IS-IS with suitable optical extensions, is used to exchange topology information. These optical extensions will capture the unique optical link parameters. The OXCs and the routers maintain the same link-state database. The routers can then compute end-to-end paths to other routers across the OXCs; these lightpaths are considered a tunnel across the optical network between edge routers. Once created, such lightpaths are treated as virtual links and are used in traffic engineering and route computation. Here, the notion of forwarding adjacency (FA) is essential in propating existing lightpath information to other routers. Finally, once an FA is advertised in a link state protocol, its usage is defined by the route computation and traffic engineering algorithms implemented.



10.5.3



RWA implications on signaling mechanisms



Once the ingress node receives a lightpath request from a source, it computes the complete path all the way to the destination through the optical domain using the proposed RWA algorithm. The output of this calculation is an explicit route consisting of a sequence of hops that provides the shortest path through the network that meets the constraints. This explicit route is then passed to the signaling component that initiates path setup (to reserve
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resources) using the signaling protocol (e.g., CR-LDP or RSVP-TE).9 Note that the implications of using the proposed RWA scheme on the signaling is that the conventional overhead associated with the wavelength (i.e., probe message)30 is no longer needed because the RWA scheme selects and assigns both the route and the wavelength simultaneously.



10.6 Conclusion This chapter has considered the problem of real-time provisioning of optical channels in a hybrid IP-centric DWDM-based networking model. Provisioning implies that an optical channel is successfully routed if both an active path (working) and another alternate link-disjoint path (backup) are set up at the same time. Specifically, the work presented here has addressed the implementation issues of the path selection component of the traffic-engineering problem in such a network. Methodologies and associated algorithms for dynamic lightpath computation were outlined.
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11.1 Introduction We propose a novel switching architecture of multi-granularity optical cross-connects (MG-OXCs) for dealing with multi-granularity traffic in the optical domain. MG-OXCs can cooperate with the generalized multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) control plane, which provides the advantages of cost reduction, better scalability in physical size, and unified traffic management. Detailed discussions are provided on the characteristics and implementation issues for the switching architecture. Based on the proposed MG-OXCs, two routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) with tunnel allocation algorithms are presented: dynamic tunnel allocation (DTA) and capacity-balanced static tunnel allocation (CB-STA). In the former, we use fixed alternate routing with k-shortest paths to inspect network resources along each alternate path for dynamically setting up lightpaths. For the latter, fiber- and waveband-tunnels are allocated into networks at the planning stage (or offline) according to weighted network link-state (W-NLS). We will show that, with the proposed algorithms, the RWA problem with tunnel allocation in the optical networks containing MG-OXCs can be solved effectively. Simulation is conducted on networks with different percentages of switching capacity and traffic load. The simulation results demonstrate that DTA is outperformed by CB-STA in the same network environment due to a well-disciplined approach for allocating tunnels with CB-STA. We also find that the mix of the two approaches yields the best performance given the same network environment apparatus. The emergence of generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS)1,2 has opened a new era for control and management of the optical Internet with a core technology of dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). GMPLS was extended from MPLS3 by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), which has collected numerous, valuable ideas from both industry and academia on how to migrate an MPLS-based control plane to the optical domain. Although a label switched path (LSP) and a lightpath are intrinsically different, GMPLS is equipped with the ability of bundling lambda LSPs (L-LSPs), which provision multi-granularity optical flows and provide a suite of mechanisms that assign a generalized label to bundled consecutive wavelengths, such as a waveband LSP (WB-LSP) or a fiber LSP (F-LSP). With this, a hierarchical traffic structure can be achieved, and the pop/push mechanisms defined in the MPLS-based control plane can possibly be migrated to the optical domain, which is conceptually an “aggregation” of traffic with respect to the phase of control and management. In addition to the functionality expanded in the control plane, the bundling of lightpaths can be implemented in the transport layer to reduce the network cost and node size at the expense of higher control complexity and loss of throughput, which is conceptually a “bypassing” mechanism with respect to some switching functions in nodes. With MG-OXCs, the
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switching types and traffic granularities are no longer limited to L-LSP in which a single lightpath is switched according its wavelength, but they are also WB-LSP or F-LSP in which a waveband or a fiber of lightpaths are switched as a whole in the optical domain. Therefore, the tunneling (i.e., allocation of tunnels into networks) is not only limited to a logical programming in the control phase, but is also limited to a physical configuration upon the associated network resources. Here, the tunnel is defined as a group of consecutive wavelength channels bundled and switched together, which is either a fiber- or waveband-tunnel containing a fixed number of wavelength channels. Although the idea of multi-granularity traffic in the optical layer has generated the concept of GMPLS since early 2000, and the Internet draft focusing on this topic first emerged in mid-2001,7 the associated research and relative simulation-based study can only be seen in research by Gerstel et al. and Noirie et al.,4,5 which, however, did not conduct a performance study (in Gerstel et al.4) or did not consider the grooming of traffic from different source nodes to different destination nodes (in Noirie et al.5). This chapter proposes a switching architecture for MG-OXCs along with discussions on the operational principles and various aspects of implementation issues. In addition to a reduction of cost and node size, the architecture of MG-OXCs is also devised to cooperate with the control plane of GMPLS in the optical domain that supports the same routing and signaling instances with IP/MPLS domain. For achieving an efficient use of network resources, a routing algorithm that can perform intermediate grooming to all types of traffic is desired (i.e., the end-to-end traffic, the traffic from a source node to different destination nodes, the traffic from different sources to a destination, and the traffic from different sources to different destinations). The design objective of the proposed RWA schemes is to achieve load balancing among resources of different switching types, so that the throughput of the whole system can be as close as possible to the case in which only traditional lambda-switched OXCs exist in the network. With this, we propose a suite of algorithms for performing RWA and tunnel allocation, which include DTA with fixed alternate routing (FAR) for allocating tunnels according to dynamically arrived connection requests, and a capacity-balanced static tunnel allocation (CB-STA) scheme with the W-NLS for allocating tunnels offline according to the capacity-balanced characteristic of the network. A simulation-based study is conducted to examine the proposed schemes. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 11.2 introduces the proposed four-tier (i.e., electronic-switching, lambda-switching, waveband-switching, and fiber-switching) architecture. Section 11.3 presents the network planning algorithms to facilitate RWA with tunnel allocation. Section 11.4 presents the algorithms of DTA and CB-STA. Section 11.5 conducts a simulation on the performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of blocking probability, and Section 11.6 concludes this chapter. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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11.2 Multi-granularity optical cross-connects 11.2.1



Traffic hierarchy defined in generalized MPLS



GMPLS can be described in brief as an optical extension to the MPLS-based control plane, which is in its ongoing progress of standardization for supporting optical traffic with multi-granularity and provides generalized labels to traffic flows with different switching types.1,6,7 In the GMPLS architecture, the labels in the forwarding plane of label switch routers (LSRs) are not only limited to the packet headers and cell boundaries, but also time slots, wavelengths, or physical ports. The arrangement of labels vs. different types of interfaces are summarized as follows:7 For the packet-switched capable (PSC) interface, the label is a 20-bit number. For the layer-2 switch capable (L2SC) interface, the label is frame/cell headers. For the time-division-multiplexed capable (TDM) interface, the label could be the serial number of the time slot. For the wavelength-switched capable (LSC) interface, the label is the wavelength number of the lightpath. For the waveband-switched capable (WBSC) interface, the label is the ID of waveband in a local port. For the fiber-switched capable (FSC) interface, the label is the local port ID of the fiber. A connection can only be established between interfaces of the same type, which is termed a G-LSP in the context of GMPLS. Nodes in the optical networks equipped with GMPLS signaling are defined as G-LSRs. A hierarchy can be built if an interface is capable of multiplexing several G-LSPs with the same technology, which is called a nesting of traffic flows. With the same manner, the nesting can also occur between G-LSRs with different interfaces. A list of interface hierarchy from the highest to the lowest level is as follows: FSC, WBSC, LSC, TDM, L2SC, and PSC, as illustrated in Figure 11.1. G-LSP Layer 2 Frame



Fiber



TDM Container



Waveband Packets Wavelength TDM Container



Wavelength Figure 11.1 Illustration of the traffic hierarchy defined in GMPLS. (P.H. Ho and H.T. Mouftah, Routing and wavelength assignment with multi-granularity traffic in optical networks, IEEE, Aug. 2002. With permission.)
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nesting is realized in such a way that a G-LSP that starts and ends on a lower level of interface is nested (together with the other G-LSPs of the same level) into a G-LSP that starts and ends on a higher level of interface.7 In the optical domain, no difference exists between the processing of LSC, PSC, L2SC, and TDM traffic because they all have to be de-multiplexed into wavelength-level flows in order to be further processed. Thus, we must have at least three classes of granularities, lambda- (or wavelength), waveband-, and fiber-switching, in which several lambda-switching flows can be nested into a waveband-switching flow. In turn, several waveband-switching flows can be nested into a fiber-switching traffic flow.



11.2.2 Functional architecture The previous description of the control and management of multi-granularity traffic has been documented in some of the most recently reported Internet drafts.1,2,6,7 The realization of each hierarchy of traffic in the physical layer is well defined, except for the waveband switching. Three alternatives to implement waveband switching in the optical domain have been reported: inverse multiplexing, wavelength concatenation, and physical switching of a waveband.7 The first two methods are for bundling L-LSPs into a logical waveband without a realization in the transport plane, and do not consider the fact that a waveband has a physical significance as well as a specific interface. We need a physical waveband that directly switches a spectrum of the wavelengths and is transparent to its inner wavelength individuals. Figure 11.2 demonstrates the switch architecture of an MG-OXC for manipulating multi-granularity traffic, in which a physical waveband Control Box Control channels
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Figure 11.2 Architecture of a node that implements multi-granularity traffic tunneling. (P.H. Ho and H.T. Mouftah, Routing and wavelength assignment with multi-granularity traffic in optical networks, IEEE, Aug. 2002. With permission.)
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switching is realized. The fiber- and waveband-switching boxes at the left-hand side play the role of selectors on the input fibers and wavebands. The waveband- and fiber-switching boxes on the right-hand side perform space switching on the traffic that is leaving the node. The input traffic takes one of the three switching types in the optical domain, according to how the switching boxes of selection are configured. The upper control box is where signaling mechanisms are generated, in which the control packets can be transmitted either out-of-band or in-band. For the out-of-band case, an IP network is built either on a single, dedicated lightpath in one of the fibers or on a single dedicated fiber bundled with the other fibers in the data plane. For the in-band case, the control packets are embedded in the data frame. The functional architecture of MG-OXC we proposed can be applied to each of the three transmission types for signaling mentioned previously.



11.2.3 Implementation issues The basic operation principle for the control and management of MG-OXCs is such that the lambda-switching channels are used mainly for packet switching, for layer-2 switched and TDM data (which may be the accessing traffic), or for protection or transition between two tunnels, instead of forwarding traffic. On the other hand, traffic bypassing through a node should be bundled into the tunnel as much as possible. The operation principles are listed as follows: 1. A certain percentage of fibers along a direction link are assigned as fiber-switched, waveband-switched, or lambda-switched fibers. 2. In a waveband or fiber-switched fiber, all the wavelength channels in a waveband or a fiber have to be switched together. 3. A connection can take a tunnel (either a waveband or a fiber tunnel) if and only if it takes a path that traverses the ingress and egress nodes of the tunnel. 4. The connection must be lambda-switched at the source and the destination node of a lightpath. 5. A lightpath may take more than one tunnel. A transition (i.e., a lambda-switching) is required when a lightpath is traversing between any two tunnels so that the other traffic can be grouped or de-grouped as well. With the MG-OXC architecture, Figure 11.3 illustrates an example of the switching process during the transportation of a lightpath. Two tunnels are depicted in the figure. The first one is a fiber tunnel from node 0 to node 4; and the second one is a waveband tunnel from node 4 to node 6. Note that the selectors determine the switching type of a fiber into a node. The FS selector can determine whether the input fiber is fiber-switched or waveband-/lambda-switched. The WBS selector determines whether the input
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Figure 11.3 Switching process of a lightpath that is sourced at node 0 and destined at node 6. (P.H. Ho and H.T. Mouftah, Routing and wavelength assignment with multi-granularity traffic in optical networks, IEEE, Aug. 2002. With permission.)



fiber is waveband-switched or lambda-switched. On the other hand, the WBS space switch exchanges wavebands between fibers, and FS space switch exchanges a whole fiber of data flow between two fibers. It is clear that the resource of lambda-switching boxes along these nodes is consumed at only node 0, node 4, and node 6.



11.2.4 Advantages/disadvantages of using MG-OXCs The most notable advantage of using the four-tier MG-OXCs is the cost reduction, which is due to the reduced amount of lambda-switched devices including demultiplexers and switching fabrics. Another important characteristic of adopting the MG-OXCs is that the traffic hierarchy in the optical domain can be achieved, which facilitates the migration of an MPLS-based control plane to the optical domain. This is, however, limited by wavelength continuity constraint because of the intrinsic difference between LSPs and L-LSPs. We have to consider whether an L-LSP is on a right wavelength plane before knowing whether it can be physically switched together with the other L-LSPs in the fiber- or waveband-tunnel. To guarantee the availability of transition between different switching types (e.g., F-LSP ´ L-LSP) at ingress and egress nodes of a tunnel, a partial wavelength conversion with a percentage of
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] ¥ 100%



min F3 , ( F2 + F1 ) D



is necessary, where F1, F2,, and F3 are treated as the switching capability for L-LSP, WB-LSP, and F-LSP in the node, respectively. On the other hand, if the conversion capability is insufficient, an L-LSP may not be able to be bundled into a tunnel even if the tunnel has residual bandwidth. A similar situation happens when an L-LSP, originally tunneled in an F-LSP/WB-LSP, may not be able to de-multiplex at the egress node of the tunnel to a specific wavelength plane. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The preceding two characteristics are gained at the expense of a decrease in throughput and an increase in the number of network states that are required to track. The constraints on bundling lightpaths in the wavebandand fiber-switched fibers reduce the utilization of these fibers and impair the performance. The computation complexity in path selection is increased as more network states need to be considered.



11.3 Network planning This section describes the assumptions of this study as well as some planning efforts required by the proposed tunnel allocation and path selection approaches.



11.3.1 Basic assumptions The study is based on the following assumptions: Networks are densely meshed with DWDM technology. Nodes are partially wavelength convertible only for transition between different switching types. Each link is directional with a fixed number of fibers, each of which contains a fixed number of wavelength planes. To simplify the analysis, we assume a Poisson model and uniform traffic in this study. For the kth S–D pair, each connection request is for a lightpath that occupies a concatenation of wavelength channels along a simple path with an arrival rate l m . Once a connection between the mth S–D pair is established, it holds the wavelength channels along the selected route for a time period defined by an exponential distribution function with rate 1. We define the load of the mth S–D pair rm ∫ l m , which can be derived from historical data. With the traffic model assumed previously, every S–D pair in the network follows the behavior of a multi-server loss system9 in which the number of servers equals to the number of all possible concatenations of wavelength channels connecting the S–D pair. Without loss of generality, every connection request is for a single wavelength channel.



11.3.2 Weighted network link-state (W-NLS) We propose a link metric called W-NLS, which is designed to reflect the network topology, location, and potential traffic load of each S–D pair. The design motivation is that, in general, a connection may be built between an S–D pair upon one of a limited number of paths, most of which are the shortest or second shortest paths. In case only the shortest paths are considered, each shortest path connecting between an S–D pair has an equal tendency to be adopted when a connection request arrives at the S–D pair. Due to the fact that the load of a link is the summation of all the S–D pairs that
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launch traffic onto paths that traverse the link, a parameter (or a weighting) on each link can be defined to show how much traffic the link is likely to afford under a specific load condition during a period of time (e.g., an hour or two). Because we have assumed that the load of the mth S–D pair rm can be derived from historical record, the W-NLS for the link i-j is defined as: Jm



M



wi , j =



ÂÂ



r m ◊ a m ,r Jm



m= 0 r = 0



◊ (d im, j,r )



where rm is the load of mth S–D pair, Jm is the number of the prearranged paths between the mth S–D pair, a m ,r is the weighting on the rth route of the mth S–D pair, and M is the total number of S–D pairs in the network. The binary parameter d im, j,r is defined as: Ï1 d im, j,r = Ì Ó0



if route r of S - D pair m passes link i - j otherwise



The prearranged paths of each S–D pair for calculating wi,j, can be all the shortest paths, or all the shortest paths as well as some of the suboptimal paths. a m ,r is a weighting on how likely the rth prearranged path be taken. In general, the shortest paths between an S–D pair are used much more often than the longer paths; as a result, a m ,r is suggested to be a function of hop count of the rth path. In this study, only the shortest paths are considered, that is, Ï1 a m ,r = Ì Ó0



if route r of S - D pair m passes link i - j otherwise



As an example illustrated in Figure 11.4, four shortest paths (assume all the links have equal cost) run between node 3 and node 13. The traffic in the w2,12
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Figure 11.4 An example for deriving the weighted network link state (W-NLS) for the link i-j. (P.H. Ho and H.T. Mouftah, Routing and wavelength assignment with multi-granularity traffic in optical networks, IEEE, Aug. 2002. With permission.)
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network contributed by the S–D pair (3, 13) is highly likely to load onto the links along the four shortest paths. If no preference occurs on the path selection, each of the four paths could be equally weighted (i.e., a m ,r = 1 and J m = 4 ). Applying this process to all S–D pairs in the network, wi,j, is derived by a linear combination of the traffic load from all the S–D pairs that are likely to traverse it.



11.4 Solving RWA with tunnel allocation 11.4.1



Introduction



This section presents two approaches for performing dynamic RWA with multi-granularity traffic: DTA and CB-STA. DTA is used to allocate tunnels dynamically according to the arrival of connection requests. The dynamic selection of a lightpath needs to consider both the existing tunnels that can be possibly taken by the lightpath as well as any possibility of further establishing a tunnel for use. The design originality of DTA emphasizes the ability of swiftly adapting to traffic changes by setting up and tearing down tunnels according to real-time traffic. The second scheme, CB-STA, is used to allocate tunnels in an offline manner according to W-NLS for balancing the potential traffic load. Dijkstra’s algorithm is performed for each connection request on the network topology, taking the prescheduled tunnels into consideration. With CB-STA, tunnels are well disciplined with their location and length at the expense of less dynamicity. Because it is a pure waste in the tunnel layers without being covered by any tunnel, CB-STA needs to reduce the network resources uncovered by a tunnel as much as possible. We will also investigate a combination of the previous two approaches (termed “mixed” in the following context), in which the network is deployed with tunnels at the planning stage that will never be torn town, while dynamic allocation of tunnels is allowed and performed while the network is running.



11.4.2 Dynamic tunnel allocation with path selection The algorithm for the implementation of DTA with path selection is described as follows: 1. Derive a combination of feasible tunnels along an alternate path under inspection (including the existing tunnels and establishable tunnels), such that a lightpath can be built from the source to the destination. 2. Try all the feasible alternate paths and derive an optimal combination of tunnels along a path. The first-fit wavelength assignment scheme is adopted. The grooming strategy for dynamic allocation is listed as follows:
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1. Priority: use of an existing fiber tunnel > use of an existing band tunnel > newly creating a fiber tunnel > newly creating a waveband tunnel > use of a lambda-switched channel. 2. If a tunnel is registered as “long life,” it will never be torn down no matter if any lightpath is using the tunnel; otherwise, it is torn down whenever a lightpath is not traversing through it. To increase the utilization of fibers dedicated for tunnels, the link cost with different switching types should be such that c(lambda) >> c(waveband) > c(fiber). The cost of the t-th tunnel along the ith alternate path between the mth S–D pair is: CTti,m = hti,m ◊ c(S) where hti,m is the hop count of the t-th tunnel along the ith alternate path, and S is the switching type, which could be either lambda, waveband, or fiber. Note that a tunnel is assumed to be nonwavelength-specific by giving enough wavelength conversion capability at the ingress and egress nodes of the tunnel. Therefore, the cost of the ith path is: CPmi =



Â CT
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+ ( H mi -
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where H mi is the hop count of the ith alternate path between the mth S–D pair. The final decision is made by taking a lightpath on the first available wavelength plane along the ith alternate path with the smallest CPmi , where i = 0 ~ Im, which is the number of alternate paths for the mth S–D pair. Figure 11.5 is an example of allocating tunnels along an alternate path with the source at node 0 and the destination at node 6. Five fibers exist along a directional link where F1 = 1, F2 = 2, and F3 = 2. The optical traffic Node 0 Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6 Lambda Channels Five Ports in a Link
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Figure 11.5 An example of dynamic tunnel allocation. (P.H. Ho and H.T. Mouftah, Routing and wavelength assignment with multi-granularity traffic in optical networks, IEEE, Aug. 2002. With permission.)
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launches on the transport layer via lambda switching at node 0. The only fiber for it is the second one. For allocating a feasible combination of tunnels, consider the four existing tunnels (A, B, C, and D) and 2 establishable tunnels (E and F). The optimal tunnel allocation for this particular path can be one out of the 2 6 = 64 combinations. Fortunately, some of the combinations may not be feasible. For example, the tunnel A and B should not be considered at the same time because they overlap each other. Another example is that the establishable tunnel F is exclusive to the fiber tunnel D. After trying all the possible combinations of tunnels and wavelength channels, the optimal solution can be derived. In this case, the optimal lightpath goes from the second fiber at node 0, joins fiber tunnel D, then goes out of D at node 4, and joins waveband tunnel C. The dynamic tunnel allocation is exponential in complexity because the number of possible combinations of tunnel allocation is proportional n to 2 , where n is the number of feasible tunnels along an alternate path. If the number of fibers in a link and the size of the network are small, derivation of the optimal combination of tunnels can be conducted by selecting the best among all possible solutions. If the network is large, however, the number of feasible tunnels residing along an alternate path can also be large, which may result in a huge amount of computation time. In this case, a heuristic is needed to get a suboptimal solution so that the computation efficiency is improved. For this purpose, we propose a greedy heuristic that keeps the longest and most valuable tunnels first and discards the other tunnels that conflict. The selection of the t-th tunnel along the ith alternate path between the mth S–D pair is based on another cost function: Ctti,m = ( H mi - hti,m ) ◊ c(S) The flowchart describing the algorithm is depicted in Figure 11.6.



11.4.3 Capacity-balanced static tunnel allocation (CB-STA) CB-STA is designed to allocate tunnels into networks at the planning stage (or offline). CB-STA is different from DTA because the tunnels built in a priori will be marked as “long life” and will never be torn down while the network is running. The task of allocating tunnels into tunnel layers can be subdivided into two subtasks: 1. Determine a tunnel ingress–egress (I–E) pair for each tunnel based on W-NLS. 2. Route for each tunnel I–E pair according to the information in task 1. For task 1, we define the potential and sink of a node, Pn, and SIn, for quantifying how likely the nth node initiates and terminates lightpaths:
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where a0(i), i = 1, 2 expresses the probability that at least one wavelength on i = min(l, ns,d) outgoing links at the origin is available, and a1(i), i = 1, 2 expresses the probability that, at each transit node t, a wavelength is available on one of i = min(l, nt,d) alternate outgoing links, given that a wavelength was available on an incoming link of that node.



12.3.2 Hypercube networks This section considers the 2r-node hypercube network, where each node can be represented by a binary string (x1, x2, …, xr), and two nodes are connected via a bidirectional link if their binary representations differ in only one bit. In oblivious routing, where a shortest route is chosen at random at the source, and for uniformly distributed destinations, the average probability of success for a new session can be calculated to be: Psucc =



(



a0
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a1 2 r - 1
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where a0 and a1 are as defined in Equation (12.1). In adaptive VCD routing we note that in the hypercube network, a node that is i hops away from the destination has i outgoing links lying along a shortest route to the destination. We let l, l = r, be the maximum number of outgoing links that may be tried at any hop. Assuming the source is at a distance i hops from its destination, the probability of successfully establishing a connection is given by: i -1



’ a (min(l, j))



Psucc (i) = a0 (min(l , i ))
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where a0(min(l, i)), i = 1, …, r and a1(min(l, j)), j = 1,.., r are as defined in Equation (12.3). © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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12.4 Analytical and simulation results Before we examine the simulation results for the VCD scheme and compare them with the analytical results presented in Section 12.3, it is worth turning our attention first to the effects of a number of parameters on the performance of the network under study. First, we examine the effect of wavelength conversion in network performance, considering the torus network with oblivious routing and in three different cases: 1. No-wavelength conversion (or 1-adjacent wavelength switching) 2. Limited-wavelength conversion using k–adjacent wavelength switching, where k = 2, 3 3. Full-wavelength conversion (or W-adjacent wavelength switching) in a WDM network with W wavelengths per link. We note that full-wavelength conversion provides the best achievable performance (in terms of the realizable probability of success for a given arrival rate per wavelength or in terms of the realizable throughput per wavelength for a given probability of success) for a given number of wavelengths W per link. When no-wavelength conversion is used, the different wavelengths on a link do not interact with one another. Thus, an all-optical network with W wavelengths per fiber is essentially equivalent to W disjoint single-wavelength networks operating in parallel. To obtain the probability of success in this special case, it is therefore enough to focus attention on any one of the W independent parallel networks, for which the analysis given in Sharma applies.34 We define the degree of conversion d of a k-adjacent wavelength switching system with W wavelengths per fiber to be d=



k -1 ¥ 100% W -1



Thus, d = 100% corresponds to the case of full-wavelength conversion (or W-adjacent wavelength switching), while d = 0% corresponds to the case of no-wavelength conversion (or 1-adjacent wavelength switching). We define Psucc(l, k) to be the probability of success in a k-adjacent wavelength switching system when the arrival rate per node per wavelength is equal to l; and we define l(Psucc, k) to be the throughput per node per wavelength of a k-adjacent wavelength switching system, when the probability of success is equal to Psucc. To quantify the performance of limited wavelength conversion vs. full- or no-wavelength conversion, we also define the throughput efficiency l(Psucc, k) of a k-adjacent wavelength-switching scheme, with W wavelengths per fiber, for a given probability of success Psucc, to be:
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Dl( Psucc , k ) =



l( Psucc , k ) - l( Psucc , 1)



l( Psucc , W ) - l( Psucc , 1)



¥ 100%



and the success efficiency Psucc(l, k) of a k-adjacent wavelength switching system, for a given arrival rate per node per wavelength l, to be: DPsucc (l , k ) =



Psucc (l , k ) - Psucc (l , 1) ¥ 100% Psucc (l , W ) - Psucc (l , 1)



The throughput and success efficiencies represent the degree of improvement (over no-wavelength conversion) in the throughput and in the probability of success respectively, which is obtained when limited wavelength conversion with k-adjacent wavelength switching is used, as a percentage of the improvement obtained when full-wavelength conversion is used. For k = W (full-wavelength conversion), we get l(Psucc, k) = 100% and Psucc(l, k) = 100%, while for k = 1 (no-wavelength conversion), we get l(Psucc, k) = 0% and Psucc(l, k) = 0% (no improvement). In Figure 12.2, we present performance results for the probability of success Psucc plotted vs. the arrival rate per node per wavelength l when limited wavelength conversion is permitted. The results depicted here were obtained using the analysis presented in Sharma and Varvarigos, and Sharma.9,34 Observe that limited conversion to only one or two adja1 Mesh size p = 11, 0.9
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Figure 12.2 Success probability Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l, for a p ¥ p torus (p = 11), for W = 8 wavelengths per link.
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Table 12.1 Quantifying the Benefits Obtained with Limited Wavelength Conversion when K = 2, 3 p
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cent wavelengths provides a considerable fraction of the improvement that full-wavelength conversion provides over no-wavelength conversion. These benefits are summarized in Table 12.1, where we illustrate the throughput and success efficiencies for a p ¥ p torus (p = 11) for a few selected points. Also, the benefits of wavelength conversion diminish as the extent of conversion k increases and, eventually, appear to saturate. We see, therefore, that limited conversion of small range (i.e., k = 2 or 3) gives most of the benefits obtained by full-wavelength conversion, where k = W. For instance, in Figure 12.3, which also illustrates the network performance for W = 20 wavelengths, increasing the extent of conversion k beyond some value leads to diminishing returns. Similar remarks regarding the effects of the extent of wavelength conversion also apply in the case of hypercube networks, using either descending dimensions switches or crossbar switches.9,34 Next, we present performance results for the VCD protocol, focusing mainly on the adaptivity that VCD can exhibit. The results are obtained from Varvarigos and Lang, where a Manhattan street (MS) network topology is 1 Mesh size p = 11, 0.9
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Figure 12.3 Success probability Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l, for a p ¥ p torus (p = 11), for W = 20 wavelengths per link.
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considered.17 The MS network is a two-connected regular mesh network with unidirectional communication links, which has been analyzed extensively in the literature for datagram deflection schemes due to its regularity and symmetry properties.24,26,30,31 The MS X ¥ Y -dimensional wraparound mesh consists of N = XY processors arranged along the points of a 2-D space that have integer coordinates. X processors exist along the x-dimension, and Y processors exist along the y-dimension, where X and Y are even numbers. Each processor has two outgoing links, one horizontal and one vertical. The horizontal links are directed eastward on even rows and westward on odd rows, while the vertical links are directed northward on even columns and southward on odd columns. Each processor is represented by a pair (x, y) with 0 £ x £ X – 1 and 0 £ y £ Y – 1. A natural measure of the performance of the VCD protocol is the inefficiency ratio h(l), defined as the ratio h(l ) =



D(l ) D(0)



of the average path length D(l) taken by a session for a given arrival rate , over the average shortest-path length D(0) of the MS network topology. The inefficiency ratio characterizes the effectiveness with which the VCD protocol uses the network bandwidth for a given network load. In the performance results that we present, we assume that each session requires 1 unit of capacity, and each link has capacity equal to m units. In WDM networks, 1 unit may correspond to the capacity of one wavelength, in which case m will correspond to the number of W of wavelengths per link. In Figures 12.4 and 12.5, we illustrate the blocking probability B (the probability that a session attempting to establish a connection is blocked at its first hop) and the inefficiency ratio h(l), as a function of the normalized arrival rate per unit of link capacity l = lˆ /m, for an 8 ¥ 8 MS network. In fact, m in this case can be viewed as the number of sessions or channels that can simultaneously use a link and hence, m provides a measure of the adaptivity of VCD. The dashed lines in these figures highlight the stability boundary (points to the left of the boundary belong to the stable region), where the stable region is defined as the region where the connection request queue remains finite; stability is not directly related to B, and it is possible to have B considerably less than one and still be in the unstable region. From Figures 12.4 and 12.5, it is evident that when link capacity m is large (i.e., more channels can simultaneously use the link and, therefore VCD adaptivity is enhanced), the efficiency of the VCD protocol increases significantly. For example, for m = 20, the blocking probability B is always less than 0.4 and the lengths of the paths taken are, on the average, within 5% from the shortest path length for any value of the external arrival rate. Now we will focus on the effect of full-wavelength conversion on oblivious and adaptive routing. In Figures 12.6 and 12.7, we present the success
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Figure 12.4 Performance results for the VCD protocol, illustrating the blocking probability B as a function of the normalized arrival rate per unit of link capacity lˆ /m for an 8 ¥ 8 MS network and several values of m. The dashed lines correspond to the stability boundary.



probability Psucc predicted by the analytical results in Section 12.3 vs. the results obtained from simulations for oblivious routing in the hypercube and torus networks, respectively; Figures 12.8 and 12.9 present the respective results for adaptive VCD routing. We observe that in all the figures, close agreement exists between the simulations and the analytically predicted values over the entire range of applicable input rates.21 Despite its accuracy, the presented analysis is considerably simpler than the analyses available in the literature and its computational requirements are modest, allowing it to scale easily for large k. To compare the performance of systems with varying k and l, we define the incremental per-wavelength throughput gain l(k1, l1; k2, l2) of a system with k2 wavelengths and a choice of l2 links per hop, over a system with k1 wavelengths and a choice of l1 links per hop, for a given Psucc, to be: Dl( k1 , l1 ; k 2 , l2 ) =



l( Psucc , k 2 , l2 ) - l( Psucc , k1 , l1 ) l( Psucc , k1 , l1 )



¥ 100%



(12.6)



where l(Psucc, k, l) is the throughput per node per wavelength in a system with k wavelengths and routing flexibility l, when the probability of success is equal to Psucc.
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Figure 12.5 Performance results for the VCD protocol, illustrating the inefficiency ratio h(l) as a function of the normalized arrival rate per unit of link capacity l = lˆ /m, for an 8 ¥ 8 MS network and several values of m. The dashed lines correspond to the stability boundary.



We also define the incremental probability of success gain Psucc(k1, l1; k2, l2) of a system with k2 wavelengths and a choice of l2 links per hop, over a system with k1 wavelengths and a choice of l1 links per hop, for a given arrival rate per wavelength, to be: DPsucc ( k1 , l1 ; k 2 , l2 ) =



Psucc (l , k 2 , l2 ) - Psucc (l , k1 , l1 ) Psucc (l , k1 , l1 )



¥ 100%



(12.7)



where Psucc(l, k, l) is the probability of success in a system with k wavelengths and routing flexibility l, when the arrival rate per wavelength is equal to l = lˆ /k. The throughput and probability of success gains measure the degree of improvement that a full-wavelength conversion system with k2 wavelengths and a choice of l2 outgoing links per hop provides over a similar system with k1 wavelengths and a choice of l1 links per hop. In Figures 12.10 and 12.11, we illustrate the analytically predicted probability of success Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l/k, for k ranging from 1 to 16, for the torus and hypercube networks, respectively. As can be seen from Figures 12.10 and 12.11, for a given Psucc and fixed l, the throughput per wavelength increases with increasing k. In other words, © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 12.6 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l = lˆ /k, for a 26-node hypercube network, using oblivious routing. 1.0 Analysis Simulation
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Figure 12.7 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l = lˆ /k, for an 11 ¥ 11 torus network, using oblivious XY routing. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 12.8 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength for an 11 ¥ 11 torus hypercube network, using adaptive VCD routing.
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Figure 12.9 Analytical and simulation results for Psucc vs. the arrival rate per wavelength l= lˆ /k, for a 26-node hypercube network, using adaptive VCD routing.
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Figure 12.10 The probability of success Psucc for an 11 ¥ 11 torus network, for k varying from 1 to 16. 1.0 k = 16
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Figure 12.11 The probability of success Psucc for a 26-node hypercube network, for k varying from 1 to 16.
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Figure 12.12 The incremental throughput gain l(1, 1; k, l), for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and l = 1, 2, 3, 4], for a 26-node hypercube network with Psucc = 0.8.



the throughput per link (and the network throughput) increases superlinearly with k. The linear part of the increase in throughput is because of the increase in capacity, while the superlinear part of the increase is due to more efficient use of that capacity because of the greater flexibility in establishing a circuit when a larger number of wavelengths is available. The incremental gain in achievable throughput per wavelength for a given l, l(k1, l; k2, l), however, decreases rapidly with increasing k. This result holds for both oblivious and adaptive VCD routing, and is in agreement with the results for oblivious routing presented in Sharma and Varvarigos, and Koch.9,18 Similarly, the incremental throughput gain for a given k, l(k, l1; k, l2), decreases rapidly with increasing l. If we fix l1 and l2, and increase k, the incremental gain decreases, suggesting that the performance improvement for adaptive VCD routing is tightly coupled with the number of wavelengths, and that the benefits of alternate routing are not as significant when the number of wavelengths k is large. Another interesting feature of adaptive VCD routing in networks with full-wavelength conversion is that the per-wavelength throughput for fixed number of wavelengths k and increasing the routing flexibility l, appears to saturate at or near the per-wavelength throughput of a system using oblivious routing with wavelength conversion over twice as many wavelengths. In Figure 12.12, we plot the incremental throughput gain for the hypercube network when Psucc = 0.8 and the number of wavelengths k ranges from 1 to 16, and the routing flexibility l ranges from 1 to 4 (i.e., we plot l(1, 1; k, © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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l) for k = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and l = 1, 2, 3, 4). As depicted in Figure 12.12, the largest increase in incremental throughput gain occurs when the routing flexibility increases from l = 1 to l = 2, regardless of the number of wavelengths. Furthermore, this gain obtained by increasing the routing flexibility from l = 1 to l = 2, with fixed k, approaches the gain obtained by doubling the number of wavelengths to 2k, with l = 1. For example, the incremental throughput gain for k = 8 and l = 2 is within 3% of the incremental throughput gain for k = 16 and l = 1. The previous discussion leads to some interesting design options when building an all-optical network. For instance, because the per-wavelength throughput gain saturates quickly with increasing k, simply building a network in which every node can translate between k wavelengths may not be the most efficient option. Instead, it may be preferable to build a network in which every node consists of k/n simpler switching elements operating in parallel (each switching between a nonintersecting subset of n wavelengths) that achieves performance comparable to that of the k-wavelength system at a much lower cost. This suggests that a network designer may initially choose to build the network with nodes that have a small number of parallel channels, with n wavelengths per channel. As network traffic grows, the designer may expand the nodes by adding more parallel channels. Better yet, instead of increasing the number of channels per link at every network node, the designer may focus on the routing algorithms and may choose to increase the routing flexibility to obtain equivalent performance at no extra hardware cost. For instance, the designer may simply increase the number of outgoing links that may be tried at each hop. Observe, however, that the routing flexibility is limited by the network topology and is also a function of the switch architecture. Our results emphasize the need for network designers to investigate the tradeoffs between wavelength conversion, routing flexibility, and hardware cost when designing future optical networks.



12.5 Conclusion We presented adaptive routing and wavelength assignment protocols which are suitable for all-optical networks with wavelength conversion and outperform oblivious routing schemes in the hypercube and torus topologies. We demonstrated that for the topologies considered, the performance of a system using the adaptive VCD routing scheme, with only one alternate link per hop, approaches that of a system using oblivious routing with twice as many wavelengths per link. We also presented performance results, focusing mainly on the adaptivity VCD can exhibit and noticed that when link capacity is large (i.e., more channels can simultaneously use the link and therefore VCD adaptivity is enhanced), the efficiency of the VCD protocol increases significantly. We also examined the effect of wavelength conversion in network performance, considering the cases of no-wavelength conversion, of limited-wavelength conversion and full-wavelength conversion and observed that limited conversion to only one or two adjacent wavelengths © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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can provide a considerable fraction of the improvement that full-wavelength conversion provides over no-wavelength conversion. These results clearly emphasize the need for network designers to investigate the tradeoffs between wavelength conversion, routing flexibility, and hardware cost when designing future optical networks.
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13.1 Introduction Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) divides the tremendous bandwidth of a fiber into many nonoverlapping wavelengths (WDM channels) based on which multichannel lightwave networks can be built. A wavelength-routed (wide-area) all-optical WDM network consists of optical routing nodes interconnected by optical links. Signals on different wavelengths are coupled into the link using wavelength multiplexers. An optical routing node is capable of routing each wavelength on an incoming link to any outgoing link without having optoelectronic conversion.1,2 In a wavelength-routed WDM network, end users communicate with one another via lightpaths. A lightpath is an all-optical channel that may span multiple fiber links to provide a circuit-switched interconnection between two nodes. The end nodes of a lightpath access the lightpath with transmitters and receivers that are tuned to the wavelength on which the lightpath operates, while the intermediate nodes route the lightpath using their active switches. In the absence of wavelength converters, a lightpath must occupy the same wavelength on all the fiber links that it traverses. This property is known as the wavelength-continuity constraint. Two or more lightpaths traversing the same fiber link must be on different wavelengths so that they do not interfere with one another.1,3,4 To establish a circuit-oriented connection between two end nodes in a wavelength-routed WDM network, a lightpath needs to be set up between them. However, due to the limited number of wavelengths available in a fiber link and the limited number of transceivers equipped at each node (transceivers are very expensive), it is not possible to establish a lightpath between every pair of nodes.1,3 Given a set of lightpaths that need to be established and a constraint on the number of wavelengths, determining the routes over which these lightpaths should be established and the wavelengths that should be assigned to them is called the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. Lightpaths that cannot be established due to constraints on routes and wavelengths are blocked. Therefore, minimizing the blocking probability is one objective of RWA algorithms.1 In a wavelength-routed WDM network, a lightpath is set up when a connection request occurs and is taken down when the connection terminates. To set up a lightpath, a network control and management protocol is employed to select a route, assign a wavelength to the lightpath, signal control information, reserve resources, and configure the appropriate optical switches in the network. It also provides updates to reflect the wavelengths currently being used on each fiber link so that the nodes may make correct routing decisions. The performance of various network control and management protocols could be evaluated by measuring the blocking probability of connection requests, the connection setup delays, the bandwidth used for control messages, or the stabilizing time (time required for nodes to update topology information after a connection has been established or taken down).4,5
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RWA algorithms as well as network control management mechanisms play a key role in improving the performance of wavelength-routed WDM networks. Various RWA approaches and network control and management protocols are introduced in this chapter. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 13.2 addresses the RWA approaches, Section 13.3 introduces network control and management mechanisms, and Section 13.4 summarizes the chapter.



13.2 Approaches for RWA problem A wavelength-routed WDM network may deal with three types of traffic (connection requests): static, incremental, and dynamic. The traffic is static when the entire set of connections is known in advance, and the connections remain in the network for a long period of time. Incremental traffic refers to the situation when the connection requests arrive sequentially, and the connections remain in the network indefinitely. The traffic is dynamic when the connection requests arrive sequentially, and each connection lasts some finite amount of time. The RWA problem for static traffic is known as static RWA, or static lightpath establishment (SLE). The RWA problem for incremental and dynamic traffic is known as dynamic RWA problem, or dynamic lightpath establishment (DLE). Existing approaches for RWA either consider the routing and wavelength assignment jointly or partition the RWA problem into two subproblems: routing and wavelength assignment. Each subproblem is solved separately.6,7 The remainder of this section discusses the approaches for SLE and DLE, respectively.



Table 13.1 The routing and wavelength assignment method Traffic Type Static



Routing and WA Considered Jointly ILP-formulation1



Dynamic AUR15 Dynamic routing11 LLR16
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Routing and WA Considered Disjointly Routing WA ILP-fomulation1 Fixed routing Fixed-alternate routing6–8 Fixed routing Fixed-alternate routing9,10,11 Adaptive routing8,12,13



Graph-coloring1,6



RANDOM First-Fit Least-Used/SPREAD Most-Used PACK Min-Product Least-Loaded MAX-SUM Relative Capacity Loss Wavelength Reservation Protecting Threshold6,9,15
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13.2.1 Approaches for SLE 13.2.1.1 ILP formulation of SLE For SLE, a set of lightpaths is set up all at once for a set of connections known in advance. The typical objective is to minimize the number of wavelengths needed to set up a certain set of lightpaths for a given physical topology. Considering routing and wavelength assignment jointly, SLE with wavelength-continuity constraint is formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) in which the objective function is to minimize the flow in each link. This ILP problem is NP-complete.1



13.2.1.2 Routing methods for SLE For the routing subproblem of SLE, the following methods can be used: ILP formulation, fixed routing, and fixed-alternate routing.6 ILP formulation of static routing. The routing subproblem of SLE without wavelength-continuity constraint can also be formulated as ILP with the objective function being to minimize the flow in each link. This problem is NP-complete but can be approximated by reducing the problem size and using randomized rounding.1 The problem size is reduced by tracking only a limited number of alternative breadth-first paths between source-destination pairs. In randomized rounding, the formulated ILP is first relaxed to allow fractional flows in the interval [0, 1]. The nonlinear version of the problem can be solved by a suitable linear programming method. After that, path stripping is applied to find a set of possible routes for each lightpath and assign weights to each possible route. Next, one route is randomly selected for each lightpath according to the weights of the possible paths assigned in the path stripping. Fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing. I n fi x e d r o u t i n g , e a c h source-destination pair is assigned a fixed route. Any connection between the specified pair of nodes is established using the assigned (predetermined) route. A connection request will be blocked if no wavelength is available along the links in the fixed route. One possible fixed route for a source-destination pair is the shortest path between the pair. Instead of using a single predetermined route, fixed-alternate routing considers multiple predetermined routes for each source-destination pair. These pre-computed routes are stored in an ordered list at the source node’s routing table. When a connection request arrives, the source node searches the routing table to find a route with a valid wavelength. The first route in the routing table is usually referred to as the direct route. An alternate route is any route other than the first route in the list of routes in the routing table. The term “alternate route” sometimes also refers to all routes from a source to a destination.6–8 Fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing are easy to implement and are also used for DLE, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
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13.2.1.3 Wavelength assignment for SLE After the routes have been determined for the lightpaths to be established for static traffic, a wavelength needs to be assigned to each lightpath such that no two lightpaths passing through the same fiber link share the same wavelength. This problem is also called static wavelength assignment. Assigning wavelengths to different lightpaths so as to minimize the number of wavelengths used under the wavelength-continuity constraint reduces to the graph-coloring problem:1 Construct an auxiliary graph G in which each node represents a lightpath. If two lightpaths pass through a common fiber link, then the two nodes are connected by an undirected edge. The graph-coloring problem is to color the nodes of graph G such that no two adjacent nodes have the same color. It has been demonstrated that this problem is NP-complete, and the efficient sequential graph-coloring algorithm can be used.1,6



13.2.2 Approaches for DLE This section discusses approaches for DLE from three aspects: 1. Methods for the routing subproblem of DLE 2. Methods for the wavelength assignment subproblem of DLE 3. Methods that consider routing and wavelength assignment jointly



13.2.2.1 Routing methods for DLE Routing methods for DLE are fixed routing, fixed-alternate routing, and adaptive routing. Fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing. As for SLE, fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing can also be used for DLE. In Birman and Kershenbaum, fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing were combined with wavelength reservation (Rsv) and protecting threshold (Thr).9 In the wavelength reservation method, a given number of wavelengths on each link is dedicated to connections with more hops. In the technique of protecting threshold, the single hop connection is assigned an idle wavelength only if the number of idle wavelengths on the link is at or above a given threshold. In Birman, an approximate method for calculating the blocking probability for fixed routing was presented.10 In Harai et al., an alternate routing method with limited trunk reservation (a limited alternate routing method for short) was presented in which connections with more hops are provided with more alternate routes in proportion to the number of hop counts.11 A connection is established on route R if the available number of wavelengths for links on route R is larger than the number of reserved wavelengths on route R. Otherwise, the next alternate route for the connection is examined. Compared with traditional fixed-alternate routing, the limited alternate routing method improves fairness among connections because the blocking probabilities of connections with more hops will decrease while the blocking © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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probabilities of ones with shorter hops increase. The overall network performance was also improved. An approximate analytic approach for fixed-alternate routing including the limited alternate routing method was also given in Harai et al.11 Adaptive routing. Adaptive routing considers the network state information when selecting a route from a source to a destination. One form of adaptive routing is the adaptive shortest-cost path routing algorithm.8 In this algorithm, a cost is assigned to each link based on wavelength availability. When a connection arrives, the shortest-cost path between the source and the destination is selected. This approach can be used in both wavelength-continuous and wavelength-converted networks. In a wavelength-converted network, the cost assigned to the links can be selected in such a way that wavelength-converted routes are chosen only when wavelength-continuous paths are not available. Another form of adaptive routing is the least-congested-path (LCP) routing.12 Similar to alternate routing, a set of routes is selected for each source-destination pair. A connection will be established on the route that is least congested (i.e. the route that has the largest number of available wavelengths). The least-loaded routing scheme described in Birman is similar to the LCP method.10 In Banerjee and Mukherjee, the LCP algorithm was simulated and the congestion results were compared with the SLE case (the SLE was solved by employing multi-commodity flow formulation combined with randomized rounding and graph-coloring techniques).13 It was noted that when using LCP routing, congestion results were very close to the optimal results obtained in the SLE case. The LCP algorithm tries to adaptively minimize the congestion as each connection arrives. In Li and Somani, LCP performs much better than the fixed-alternate routing, and the LCP is extended to use neighborhood information to reduce setup delay and control overhead.14 Instead of examining all the links on the preferred route for availability of free wavelengths as in LCP, only the first k links on the preferred route were searched, where k is a parameter to the algorithm. It has been demonstrated that, when k = 2, this algorithm can achieve similar performance to fixed-alternate routing.



13.2.2.2 Wavelength assignment for DLE Once a route is established for a lightpath, it remains to select a wavelength for this lightpath if multiple feasible wavelengths are available. Heuristics are used for wavelength assignment for DLE. Ten heuristics for DLE found in the literature were reviewed in Zang et al.6 These ten heuristics are summarized as follows: 1. Random Wavelength Assignment (RANDOM) — A wavelength is chosen randomly from the set of available wavelengths. 2. First-Fit (FF) — In this scheme, all wavelengths are searched sequentially, and the first available wavelength is selected. This scheme has © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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small computational overhead and low complexity, and performs well in terms of blocking probability and fairness. Harai et al. demonstrated that a routing method with FF wavelength assignment slightly reduces blocking probability, compared with the one with random wavelength assignment. 3. Least-Used (LU)/SPREAD — LU selects the wavelength that is the least utilized in the network in order to achieve a near-uniform distribution of the load over the wavelength set. The utilization of a wavelength is defined as the number of links on which the wavelength is currently being used. 4. Most-Used (MU)/PACK — MU is the opposite of LU in that it selects the wavelength that is the most utilized in the network. Mokhtar and Azizoglu examined the performance of adaptive routing in conjunction with the wavelength assignment schemes PACK, RANDOM, and SPREAD.15 It was shown that the PACK scheme had the best performance, followed by RANDOM, and then by SPREAD. 5. Min-Product (MP) — MP is used in multi-fiber networks, and it attempts to minimize the number of fibers in the network. It chooses the wavelength that has the minimum
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where Dlj is the number of assigned fibers on link l and wavelength j. p(p) is the set of links comprising path P. 6. Least-Loaded (LL) — Designed for multi-fiber networks, the LL heuristic selects the wavelength that has the largest residual capacity on the most-loaded link along the path. The residual capacity of wavelength j on link l is the number of fibers on which wavelength j is available on link l. 7. MAX-SUM (MÂ) — MÂ was proposed for multi-fiber networks but it can also be applied to the single-fiber case. MÂ attempts to maximize the remaining path capacities after the lightpath establishment. The path capacity of path p is the sum of the path capacities on all wavelengths, and the path capacity on wavelength j is the number of fibers on which wavelength j is available on the most-loaded link along path p. 8. Relative Capacity Loss (RCL) — RCL is based on MÂ, which can be viewed as choosing the wavelength that minimizes the capacity loss on all lightpaths (i.e., to minimize the total capacity loss on this wavelength, because only the capacity on this wavelength will change after the lightpath is set up). RCL differs from MÂ in that it chooses wavelength to minimize the capacity loss relative to capacity on this wavelength before the lightpath is set up. This algorithm is extended to distributed relative capacity loss (DRCL) in Zang et al.
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to simplify the computation and speed up the wavelength assignment procedure.6 DRCL works well with adaptive routing for distributed-controlled networks. 9. Wavelength Reservation (Rsv) — Rsv heuristic reserves a given wavelength on a specified link for a traffic stream, usually a multi-hop stream to reduce the blocking for multi-hop traffic.9 10. Protecting Threshold (Thr) æ In Thr, a single-hop connection is assigned a wavelength only if the number of idle wavelengths on the link is at or above a given threshold.9 Heuristics Rsv and Thr are different from the other heuristics in that they did not specify which wavelength to choose; therefore, they must be combined with other wavelength assignment methods. Instead of minimizing the overall blocking probability, they attempt to protect only the multi-hop connections. The first eight wavelength assignment heuristics were simulated with fixed routing in Zang et al.6 It was found that more complicated heuristics, such as MAX-SUM and RCL, provide smaller blocking probability than simpler heuristics; however, the difference in performance among the various heuristics is not very large.



13.2.2.3 Considering routing and wavelength assignment jointly Rather than solving the routing and WA subproblems separately, sometimes methods that consider routing and WA jointly are used. Three such methods are discussed next. The least-loaded routing (LLR) in Karasan and Ayanoglu selects the route-wavelength pair jointly.16 It chooses the least congested path and wavelength among the available wavelengths over the predetermined k shortest paths. It considers networks with multiple fiber links. Let Ml denote the number of fibers on link l, and let Alj denote the number of fibers for which wavelength j is utilized on link l. Let W be the number of wavelengths. For each connection request with wavelength-converted network, the LLR chooses the path p and wavelength j from the set of k shortest paths that achieves W
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With wavelength-continuous network, the LLR chooses the path p and wavelength j that achieves max min Ml - Alj p, j



lŒp



It was demonstrated that this LLR algorithm achieves much better blocking performance compared with the fixed shortest-path routing algorithm in networks both with and without wavelength converters. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The dynamic routing method in Harai et al. combines routing and wavelength selection.11 A weighted function dij is defined as: d ij = a 1b i + (1 - a 1 )q j ( g j , h j ) where a1 is a constant (0 £ a1 £ 1), bi denotes the number of links on which the wavelength li is idle, qj is a function of hop counts hj and the number of available wavelength gj on the route Sj. Then, the route Sj with the smallest dij value is selected to establish a connection that uses wavelength li. qj(gj, hj), which could be selected as: q j ( g j , h j ) = a 2 (W - g j ) + (1 - a 2 )h j where a2 is a constant, W is the total number of wavelengths. Simulation shows that this method is efficient when traffic load is low or many wavelengths are prepared on the link. The adaptive unconstrained routing (AUR) algorithms in Mokhtar and Azizoglu select path and wavelength jointly.15 An unconstrained routing scheme considers all paths between the source and the destination in the routing decision. Given a network with k links and W wavelengths, the state of the network at time t is given by the matrix s t = (s (t0 ) ,..., s (t k -1) ) where s (ti ) (0 £ i £ k – 1) is a column vector s (ti ) = (s (ti ) (0), s (ti ) (1),..., s (ti ) (W - 1))T where s (ti ) ( j ) = 1 if wavelength lj is utilized by some connection at time t and s (ti ) ( j ) = 0 otherwise. The search for a route and a wavelength assignment can be viewed as a search over the rows and the columns of the network state matrix. Each row specifies the available topology at wavelength li, where a standard shortest-path algorithm is used to find a path on the effective topology. The wavelength set is thus searched sequentially until an available path is found. Different adaptive RWA algorithms were proposed by considering different sorting mechanisms of the wavelength set: • PACK — Wavelengths are searched in descending order of utilization. • SPREAD — Wavelengths are searched in ascending order of utilization. • RANDOM — The wavelength set is searched in a random order with a uniform distribution. • EXHAUSTIVE — All the wavelengths are searched for the shortest available path. • FIXED — The search order is fixed a priori.
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It was demonstrated through simulation that unconstrained routing improves blocking performance compared with fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing. Incorporating network state information about wavelength utilization into the wavelength selection process results in marginal improvement in the blocking probability. The RWA methods reviewed previously are summarized in Table 13.1.



13.3 Network control and management mechanisms To set up and take down all-optical connections, a control mechanism is needed to select a route, assign a wavelength to the connection and configure the appropriate optical switches in the network. The control mechanism can either be centralized or distributed. Distributed mechanisms are preferred because they are more robust. The three distributed mechanisms examined in the literature4,5,7,17,18 are described next.



13.3.1 The link-state approach In the link-state approach,17 each node maintains information of the network topology and the usage of wavelengths on the network links. A topology update protocol is employed through which each node periodically broadcasts pertinent topology information to all of the other nodes. Upon the arrival of a connection request, the originator node utilizes the topology information to select a route and a wavelength. The originator node then sends reservation requests for the selected wavelength to all the other nodes in the route in parallel. Each node on the route sends a positive or a negative response to the originator. If all the responses are positive, the originator node sends a SETUP message to all the other nodes in the path. The appropriate switches are then configured at each node, and the connection is established. If the reservation was not successful, the originator sends a TAKEDOWN message to each node on the route to release the reservation.



13.3.2 The distributed routing approach In the distributed routing approach,5 the knowledge of the overall network topology is not maintained at each node. Each node maintains information about the next hop and the cost associated with the shortest path to each destination on a given wavelength, in the form of a routing table. The cost may reflect hop counts or actual fiber link distances. When a connection request arrives, the source node will choose the wavelength, which results in the shortest distance to the destination. It will then reserve the wavelength to the next hop given by the routing table. Thus, each node selects the next hop and reserves the desired wavelength independently according to the routing information maintained in its routing table. This way the connection request is routed hop by hop toward the destination node. If a node is unable to reserve the designated wavelength on a link, it will send a negative
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acknowledgment (ACK) back to the source along the reverse path, and the nodes on the reverse path will release the reservation as they receive the negative ACK. Once the connection request reaches the destination node, the destination node sends a positive ACK back to the source node along the reverse path. Each node along the reverse path will configure its wavelength-routing switch as it receives the ACK. Whenever a connection is established or taken down, each node along the route sends to each of its neighbors an update message and the routing table at each node is updated subsequently. In Zang et al., the two distributed control mechanisms previously described were compared through simulation based on five metrics: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Connection setup time Blocking probability Stabilizing time Bandwidth requirement for control messages Scalability



The link-state protocol has a lower stabilizing time than the distributed routing protocol, while the distributed routing protocol has a lower connection setup time, slightly lower blocking probability, and is more scalable than the link-state protocol.



13.3.3 The alternate link routing/deflection routing The alternate link routing (or deflection routing) method18 utilizes only local state information for routing. Each node maintains a routing table that indicates, for each destination, one or more predetermined alternate outgoing links to reach that destination as well as information regarding the status of wavelength usage on its own outgoing links. Upon the arrival of a connection request, the source node chooses one of its outgoing links based on either the “shortest-path” policy or the “least congested first” policy, and then forwards the connection request to the next-hop node on the link. The next-hop node will again choose one of its outgoing links and forward the connection request to the next node when the connection request moves from node to node toward the destination. It does not reserve any network capacity. Instead, it gathers the set of wavelengths that are available on all links in the route. When the connection request reaches the destination, the destination node may choose one wavelength according to some policy, such as first-fit or RANDOM selection. The destination node will then send a SETUP message along the reverse path back to the source node, reserving the selected wavelength on the way. A connection request is blocked when, upon arrival to a node, it finds that none of the alternate outgoing links has the desired wavelength available, or the alternate outgoing links lead to nodes that have already been visited. Because the alternate link routing method does not require the node to maintain any global information and only requires local state updates, the control bandwidth
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demand is greatly decreased. Its scalability is also high compared with the link-state approach and the distributed routing approach.



13.4 Summary This chapter has discussed the various RWA algorithms in wavelength-routed WDM networks. The network control and management mechanisms examined in the literature were also summarized. The RWA problem can either be solved by considering the routing and WA jointly or by partitioning the problem into two subproblems: (1) routing and (2) WA. For static traffic with wavelength continuity constraint, the RWA problem can be formulated as an ILP in which the objective function is to minimize the flow in each link. Fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing can be utilized for solving the routing subproblem for static traffic. Graph-coloring algorithms can be used for solving the WA subproblem for static traffic. Fixed routing, fixed-alternate routing, and adaptive routing methods can be employed for solving the routing subproblem for the dynamic traffic. Various heuristics have been used for the WA subproblem for dynamic traffic. Several algorithms that consider routing and WA jointly for dynamic traffic were also examined in the literature. The network control and management mechanism can either be centralized or distributed. The link-state approach, the distributed routing approach, and the alternate-link routing approach have been proposed as distributed control mechanisms.
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14.1 Introduction This chapter solves the problem of path selection for WDM mesh networks with a special focus on the implementation in middle-sized networks, such as metropolitan-area networks (MANs). A novel routing and signaling protocol, called asynchronous criticality avoidance (ACA), is proposed to
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improve the network performance. With the ACA protocol, a specific set of wavelength channels are defined as critical links between a node pair according to dynamic link-state. Criticality information is defined as the critical links and the associated information, which is coordinated and disseminated by each source node to every other source node as an inter-arrival critical coordination. Routing and wavelength assignment is performed along with the criticality avoidance mechanism, in which path selection process is devised to take the criticality information into consideration. Simulation is conducted in 22- and 30-node networks to examine the proposed approach. The simulation results show that the ACA protocol significantly outperforms the fixed-path least-congested (FPLC) and adaptive dynamic routing (ADR) schemes under the fixed-alternate routing architecture. In dynamic wavelength-routed WDM mesh networks without wavelength conversion, achieving load balancing in terms of physical topology while avoiding resource fragmentation in terms of independent wavelength channels is the most critical issue for improving the network throughput. The preceding two tasks are also referred to as routing and wavelength assignment, respectively. In the case that a network link in a direction contains multiple fibers (or a multi-fiber network), a single wavelength plane along a network edge contains multiple interchangeable wavelength channels. In such circumstance, a dilemma emerges: the “spread” of working capacity into the network can achieve better load-balancing on each wavelength plane; however, resource fragmentation may be caused between different wavelength planes. On the other hand, the “pack” of working capacity can eliminate resource fragmentation between different wavelength planes; however, the physical load-balancing characteristic is lost. The objective of this chapter is to solve this dilemma. Extensive studies have been reported in solving the dynamic routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem in a multi-fiber WDM network mentioned previously. Because the provisioning latency is required to be less than several hundreds of milliseconds, the RWA algorithm needs to be time-efficient, in which a global optimization is totally impossible. Therefore, most of the reported schemes separate routing and wavelength assignment into two steps to simplify the RWA process (i.e., physical route is selected followed by a wavelength assignment process). For selecting the physical route, fixed-alternate routing (FAR), which is aimed at reducing the amount of dynamic link-state dissemination and computation efforts, is one of the most commonly used strategies in WDM mesh networks.1–4 For implementing the FAR, basically each network node is equipped with a routing table, in which the alternative paths (or abbreviated as APs in the following context) to every other node in the network are determined at the network planning stage. As a connection request arrives at a node pair, one of the end nodes behaves as a coordinator, which looks up the routing table for deriving the APs to the other end node (called a subordinator) and sends probing packets along each of the APs for gathering dynamic link-state and wavelength availability of each span. We use coordinator and subordinator instead of
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source and destination because every connection request is assumed to be for a bidirectional lightpath, in which a source or a destination node is not explicitly defined. We also use coordinator-subordinator pair (or C-S pair) to replace the term source-destination pair in this study. This study adopted the architecture of FAR due to the following reasons. The FAR is more suitable to a middle-sized network than a large-sized one in that, for keeping the provisioning swiftness, the probing latency, which is increased as the network size increases, cannot be too long. Besides, the size of a probing packet, where all the per-wavelength link-state along an alternate path is recorded, should be limited so that the probability of a successful probing without any dropping due to a transmission error can be kept high. As a result, a large-sized network æ in which a round-trip-delay and the node processing time may take a few seconds æ cannot cooperate with the FAR architecture well. In addition, path-based link metrics5,6 are important for performing RWA. The FAR can provide a strong path-based characteristic during the path selection process, which encourages us to adopt this framework. The most commonly used approach in planning alternate paths for each C-S pair is to randomly select a link-disjoint path-pair.1,2,5 On the other hand, the proposal for preparing all the k-shortest paths for each C-S pair, which can yield a better performance æ at the expense of very high maintenance cost and probing traffic æ in dealing with a large number of alternate paths for each connection request, can be seen in Ho and Mouftah.5 The most recent reported scheme for planning alternate paths is presented in Ho and Mouftah; namely, capacity-balanced alternate routing (C-BAR) in which the load-balancing and diversity requirements are imposed to the planning process, and the performance in terms of blocking probability is improved significantly.6 As for the wavelength assignment, the reported schemes cooperating with the FAR architecture are briefly surveyed and summarized as follows. The first-fit, random-fit, and min-product7 select a lightpath by assigning a wavelength to one of the alternate routes according to a predefined rule without considering the dynamic link-state. The FPLC takes the wavelength plane on which the lightpath along this alternate path has the widest bottleneck. The least-used and most-used schemes8 use custom-defined cost function and standard link-state metrics (i.e., the maximum number of reservable wavelength channels) to select one of the feasible lightpaths for a connection request. With wavelength reservation, a threshold is defined on the residual wavelength channels for a single-hop connection.9 Although each of the preceding schemes has its design originality, the performance behaviors are limited due to the ignorance of the influence of network topology and the location of each C-S pair on the traffic distribution. In this chapter, a novel protocol called asynchronous criticality avoidance (ACA) is proposed. With the ACA protocol, every C-S pair in the network keeps track of the number of feasible lightpaths. If the number of feasible lightpaths between the C-S pair is equal to or lower than a predefined © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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threshold, critical links are generated between the C-S pair. The critical links along with the associated information (called criticality information) of the C-S pair will be broadcast to all the other coordinators in the network, so that the other C-S pairs can avoid the use of these wavelength channels during an RWA process as much as possible. This is also called a criticality avoidance routing. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 14.2 gives a survey on the C-BAR planning algorithm, which will be adopted in this chapter for the selection of alternate paths. Section 14.3 describes the ACA protocol in detail, which includes the signaling mechanism, criticality information coordination, and the two stages of the RWA processes. Section 14.4 conducts a simulation for verifying the proposed signaling protocol. A comparison is made between the cases with and without adopting the criticality information in the path selection process. Section 14.5 summarizes and concludes this chapter.



14.2 Arrangement of physical routes 14.2.1 Assumptions We assume that a connection request between node i and node j, li,j and mi,j (connections/time), follows a Poisson arrival and an exponential distribution function of holding time. Without loss of generality, mi,j = 1 for every (i,j). Therefore, the potential traffic load across (i,j) is also li,j. A link is directional with a fixed number of fibers (i.e., F), each of which accommodates a fixed number of wavelength planes (i.e., K). Wavelength conversion is not allowed in this study. Because most of the activities in a network may follow a repetitive pattern day after day, the average traffic behavior during a time slot of a day is similar to those at the same time period of the other days. With such premise, li,j is also varied according to this pattern on a time-of-a-day basis. For dealing with this characteristic of traffic pattern, li,j can be derived by averaging the traffic load in the same period of a day (e.g., the average traffic load from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.) over a long duration of time (e.g., the past 2 months). The network planning results based on li,j are in a semidynamic fashion that needs to be updated for different time slots of a day.



14.2.2 Capacity-balanced alternate routing Capacity-balanced alternate routing (C-BAR), first introduced by Subramanian and Barry, is a network planning algorithm promised to balance the potential traffic load along each link and economize the management cost of alternate paths.8 The basic idea of C-BAR is to optimize the distribution of alternate paths for each C-S pair by an integer linear programming formulation. A design methodology was proposed by manipulating the number of alternate paths between each C-S pair so that the blocking performance of C-S pairs with different minimum distance can be as close as possible.
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Figure 14.1 Sample networks adopted in this study. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)



In this study, the C-BAR algorithm is adopted with the following parameters: 1. F = 5 and W = 16. 2. Two sample networks with 22 and 30 nodes as illustrated in Figures 14.1a and 14.1b are adopted. 3 The potential traffic load is such that the average blocking probability between each C-S pair is ranged from 0.5 to 10% in the sample networks by using a variety of RWA schemes, such as FPLC, with two link-disjoint alternate paths1 and ADR.2 4. The number of alternate paths is taken as 1, 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the C-S pairs with a minimum distance 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The output of the algorithm is the alternate paths for each C-S pair in the networks. With the planning algorithm C-BAR, Table 14.1 lists the statistics of alternate paths in the two networks. The symbol “C-BAR” is for the scheme using the C-BAR algorithm for planning alternate paths. Strategy S1 uses all
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Table 14.1 Comparison among Four Planning Strategies



30-node



22-node



Normalized Deviation (ND) C-BAR S1 S2 2D C-BAR S1 S2 2D



Percentage of Overlapping (PO)



12.2% 38.5% 33.8% 48.2% 11.6% 48.5% 42.2% 57.7%



Normalized Extra Length (NEL)



6.39 20.3 39.2 0 6.17 16.6 41.3 0



1.07 1.00 1.64 1.03 1.06 1.00 1.61 1.02



Average No. of APs for Each S-D 2.18 2.46 11.85 2 2.31 2.88 13.18 2



Source: P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.



the shortest paths (in hop count) as alternate paths for each C-S pair. Strategy S2 uses all the shortest and second shortest paths as alternate paths; strategy 2D randomly selects two link-disjoint shortest paths as alternate paths. In Table 14.1, the three evaluation indexes for the deployment of alternate paths — ND, PO, and NEL — are explained as follows. PO is the average percentage of overlapping between alternate paths across each C-S pair. A large value of PO stands for an inefficient control and dissemination in the network. The normalized deviation (ND) is defined as:



ND =



w a ,b - w 1 ◊ w 2 ◊ E all( a ,b )



Â



where wa,b is the potential traffic load across link (a,b), w is the average potential traffic load of each directional link, and E is the number of edges in the network. The normalized extra length (NEL) is defined as: NEL =



Â



avg _ lengthi , j 1 ◊ no _ SD all( i , j ) Hi, j



where no_SD is the number of C-S pairs in the network, Hi,j is the minimum distance between node i and j, and avg_lengthi,j is the average length of alternate paths between C-S pairs (i,j) in hops. From the data presented in Table 14.1, it is clear that C-BAR manipulates the distribution of alternate paths for each C-S pair and yields a significant improvement in all the evaluation indexes. Therefore, the use of the C-BAR planning algorithm can achieve the best performance among all the other planning techniques with a wide variety of wavelength assignment schemes.6 Strategy 2D is simple and also more fault-tolerant in control and management; however, it is outperformed by strategies S1 and S2 by © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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underutilizing the network resources.5 Compared with strategy S1, strategy S2 provides more working capacity by equipping each C-S pair with more alternate paths. Therefore, strategy S2 gives better performance while at the expense of requiring more control efforts and dissemination traffic.5,6



14.3 Asynchronous criticality avoidance protocol (ACA) This section presents asynchronous criticality avoidance (ACA) protocol, which contains two basic functional elements: inter-arrival criticality coordination and path selection process.



14.3.1 Inter-arrival criticality coordination The inter-arrival criticality coordination (abbreviated as criticality coordination in the following context) is defined as the efforts made between two network events (i.e., a request for setting up or tearing down a lightpath). Successful inter-arrival criticality coordination starts right after the completion of a network event and must be completed before the arrival of the next network event. To implement the ACA protocol, a series of signaling mechanisms is performed. We define that a wavelength channel (or a set of wavelength channels on the same wavelength plane) is (are) critical to a C-S pair if the occupancy of the wavelength channel (or the set of wavelength channels) will block any of the future connection requests arriving at this C-S pair. After the completion of a network event, probing packets are sent by each coordinator to all its subordinators along the corresponding APs defined in the routing table for gathering wavelength availability information. After each coordinator has derived all the per-wavelength link-state along its APs, it examines whether critical channel(s) to any of its subordinators exist. The algorithm for finding out the critical channel(s) between a coordinator (i.e., node i) and one of its subordinators (i.e., node j), according to the gathered link-state, is presented in the following pseudo code, which is invoked whenever an inter-arrival criticality coordination is performed across a C-S pair. Input: Critical_Link(j): a data structure storing the critical channels to node j in the routing table of node i, which is null if there is no critical situation; Old_Critical_Link(j): a data structure storing the critical channels of the last criticality coordination, L(i,j): the threshold of the available lightpaths to the node j. A critical situation is raised if the number of available lightpaths to node j is less than or equal to L(i,j). Start: num_Cpath ¨ 0;/* the number of critical links */ Old_Critical_Link(j) ¨ Critical_Link(j); Critical_Link(j) ¨ null; For m ¨ 1 to |Mi,j| Do © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The handbook of optical communication networks /* for each AP between node i and j */ For k ¨ 1 to K Do/* for each wavelength plane */ {(a,b,k), bn} ¨ Derive the bottleneck along the mth alternate path; /* the bottleneck is on the wavelength plane k of span a-b with the number of available channels bn, where 0 < bn < F */ If ((a,b,k) œ Critical_Link(j)) Then Push {(a,b,k)} to Critical_Link(j); num_Cpath ¨ num_Clink + bn; End If End For End For If (num_Cpath>L(i,j)) Then /* the number of total available lightpaths is larger than the threshold, so no critical situation between node i and j exists; */ If (Old_Critical_Link(j) π null) Then /* if there was a critical situation announced between node i and j in the last inter-arrival planning*/ Broadcast (Old_Critical_Link(j), false); /* release the criticality between node i and j */ /* a “true” is for raising up the critical links, and a “false” is for releasing the critical links */ Critical_Link(j) ¨ null; /* reset the stack since there is no critical situation */ End If Else If (Old_Critical_Link(j) π Critical_Link(j)) Then /* Criticality exists, and an update of critical links is needed */ new_Clink ¨ Derive the new critical links that need to be announced now; old_Clink ¨ Derive the old critical links that need to be released now; /* For example, in case Old_Critical_Link includes (a-b, k1), (c-d, k2), (e-f, k3), and (g-h, k3), while the Critical_Link includes (a-b, k1), (g-h, k4) and (m-n, k5), then the old_Clink will be composed of (c-d, k2) and (g-h, k3) and the new_Clink will be (m-n, k5) */ If (new_Clink π null) Then Broadcast (new_Clink, true, num_Cpath); End If /* announce the newly generated criticality links to all the other ingresses */ /* num_Cpath is broadcast for the decision making of path selection by the other coordinators */ If (old_Clink π null) Then Broadcast (old_Clink, false, num_Cpath); End If /* announce the old critical links that need to be released to all the other ingresses */ End If End If
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With the pseudo code, node i announces critical channel(s) to all the other coordinators by broadcasting the specific physical location and wavelength plane(s) of the critical channel(s), and announces a relief of critical channel(s) once the criticality is called off after a disconnection of a lightpath. The threshold of the number of feasible lightpaths before a criticality, L(i,j), is announced. It is proportional to ri,j, which is the parameter that directly determines the probability of the next connection arrival. If the ACA protocol fails to complete before the arrival of the next network event, the system has no choice but to use the outdated data. The situation is similar to that of the stall link-state in traditional IP networks, which impairs the network dynamics due to the need to reselect lightpaths when resource reservation conflicts occur. A good network design should be such that most of the inter-arrival planning can be successful. The topic of how to adapt the latency taken by the inter-arrival criticality coordination and the traffic dynamics, however, has been out of the scope of this chapter.



14.3.2 Path selection with criticality information During the criticality coordination, each coordinator node receives the criticality information from some of the other coordinators that need to update their criticality information. An example of critical channels and the criticality information dissemination is illustrated in Figure 14.2. Two alternate paths (i.e., AP1 and AP2), each of which contains five wavelength channels on the kth wavelength plane (or there are five fibers in a direction), have been set up between End 1 and End 2. We assume that End 1 is the coordinator, and the threshold of criticality between End1 and End2 is, L(End1,End2) = 2. As the criticality coordination starts, the probing packets are sent by End 1 back and forth along the APs, to derive the per-wavelength link-state for D
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Figure 14.2 An example for defining the critical channels and criticality information dissemination. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)
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the C-S pair End1-End2 right after a network event is settled. Assume only two available lightpaths are left, and all the others along AP1 and AP2 are not available at this time. The critical links in this case are (A-B, k1) and (C-D, k1) in AP1, and (F-G, k2) in AP2, which will be disseminated by End 1 to all the other coordinators. Note that if another C-S pair routes a lightpath traversing either (A-B, k1) or (C-D, k1), the lightpath in AP1 is blocked. In this case, the criticality situation along AP1 needs to be called off. In other words, the criticality of (A-B, k1) or (C-D, k1) has to be called off in the next inter-arrival planning if (C-D, k1) or (A-B, k1) is occupied. The cost of taking a wavelength channel that is not critical is determined by the ratio between the number of all wavelength channels and the number of residual wavelength channels in the wavelength plane. The cost function for ranking the feasible lightpaths between the C-S pair (i,j) is as follows: (i , j) hm



C



(i , j ) m ,k



=



Âc



(i , j ) t ,m ,k



(14.1)



t =1



Ï • if the wavelength channel is announced critical or occupied by a lightpath Ô (i , j ) ct(,im, j ),k = Ì Ft ,m ,k otherwise Ô FCt(,im, j ,)k Ó where Cm( i ,,kj ) is the total cost of the lightpath on the kth wavelength plane along the mth alternate path between node i and j, ct(,im, j ),k is the cost of taking the tth link on the kth wavelength plane along the mth alternate path between node i and j, hm( i , j ) is the number of hops along the mth alternate path between node i and j, and Ft(,im, j,)k and FCt(,im, j ,)k are the number of fibers and free wavelength channels on the tth link of the kth wavelength plane along the mth alternate path between node i and j. Ft(,im, j,)k (or Fa,b, as span( a - b) = spant(,im, j ),k ) is the number of wavelength channels on the kth wavelength plane along the span a-b. The lightpath to be set up is selected from all the feasible lightpaths along all the alternate paths and all the wavelength planes. For example, the lightpath with a cost: min min Cm( i ,,kj ) .



1£ k £ K 1£ m£ M



i,j



If using the cost function in Equation (14.1) blocks the connection request, the algorithm will still select a lightpath in order not to suffer an immediate blocking while yielding a minimum interference to the future connection requests. The cost function of a feasible lightpath at this stage is as follows: Cm( i ,,kj ) =
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where num _ Cpath( r ,s) is the number of feasible lightpaths between the node r and s, and CriticalSet is the set of C-S pairs where the critical lightpath(s) is (are) interfered. The lightpath with the least value of Cm( i ,,kj ) is selected. Eq. (14.2) distinguishes the interference of setting up a lightpath by taking the threshold of criticality L( r ,s) into consideration, which is an important reference on how “critical” the occupancy of the wavelength channel is to the C-S pair. The larger L( r ,s) is, the more likely the next connection request will be launched between nodes r and s because ri , j is proportional to L( r ,s) . In other words, with the same amount of residual available lightpaths, num_Clink(r,s), a larger L( r ,s) incurs a higher cost proportionally.



14.4 Verification Simulation is conducted in two different networks (22-node and 30-node) as depicted in Figure 14.1. Every connection request is for a bidirectional lightpath on the same wavelength plane and physical route. To balance the tasks of sending/receiving/coordinating the probing packets, the coordinator of a C-S pair is defined as the end node numbered by n such that u - n < N / 2 for any n that numbers the other end node, where the network nodes are numbered from 0 to N-1. With this, every network node gets equal chance to behave as a coordinator and a subordinator. Note that all the nodes can be coordinators and subordinators to other different nodes at the same time. To examine the proposed C-BAR algorithm and the ACA protocol, the simulation adopts the following reported RWA schemes for the purpose of comparison: 1. FPLC with 2 link-disjoint shortest paths as APs, abbreviated as FPLC-2D 2. Adaptive dynamic routing, abbreviated as ADR 3. ADR with a length limitation of one extra hop than the minimum distance on the selection of lightpath, abbreviated as ADR-2S (i.e., only the shortest and the second shortest paths are possibly selected) 4. ADR with a length limitation of two extra hops than the minimum distance on the selection of lightpath, abbreviated as ADR-3S (i.e., only the shortest, second shortest and the third shortest paths are possibly selected) (ADR-xS is also called length-constraint ADR) 5. C-BAR with FPLC, abbreviated as C-BAR&FPLC (Alternate paths are arranged for each C-S pair according to the planning design results described in Section 14.2.2) 6. C-BAR with ACA, abbreviated as C-BAR&ACA (Alternate paths are arranged for each C-S pair according to the planning design results described in Section 14.2.2) For the ADR, the cost function is: Cak,b = 1 +
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where RBak,b is the number of available wavelength channels on the kth wavelength plane. When a connection request arrives, Dijkstra’s algorithm is invoked. The final decision will be made by selecting the best lightpath among all the wavelength planes. ADR-nS is basically the ADR with a length limit. If the length of a derived path exceeds the minimum distance by (n-1) hops, the path will not be taken; instead, a blocking is announced. For FPLC, the lightpath with the widest bottleneck on a wavelength plane is selected. If two or more candidate lightpaths have the same width of bottleneck, the one with a shortest distance has a higher priority to be selected. FPLC is reported to be one of the most efficient wavelength assignment schemes under the FAR architecture in dealing with path selection for multi-fiber WDM wavelength-routed networks.10 FPLC has an increasingly better performance than the other wavelength assignment schemes (e.g., minimum product, most used, or least used, etc.)10 when the number of fibers along a link (i.e., F) is getting larger; however, this simulation did not use FPLC to examine the cases with longer APs (i.e., paths with non-minimum-distance) because FPLC does not actually put any weight on the length of a path. As a result, the preparation of long APs may increase the average network resources consumed by each connection request, which impairs performance. The blocking performance for all the cases is plotted in Figure 14.3. Each fiber contains 16 wavelength channels, and 5 fibers are in each direction. The Performance Evaluation for Different RWA Schemes (22-node)
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Figure 14.3 Comparison of different RWA schemes with the proposed schemes, using ACA protocol. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)
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Link Utilization (UT)
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Figure 14.4 Link utilization (UT) vs. traffic load in the (a) 22-node network and (b) 30-node network. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)



number of connection requests for a trial is 600,000, and averaging the results of four trials derives a final data in each plot. The simulation results show that C-BAR&ACA outperforms all the other schemes significantly. The reason for the superiority of C-BAR&ACA scheme can be observed in Figures 14.4 and 14.5, in which the average link utilization (UT) and the normalized average extra length (NEL) in each case are demonstrated. UT and NEL are defined as follows:
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where F is the number of fibers along a span, J is the number of links (directional) in the network, K is the number of wavelengths in a fiber, E is the number of network events during an experimental trial, te is the time elapsed between the eth and the (e+1)th events, and d f , j ,k ,e is a binary param-
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Normalized Avg. Extra Hop Count
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Figure 14.5 Normalized average extra length (NEL) vs. traffic load in the (a) 22-node network and (b) 30-node network. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)



eter, which is 1 if the kth wavelength channel on the fth fiber of jth links between the eth and the (e+1)th events is occupied, and 0 otherwise.
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where V is the number of connections launched into the network, hv is the hop count of the vth connection, and hv,min is the smallest possible hop count of the vth connection. The best way of improving performance is to increase the UT without paying extra cost in NEL. As presented in Figures 14.4 and 14.5, C-BAR&ACA gets the highest link utilization among all the schemes while taking relatively lower extra network resources for setting up a connection, and therefore yields a better performance. Figure 14.6 demonstrates the improvement by activating the criticality avoidance mechanism, in which a comparison is made between the cases with and without taking the criticality information into account. The
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Comparison of the Cases with and without the Dissemination of Criticality Information
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Figure 14.6 Comparison of the cases with and without the dissemination of criticality information. C-BAR-22 and C-BAR-30 are the cases without the criticality information dissemination. (P.H. Ho and H.T Mouftah, in Optical Networks — Architecture and Survivability, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, pp. 88–103, 2003. With permission.)



criticality information dissemination improves the performance especially when the traffic load is low, in which case the chance of blocking can be largely reduced by not taking the critical lightpaths of the other C-S pairs. Because NEL should be similar in each case, the adoption of the ACA protocol can effectively increase the link UT by reducing the segmentation of network resources. This improvement is at the expense of extensive signaling dissemination and a longer computation time that may be consumed.



14.5 Conclusions We have demonstrated a novel strategy known as the ACA protocol, which cooperates with the FAR for performing path selection in dynamic WDM wavelength-routed networks. The ACA protocol performs RWA in two stages. It first uses the cost function defined in Equation (14.1) to evaluate the lightpaths without traversing any critical links. If no feasible lightpath is found, the algorithm then uses Equation (14.2) to determine a lightpath with the minimum interference to the future arrivals of connection request. The criticality information coordinated by each coordinator is disseminated to all the other coordinators as an inter-arrival criticality coordination, which is defined as the planning efforts conducted between two consecutive network events. This chapter provides a detailed pseudo code with step-by-step comments in the procedure of performing criticality coordination. Simulation is conducted on two networks with 22 and 30 nodes, respectively. The simulation results show that with the criticality avoidance mechanism, the blocking probability can be significantly reduced compared with ADR, length-constraint ADR, and FPLC schemes by having the pattern of alternate paths to be 2D and C-BAR. We conclude that the ACA protocol can improve the network performance especially when the traffic load is light, with which the availability of a certain amount of lightpaths between each C-S pair can be preserved most of the time. With the ACA protocol, both the load-bal-
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ancing characteristic of traffic distribution and avoidance of resource segmentation can be achieved at the same stage.
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15.1 Introduction Lightpath control is one of the key issues in wavelength-routed wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks. To achieve good network performance, the network must employ a lightpath control mechanism to efficiently establish lightpaths for connection requests. In general, lightpath establishment can be performed under either centralized or distributed control. Although centralized control is relatively simple to implement and works well for static traffic, it is not scalable and reliable. For this reason, centralized control is not considered suitable for large networks with dynamic traffic. In contrast, distributed control improves network scalability and reliability, and is highly preferred for large WDM networks; however, distributed control increases the complexity in implementation, which presents a big challenge for network designers. The emergence of WDM technology has tremendously increased the usable transmission capacity of optical fibers. WDM allows multiple optical signals to be transmitted simultaneously and independently in different optical channels over a single optical fiber, and can thus meet the ever-increasing bandwidth demand of network users. The early deployment of WDM technology was mostly in point-to-point transmission. With the advent of reconfigurable optical devices, such as optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) and optical cross-connects (OXCs), WDM is evolving from a point-to-point transmission technology toward a networking technology. Wavelength-routed WDM networks are considered a promising network infrastructure for the next-generation optical Internet.1 In a wavelength-routed WDM network, a lightpath must first be established before data is actually transferred. Due to the limitation in the number of wavelengths available on each fiber link as well as the wavelength-continuity constraint in the absence of wavelength converters, a connection request may be blocked because of the unavailability of wavelength resources. For this reason, efficient provisioning of lightpaths has been a crucial issue in wavelength-routed WDM networks. To achieve good network performance, the network must employ a lightpath control mechanism to efficiently establish lightpaths for connection requests. In general, lightpath control can be either centralized or distributed. Under centralized control, all connection requests are sent to a central controller and are processed sequentially. The central controller maintains global network state information and is responsible for lightpath establishment on behalf of all network nodes. Under distributed control, all connection requests are processed concurrently at different network nodes. Each node makes its decisions based on the network state information it maintains. Distributed lightpath control has received much attention in recent years and has been widely studied in the literature. This chapter discusses the major issues that are involved in distributed lightpath control with a focus on lightpath establishment, including routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation. We also review various lightpath establishment
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mechanisms that have already been proposed in the literature, including various routing approaches, wavelength assignment algorithms, and wavelength reservation protocols.



15.2 Distributed lightpath control This section introduces the architecture of a wavelength-routed WDM network and discusses the major issues involved in distributed lightpath control in terms of routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation.



15.2.1 Network architecture A wavelength-routed WDM network typically consists of routing nodes interconnected by point-to-point WDM fiber links in an arbitrary meshed topology, as depicted in Figure 15.1. In this architecture, each WDM link consists of a pair of unidirectional fiber links that operate in WDM mode with a certain number of optical channels (or wavelengths) on each fiber. Each routing node consists of an OXC that performs wavelength routing and switching optically, and an electronic controller that controls the OXC. The controller maintains network state information (e.g., network topology and wavelength usage) for routing, which can be either local or global information. An access device which is used as an electronic interface between the optical network and its client networks can be connected to each node. In the context of this chapter, an access node and its associated routing node are, as a whole, referred to as a network node. Logically, the network consists of a data network and a control network. The data network, which is used for transferring data and operates in circuit switching, consists of OXCs and data channels. The control network, which is used for exchanging network Client Network
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Figure 15.1 A wavelength-routed WDM network.
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state information and control information, consists of electronic controllers and control channels, and operates in packet switching. The control channels can be implemented by one or more dedicated wavelengths over each fiber link or through a dedicated IP network.



15.2.2 Issues in distributed lightpath establishment In a wavelength-routed WDM network, data is transferred from one node to another over optical connections called lightpaths. A lightpath is a unidirectional all-optical connection between a pair of source and destination nodes, which may traverse multiple physical fiber links without undergoing any opto-electronic (O/E) and electro-optic (E/O) conversion at each intermediate node. Two lightpaths cannot share the same wavelength on a common fiber link. In the absence of wavelength converters, a lightpath must use the same wavelength on all the links it spans, which is known as the wavelength-continuity constraint. This constraint is unique to WDM networks. It would largely affect the wavelength utilization and thus degrade the network performance in terms of the request block probability. To eliminate this constraint, wavelength converters can be used at network nodes; however, the wavelength conversion technology is not yet mature. The cost of wavelength converters is still considerably high and will remain so in the short term. To dynamically establish a lightpath for a connection request under distributed control, the network must first decide a route for the connection and select a suitable wavelength on each link of the decided route; it then reserves the selected wavelength and configures the optical switch at each intermediate node along the decided route. In the presence of wavelength conversion, a suitable wavelength can be any available wavelength. Otherwise, all the links of the decided route must use the same wavelength. If no wavelength is available on any of the links or no common wavelength exists on all the links in the absence of wavelength conversion, a connection request is blocked. Accordingly, distributed lightpath establishment involves three main aspects: routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation. In the context of routing, the objective is to make a routing decision for each connection request in a manner that can improve the network performance in terms of the request-blocking probability and the connection setup time. Because the number of wavelengths available on each fiber link is limited and the wavelength-continuity constraint exists in the absence of wavelength converters, reducing the request-blocking probability is of great concern. Another concern is the computational complexity of a routing algorithm. A routing algorithm must be performed online; therefore, a higher computational complexity would result in a longer computational time and thus largely degrade the quality of service of the network. For this reason, a routing algorithm must avoid high computational complexity. To achieve good network performance, a variety of routing approaches have been proposed in the literature, such as explicit routing, hop-by-hop routing, source
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routing, and destination routing. These approaches will be discussed in more detail in the next section. In the context of wavelength assignment, the objective is to select a suitable wavelength among multiple available wavelengths in a manner that can increase the wavelength utilization. This is particularly important in the absence of wavelength converters. For this reason, a variety of wavelength assignment algorithms have already been proposed in the literature, such as random-order, fixed-order, most-used, least-used, etc. Under distributed control, routing and wavelength assignment can be based on either local or global network state information. Under local information, it is very likely that a connection request is blocked because of the unavailability of wavelength resources. An effective way to address this problem is to allow each node to maintain global information and use this information to make more intelligent decisions. In this way, the possibility of a wavelength reservation failure can be largely reduced; however, the network state changes constantly under dynamic traffic, therefore, the network must employ an effective signaling protocol to timely update the network state information maintained at each node in order to make correct decisions. In general, this can be implemented either periodically or upon a change,2 which would cause significant control overheads in the network. Reducing such control overheads is also a concern. It should be noted that due to the propagation delay on each link, a network node might still make an incorrect decision based on updated information. In the context of wavelength reservation, the objective is to minimize the possibility of a reservation failure and reduce the connection setup time. Because the network state changes constantly under dynamic traffic, a wavelength that is available at a given time may be no longer available at a later time. For this reason, a reservation failure is very likely to occur at an intermediate node along the decided route. On the other hand, it takes a two-way delay to make a reservation between a pair of source and destination nodes; therefore, the reservation time is also a concern. Network designers should take these factors into account in the design of a reservation protocol so as to minimize the possibility of a reservation failure and reduce the reservation time. It should be pointed out that in many cases the routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation aspects are closely related to each other and are therefore considered in an integrated manner, especially the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) aspects. For example, in adaptive routing based on global information, routing and wavelength assignment are often performed together while wavelength reservation is relatively independent.



15.3 Distributed lightpath control mechanisms This section reviews various routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation approaches that have already been proposed in the literature. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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15.3.1 Routing Two basic types of routing paradigms are used: explicit routing and hop-by-hop routing.



15.3.1.1 Explicit routing In explicit routing, the entire route of a connection is decided by a single network node, which can be either the source node or the destination node. Source routing. The most commonly used explicit routing approach is source routing. In source routing, the entire route of a connection is decided by the source node. If the source node only maintains local wavelength usage information, a routing decision is made without knowledge of the information on other links. As a result, it is very likely that a connection request is blocked at an intermediate node along the decided route because of a wavelength reservation failure. An effective way to address this problem is to allow each node to maintain global network state information and meanwhile employ a signaling protocol to update this information periodically or upon a change. As a result, the source node can make more intelligent routing decisions and the possibility of a wavelength reservation failure can be largely reduced. Destination routing. Under certain network conditions, the destination node of a connection can also decide the entire route of the connection in order to achieve better network performance than source routing. For example, a destination routing mechanism is proposed in Zheng and Mouftah, which uses global network state information for routing and allows the destination node of a lightpath to make a routing decision.3 Because the network state changes constantly with dynamic traffic, the idea behind this mechanism is to use the most recent network state information to make a routing decision so that the possibility of a reservation failure can be minimized. The simulation results have shown the improvements in terms of the request-blocking probability and connection setup time as compared with source routing. In the context of explicit routing, three basic types of routing approaches are used: fixed routing, fixed-alternate routing, and adaptive routing.4 Fixed routing. In fixed routing, only a single fixed route exists between each pair of source and destination nodes in the network. The fixed route is predetermined, and any connection between a pair of nodes uses the same fixed route. This imposes a strict restriction on routing. A typical example of fixed routing is the fixed shortest-path routing, in which the shortest-path route is used for any connection between a pair of source and destination nodes and is predetermined by using a shortest-path algorithm, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm or the Bellman–Ford algorithm. Fixed routing is simple to implement; however, because a strict restriction is placed on routing, it
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may result in a high request-blocking probability in the network. In addition, it has no capability to handle a network failure. Fixed-alternate routing. In fixed-alternate routing, a set of alternate routes exists between each pair of source and destination nodes. The set of alternate routes is predetermined and stored in a routing table maintained at each node. In general, they are link-disjoint in the sense that any of the routes does not share any link with any other of the routes. For example, these routes may include the first-shortest-path route, the second-shortest-path route, the third-shortest-path route, etc. The actual route of a connection can only be chosen from the set of alternate routes, which also imposes a restriction on routing to a certain extent. Compared with fixed routing, fixed-alternate routing can significantly reduce the request-blocking probability. In addition, it also provides some degree of survivability capability against network failures. Adaptive routing. In adaptive routing, routing is not restricted. Any possible route between a pair of source and destination nodes can be chosen as the actual route of a connection. The choice of routes is based on the current network state and wavelength availability. Compared with fixed-alternate routing, adaptive routing can further reduce the request-blocking probability but increases the computational complexity. A typical example of adaptive routing is the least-cost-path routing.4 To compute an optimal route, a cost that can measure the link distance and resource usage is assigned to each link and a least-cost routing algorithm is performed upon the arrival of a connection request. Normally, the least-cost-path route from the source node to the destination node is decided as the actual route. If multiple routes have the same cost, one of them is selected randomly. A connection request is blocked only when no route is available between the source node and the destination node. Another example of adaptive routing is the least-congested-path (LCP) routing.5 Similar to fixed-alternate routing, a set of predetermined paths exists between each pair of source and destination nodes. The congestion degree of a link depends on the number of wavelengths available on the link. A link with fewer available wavelengths is considered more congested. The congestion degree of a path is determined by the congestion degree of the most congested link along the path. For a connection request, the least-congested path is decided as the actual route. It has been demonstrated by Li and Somani that the LCP routing can improve the network performance as compared with fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing; however, the LCP routing significantly increases the computational complexity and control overheads. To compute the least-congested path, an LCP routing algorithm must examine all links on all the predetermined paths and the network state information maintained at each node must be updated in a timely manner.
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To overcome these shortcomings, a neighborhood-information-based LCP routing algorithm is proposed in Li and Somani.6 Instead of examining all links on all the predetermined paths, this algorithm only examines the first k neighborhood links on each of the predetermined paths. It has been demonstrated that with k = 2, this algorithm can achieve similar performance to fixed-alternate routing.



15.3.1.2 Hop-by-hop routing In hop-by-hop routing, each node independently decides the next hop. A routing decision is made dynamically one hop at a time and is based on either local or global network state information. An example of hop-by-hop routing based on global information is the distributed-routing approach.7 In this approach, each node maintains a routing table, which specifies the next hop and the cost associated with the shortest path to each destination node for each wavelength. Hop counts or link distances can measure the cost. A connection request is routed one hop at a time. Each node independently decides the next hop, and the wavelength that results in the lowest cost is selected. The routing table is maintained by using a distributed Bellman–Ford algorithm and must be updated whenever a connection is set up or taken down. It has been demonstrated that the distributed-routing approach yields lower request-blocking probability than the link-state approach in Ramaswami and Segall.2 An example of hop-by-hop routing based on local information is the alternate-link routing approach.8 In this approach, each node maintains a routing table, which specifies one or more alternate outgoing links to each destination node. These links are predetermined and stored in the routing table. A connection request is routed one hop at a time. Each node independently chooses one link from the alternate links based on some criteria, such as the shortest-path first or the least-congested link first, and then forwards the connection request to the next hop. Because a node only maintains local information on its outgoing links, no information update is required and thus the control overheads are greatly reduced. It has been proven that under light load, this routing approach outperforms both fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing. Under heavy load, fixed-alternate routing produces better performance.



15.3.2 Wavelength assignment Wavelength assignment algorithms can be classified into the following basic categories: random-order, fixed-order, least-used, and most-used.



15.3.2.1 Random-order The random-order algorithm searches the wavelengths in a random order. It first determines the wavelengths that are available on each link of a decided route and then chooses one randomly among those available wavelengths, usually with uniform probability. This algorithm does not © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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require any global network state information and is thus suitable for distributed control.



15.3.2.2 Fixed-order The fixed-order algorithm searches the wavelengths in a fixed order. In this algorithm, all the wavelengths are indexed, and are searched in the order of their index numbers. The first available wavelength found is chosen. Similar to the random-order algorithm, this algorithm also does not require any global network state information and is thus suitable for distributed control. Unlike the random-order algorithm, it has a lower computational cost because it does not necessarily search all the wavelengths for each route. As a result, this algorithm is highly preferred in practice for distributed control.



15.3.2.3 Least-used The least-used algorithm chooses the wavelength that is the least used in the network. The purpose is to balance the load over all the wavelengths. The idea behind this algorithm is that it is more likely that a shorter route is found on the least-used wavelength than a most-used wavelength, which can result in more available links for those connection requests that arrive later. The least-used algorithm requires global network state information to compute the least-used wavelength, which introduces additional signaling overhead. Moreover, it also requires additional storage and computation cost. As a result, this algorithm is more suitable for centralized control and is thus not preferred in practice for distributed control.



15.3.2.4 Most-used The most-used algorithm is just the opposite of the least-used algorithm. It chooses the wavelength that is the most used in the network. This algorithm also requires global network state information to compute the most-used wavelength. It has similar signaling overhead, and storage and computation cost to those with the least-used algorithm; however, it outperforms the least-used algorithm significantly.9 As a result, this algorithm is also more suitable for centralized control and is thus not preferred in practice for distributed control. In addition to the preceding basic algorithms, a variety of other algorithms are proposed. For example, the min-product algorithm,10 the least-loaded algorithm,11 the MAX-SUM algorithm,12 and the relative-capacity-loss algorithm13 are proposed for multi-fiber networks. The wavelength-reservation algorithm and protecting-threshold algorithm14 are proposed for achieving a higher degree of fairness. Readers are referred to Zang et al. for a more detailed review of these algorithms.4



15.3.3 Wavelength reservation Wavelength reservation approaches can be classified into two basic paradigms: parallel reservation and sequential reservation.
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15.3.3.1 Parallel reservation In parallel reservation, the wavelengths on each link of a decided route are reserved in parallel. An example of parallel reservation protocols can be found in Ramaswami and Segall.2 With this protocol, once a route is decided and a wavelength is selected, the source node sends a request packet to each intermediate node along the decided route, respectively. In response, each intermediate node tries to reserve the selected wavelength on the link; then it sends either a positive or a negative acknowledgment packet back to the source node. If the source node receives a positive acknowledgment from all the nodes, the lightpath is established successfully. Otherwise, the connection request is blocked. Parallel reservation can reduce the reservation time but causes more control overheads.



15.3.3.2 Sequential reservation In sequential reservation, the wavelengths on each link along a decided route are reserved on a hop-by-hop basis. A wavelength may be reserved at each intermediate node either by a forward control packet on its way forward to the destination node or by a backward control packet on its way backward to the source node, which is correspondingly referred to as forward reservation or backward reservation. Forward reservation. In forward reservation, a wavelength is reserved by a forward control packet on its way from the source node to the destination node along a decided route. A basic forward reservation protocol (FRP) can be found in Yuan et al.15 With FRP, the source node sends a request (REQ) packet to the destination node along a decided route. At each intermediate node, the REQ packet tries to reserve a selected wavelength. If the wavelength can be reserved, the REQ packet is forwarded to the next hop. Otherwise, a negative acknowledgment (NAK) packet is sent back to the source node and the REQ packet is dropped. The NAK packet releases all the wavelengths already reserved by the REQ packet and informs the source node of the reservation failure. If the REQ packet can reach the destination node, the destination node sends a positive acknowledgment (ACK) packet back to the source node along the reverse route. The ACK packet will configure the optical switch at each intermediate node. When the ACK packet reaches the source node, the lightpath is established successfully. Figure 15.2 illustrates the forward reservation. The shaded area represents the period during which a wavelength is reserved but not in use. Obviously, a lot of bandwidth on the reserved wavelength is wasted during the reservation period, which would greatly decrease the wavelength utilization. An effective way to address this problem is to use backward reservation. Backward reservation. In backward reservation, a wavelength is reserved by a backward control packet on its way from the destination node to the source node along the reverse of a decided route. A basic backward
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Figure 15.2 Forward reservation: (a) successful; (b) unsuccessful.



reservation protocol (BRP) can also be found in Yuan et al.15 With BRP, the source node first sends a probe (PROB) packet to the destination node along a decided route. The PROB packet does not reserve any wavelength at each intermediate node. Instead, it just collects wavelength availability information on each link along the decided route. When the destination node receives the PROB packet, it selects an available wavelength and then sends a reservation (RESV) packet back to the source node along the reverse route. It is the RESV packet that reserves the selected wavelength and simultaneously configures the optical switch at each intermediate node on its way back to the source node. If the RESV packet cannot reserve a suitable wavelength at an intermediate node, the node sends a failure (FAIL) packet to the destination node and a negative acknowledgment (NACK) packet to the source node, respectively. The FAIL packet disconfigures the optical switches and releases the wavelengths already reserved by the RESV packet while the NACK packet simply informs the source node of the reservation failure. If the RESV packet can reach the source node, the lightpath is established successfully. Obviously, BRP can reduce the bandwidth waste significantly, as presented in Figure 15.3. To reduce the possibility of a reservation failure, a variety of reservation policies have been proposed in the literature, such as holding, aggressive, and retrying. S-Node
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Figure 15.3 Backward reservation: (a) successful; (b) unsuccessful.
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Holding. In FRP, each node actually adopts a dropping policy. In the case of a reservation failure at an intermediate node, a NAK packet is immediately sent back to the source node and the REQ packet is dropped. To increase the possibility of a successful reservation, a holding policy can be adopted.15 With the holding policy, an intermediate node does not immediately send a NAK packet to the source node in the case of a reservation failure. Instead, it will buffer the REQ packet for a specified period of time. If the desired wavelength becomes available during this period, the REQ packet will continue its trip. Otherwise, a NAK will be sent back to the source node to inform of the reservation failure. To implement the holding policy, each node must maintain a queue to buffer the REQ packets and a timer to control the holding time. This increases the complexity in implementation. The holding policy can also be adopted in BRP. Aggressive. In FRP, a conservative policy is actually adopted. The source node only selects one available wavelength at a time and tries to reserve it along the decided route. In the case of a reservation failure, the source node will be informed and then try another wavelength. Obviously, this policy may result in a long reservation time. To reduce the reservation time, an aggressive policy can be adopted.15 With the aggressive policy, the source node will reserve all available wavelengths on the outgoing link and then send a REQ packet that carries the information on the reserved wavelengths. At each intermediate node, the common wavelengths that are available on both incoming link and outgoing link are computed. If no common wavelength is available, a NAK packet is sent back to the source node to release the reserved wavelengths and inform of the reservation failure. Otherwise, all common wavelengths are reserved and the REQ packet is forwarded to the next hop carrying the information on the reserved wavelengths. If the REQ packet reaches the destination node, it will select one wavelength from the reserved wavelengths and send an ACK packet back to the source node. The ACK packet will release those wavelengths reserved by the REQ packet but not selected on its way back. The drawback of this policy is the over-reserved wavelengths during the reservation period, which would greatly reduce the wavelength utilization. The aggressive policy can also be adopted in BRP. Retrying. In BRP, a NACK packet is sent to the source node in the case of a reservation failure at an intermediate node and the request is blocked. To increase the possibility of a successful reservation, a retrying policy is proposed by Saha.16 With this policy, the destination node will try another available wavelength in the case of a reservation failure. Obviously, retrying increases the connection setup delay. It has been demonstrated, however, that this policy can significantly improve the request-blocking probability without largely increasing the setup delay as long as the number of retries is restricted to two or three.
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15.4 Conclusions Lightpath control is one of the key issues for achieving good network performance in wavelength-routed WDM networks. Distributed control is considered an effective solution to lightpath establishment for large networks with dynamic traffic. This chapter discussed the major issues that are involved in distributed lightpath establishment in terms of routing, wavelength assignment, and wavelength reservation. We have also reviewed various distributed lightpath control mechanisms that have already been proposed in the literature, including various routing approaches, wavelength assignment algorithms, and wavelength reservation protocols. Under dynamic traffic, the objective of routing and wavelength assignment is to increase the wavelength utilization and minimize the request-blocking probability. Different RWA algorithms may result in different network performance. The performance of an RWA algorithm also depends on the network state information available at each network node. If global information is available, more intelligent decisions can be made, which could significantly improve the network performance. However, this requires timely-updated network state information maintained at each network node, which largely increases the complexity in implementation. In the context of wavelength reservation, the objective is to minimize the possibility of a reservation failure and reduce the connection setup time. The performance of a reservation protocol depends on whether a reservation is made in parallel or in sequential, and whether forward or backward. In addition, various reservation policies can be adopted in a basic reservation protocol, which could significantly reduce the possibility of a reservation failure.
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length routing æ a network switching or routing node that routes signals based on their wavelengths — are rapidly becoming technologies-of-choice to meet the tremendous bandwidth demand of the new millennium. Several important advantages, such as increased usable bandwidth (nearly 50 THz) on an optical fiber, reduced electronic processing cost, protocol transparency, and low bit-error rates (BER [10–12 to 10–9]), have made wavelength-routed WDM optical networks a de facto standard for high-speed backbone transport networks. In the emerging next-generation transport networks, called intelligent optical networks, WDM-based optical components such as add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) and optical cross-connects (OXCs) will have full knowledge of the wavelengths in the network, status, and traffic-carrying capacity of each wavelength. With such intelligence, these (intelligent) optical networks could create self-connecting and self-regulating connections on-the-fly. A WDM mesh network consists of wavelength routing nodes interconnected by point-to-point optical fiber links in an arbitrary topology. In these networks, a message can be sent from one node to another using a wavelength continuous path (called a lightpath) without requiring any electro-optical conversion and buffering at the intermediate nodes. This process is known as wavelength routing. The requirement that the same wavelength must be used on all the links along the selected route is known as the wavelength continuity constraint.1,2 Two lightpaths can use the same wavelength only if they use different fibers (wavelength reuse). A physical route and a wavelength uniquely identify a lightpath. If a lightpath is established between any two nodes, traffic between these nodes can be routed without requiring any intermediate opto-electrical conversion and buffering. Traffic demand can be either static or dynamic. In static lightpath establishment (SLE), traffic demand between node pairs is known a priori and the goal is to establish lightpaths so as to optimize certain objective function (maximizing single-hop traffic, minimizing congestion, minimizing average weighted hop count, etc.). The nodes, together with the set of lightpaths at the optical layer, form a virtual topology.1,2 An optical layer consists of a set of lightpaths and can be used in wide-area backbone networks between the lower physical layer and higher client (electrical) layers. The dynamic lightpath establishment (DLE) problem concerns establishing lightpaths with an objective of increasing the average call acceptance ratio (or equivalently reducing the blocking probability) when connection requests arrive to and depart from the network dynamically. Several heuristic algorithms for the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem are available in the literature.3–6 Generally, longer-hop connections are subject to more blocking than shorter-hop connections. A good wavelength routing (WR) algorithm is critically important in order to improve the network performance in terms of average call acceptance ratio. A WR algorithm has two components: route selection and wavelength selection. Different WR algorithms have been proposed in the literature to choose best pair of routes and wavelengths. Based on the restriction (if any) on choosing a route from all possible routes, route
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selection algorithms can be fixed routing (FR), alternate routing (AR), and exhaust routing (ER).4,7 Depending upon the order in which wavelengths are searched, the wavelength selection algorithms can be most used (MU), least used (LU), fixed ordering (FX), and random ordering (RN). In Mokhtar and Azizoglu, all these wavelength selection algorithms are compared and the results showed that MU scheme performs best compared with all other wavelength assignment schemes;4 however, the MU scheme requires the actual or estimated global state information of the network to determine the usage of every wavelength. This scheme is more suitable for centralized implementation and is not easily amenable for distributed implementation. Similar to any communication network, WDM networks are also prone to hardware (such as routers and/or switches and cable cuts) failures and software (protocol) bugs. As WDM networks carry huge volumes of traffic, maintaining a high level of service availability at an acceptable level of overhead is an important issue. It is essential to incorporate fault-tolerance into quality of service (QoS) requirements. The types of applications being deployed across the public Internet today are increasingly mission-critical, whereby business success can be jeopardized by poor performance of the network. It does not matter how attractive and potentially lucrative our applications are if the network does not function reliably and consistently. Restoration could be provided at the optical layer or at the higher client (electrical) layers, each of which has its own merits. The optical layer has faster restoration and provisioning times and uses the wavelength channels optimally.8,9 Because of these, many of the functions are moving to the optical layer. The foremost of them are routing, switching, and network restoration. High-speed mesh restoration becomes a necessity, and this is made possible by doing the restoration at the optical layer using optical switches. This chapter presents recent advances in dynamic restoration of lightpaths in WDM optical networks. It explains the operation of these recent schemes and discusses their performance. In Section 16.2, we review some commonly used terms and present a broad classification of restoration schemes designed for dynamic traffic. Section 16.3 discusses centralized restoration methods for dynamic traffic. We present a segmented protection paths algorithm, which overcomes the disadvantages of the existing end-to-end detouring and local detouring methods. Because the failure of components is probabilistic, the single-failure model is not realistic, especially for large networks. We present a scheme called partial backups, which considers the probabilistic nature of failure of components for establishing reliable connections (R-Connections). Section 16.4 provides a brief review of distributed control protocols for lightpath restoration and also describes a preferred link-based distributed control protocol for establishing reliability-constrained, least-cost lightpaths, which can be used in conjunction with the existing reactive schemes for restoration. The trend in the current network development is moving toward a unified solution that supports voice, data, and various multimedia services. In this scenario, different applications/end users may need different levels of fault-tolerance, availability,
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bandwidth, delay, etc., and differ in how much they are willing to pay for the service they get. We discuss differentiated services in fault-tolerant WDM networks in Section 16.5. Finally, a brief summary is provided in Section 6.



16.2 Terminology and classification of dynamic lightpath restoration methods Fault-tolerance refers to the ability of the network to configure and reestablish communication upon failure. A related term known as restoration refers to the process of rerouting affected traffic upon a component failure. A network with restoration capability is known as survivable network or restorable network. The lightpath that carries traffic during the normal operation is known as the primary lightpath. When a primary lightpath fails, the traffic is rerouted over a new lightpath known as the backup lightpath. The process of assigning the network resources to a given traffic demand is known as provisioning a network.10–14 Given a set of traffic demands, the provisioning problem is to allocate resources to the primary and backup lightpaths for each demand, so as to minimize the spare resources required. The resources in this case are the number of wavelengths for single-fiber networks and the number of fibers for multi-fiber networks. A connection request with a fault-tolerance requirement is called a dependable connection (D-connection).15,16 The two primary measures of dependability are reliability and availability. Reliability of a resource (or component) is the probability that it functions correctly (potentially despite faults) over an interval of time, whereas availability of a resource (or component) is the probability that it is being operational at any given instant of time. The restoration methods differ in their assumptions about the mode of network control: • • • •



Centralized or distributed, the traffic demand Static or dynamic, the functionalities of cross-connects Wavelength selective or wavelength convertible, and the performance metric Restoration guarantee, restoration time, and spare resource utilization



The methods designed for establishing connections with fault-tolerance requirements can be broadly divided into reactive and proactive. In the reactive method of restoration, when an existing lightpath fails, a search is initiated for finding a new lightpath that does not use the failed components. This has an advantage of low overhead in the absence of failures; however, this does not guarantee successful recovery because an attempt to establish a new lightpath may fail due to resource shortage at the time of failure recovery. In the proactive method of restoration, backup lightpaths are identified and resources are reserved along the backup lightpaths at the time of establishing primary lightpath itself. Proactive or reactive restoration method is either link-based or path-based. The link-based method employs local detouring, while path-based method employs end-to-end detouring. Local detouring
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reroutes the traffic around the failed component, while in end-to-end detouring a backup lightpath is selected between the end nodes of the failed primary lightpath. Local detouring is inefficient in terms of resource utilization. Furthermore, handling node failures is very difficult in local detouring. A path-based (end-to-end) restoration method is either failure dependent or failure independent. In a failure-dependent method, a backup lightpath is associated with every link used by a primary lightpath. When a primary lightpath fails, the backup lightpath that corresponds to the failed link will be used. In a failure-independent method, a backup lightpath that is disjoint with the primary lightpath is chosen. A proactive restoration method may use a dedicated backup lightpath for a primary lightpath. In a dedicated backup scheme, wavelength channels are not shared between any two backup lightpaths. For better resource utilization, multiplexing techniques can be employed. If two lightpaths do not fail simultaneously, their backup lightpaths can share a wavelength channel. This technique is known as backup multiplexing (BM).15 A proactive restoration method can employ primary-backup multiplexing (PBM)16 to further improve resource utilization. This technique allows a wavelength channel to be shared by a primary and one or more backup lightpaths. This chapter concentrates on the restoration methods designed for dynamic traffic only. A broad classification of restoration methods designed for dynamic traffic is illustrated in Figure 16.1. Though we have not shown the classification of restoration schemes under distributed control, the same classification as under centralized control is applicable in many cases, and several research efforts are being focused in this direction.



16.3 Centralized restoration methods Several authors have recently proposed some dynamic routing algorithms for fault-tolerant routing in WDM networks.15–19 In Anand and Qiao, two Dynamic Lightpath Restoration
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Figure 16.1 Classification of dynamic lightpath restoration schemes.
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online routing and wavelength assignment algorithms are presented (i.e., static method and dynamic method).18 The static method is used to establish primary and protection lightpaths such that once a route and wavelength have been chosen, they are not allowed to change. On the other hand, dynamic method allows for rearrangement of protection lightpaths (i.e., both route and wavelength chosen for a protection path can be shifted to accommodate a new request). Both methods are based on a dedicated path protection scheme, and in both methods the primary paths are not allowed to rearrange. Contrary to intuition, the results show that static strategy performs better than dynamic strategy in terms of the number of connection requests satisfied for a given number of wavelengths. In Bandyopadhyay, a dynamic rerouting scheme in case of fault occurrence for WDM all-optical networks was proposed.17 Sridharan and Somani support three classes of service: full protection, no protection, and best-effort protection.19 Krishna et al. and Kodialam and Lakshman tried a tradeoff between local and end-to-end detouring.20,21 Recently, carrying IP over WDM networks in an efficient manner has generated considerable interest. This is because the rapid pace of developments in WDM technology is now beginning to shift the focus more toward optical networking and network level issues. Survivability provisioning in optical multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) networks is considered in Ghani.22 In Li and Ramaswami, some methods to detect and isolate faults such as fiber cuts and router failures have been proposed.23 A comprehensive survey of the restoration schemes is available in the literature.2,24–26



16.3.1 Backup multiplexing-based routing The algorithm presented in Mohan and Murthy uses backup multiplexing technique.15 It basically uses the alternate routing method, wherein a set of candidate routes for every source-destination pair is pre-computed. The candidate routes of a source-destination pair are chosen to be link - disjoint. In response to a new request, a minimum-cost primary-backup lightpath pair is chosen. The key idea here is to choose the primary-backup lightpath pair that requires minimum free wavelength channels. Note that if a wavelength is assigned to either a primary or backup path, it is no longer available for any other primary or backup lightpaths. If a wavelength channel is already used by one or more backup lightpaths, it can be used by a new backup lightpath (if allowed) with no extra cost. Thus, the algorithm ensures that at the time of routing a new lightpath pair, the network is taken to a new state so as to maximize the total number of free channels in the network. For every wavelength channel on a link, the algorithm maintains a list of links whose failures will lead to the use of the channel by a backup lightpath of a failed primary lightpath. In other words, the list associated with a channel consists of those links used by all the primary lightpaths where backup lightpaths use the channel.
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A new backup lightpath can use a wavelength channel only if the corresponding primary lightpath does not use any of the links in the list associated with the channel. Two kinds of wavelength assignment policies were discussed. In the first method, the primary and backup lightpaths use the same channel; hence the name primary dependent backup wavelength assignment (PDBWA). In the second method, no such restriction is made on wavelength usage by the primary and backup lightpaths; hence the name primary independent backup wavelength assignment (PIBWA). Although the first method is computationally simpler than the second one, it results in poor blocking performance. The first method assumes that the nodes are equipped with only fixed transceivers, whereas the second method assumes that the nodes are equipped with tunable transceivers. The performance of the algorithm has been verified through simulation experiments on ARPA-2 and mesh-torus networks. The connectivity of ARPA-2 network is denser than the mesh-torus network. The results show that for a given blocking probability, both ARPA-2 and mesh-torus networks are able to carry more traffic load when the proposed algorithm is used when compared with the dedicated backup reservation method. The factor by which the carried load increases is about 3 in the case of mesh-torus and is about 0.8 in the case of ARPA-2. The results show that the usefulness of backup multiplexing increases as the network connectivity increases. This is because in a densely connected network, the candidate routes are usually shorter, and the number of possible link-disjoint candidate routes is greater.



16.3.2 Primary-backup multiplexing-based routing The algorithm presented in Mohan et al. uses primary-backup multiplexing. It also uses alternate routing method and proactive path-based restoration approach.16 The objective of this algorithm is to improve the blocking performance while allowing an acceptable reduction in restoration guarantee. Here, a wavelength channel is allowed to be shared by a primary lightpath and one or more backup lightpaths. Because of this, the lightpaths that correspond to the backup lightpaths on this channel lose their restoration capability. A new lightpath pair may cause an increase in the average number of non-restorable lightpaths per link. A lightpath pair is admissible only if its establishment does not take the network to a state where the average number of non-restorable lightpaths per link exceeds a predefined threshold value. For a lower threshold value, the restoration guarantee is higher and the blocking performance is lower. By appropriately choosing a threshold value, a desired tradeoff can be achieved between the restoration guarantee and the network-blocking performance. The key idea of the algorithm is to choose a minimum cost lightpath pair among those that are admissible. The cost of a primary-backup lightpath pair computed by this algorithm is the number of free channels used by the pair plus the number of primary-backup multiplexed channels traversed times a penalty factor. A sufficiently high value is chosen as the penalty factor so that a pair that traverses a minimum
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number of primary-backup multiplexed channels is chosen, and in case of a tie, the number of free channels used is taken into account. An important issue here is how to compute the number of non-restorable lightpaths that are created by routing a lightpath pair. When a new backup lightpath traverses a channel currently used by a primary lightpath, only the new primary lightpath becomes non-recoverable; however, it is not trivial to compute the count of non-restorable lightpaths created by routing a new primary lightpath over the channels reserved for some other backup paths. A straightforward solution will be to keep the identity and restorability status of every primary lightpath that corresponds to backup lightpaths on each of the channels. This requires a large storage and also a more complex algorithm to compute the count and update the restorability status. To overcome the preceding shortcomings, a computationally simple heuristic method was proposed to compute the count of non-restorable lightpaths created by routing a new primary lightpath. This heuristic needs to know only the number of backup lightpaths multiplexed on a channel and the number of links used by their primary lightpaths. It also keeps track of the number of backup lightpaths that continue to the next link. The performance of the algorithm was verified through simulation experiments on ARPA-2 and mesh-torus networks. The performance is measured using two metrics: relative performance gain and reduction in restoration guarantee. The blocking performance of the network when no lightpath is provided with a backup lightpath is taken as the lower limit, and the performance when only backup multiplexing is used is taken as the upper limit. The performance of the proposed algorithm using primary-backup multiplexing is measured with relation to the previous two limits. The results show that the performance gain is attractive enough to allow some reduction in restoration guarantee. In particular, under light load conditions more than 90% performance gain is achieved at the expense of less than 10% guarantee reduction. The results also show that the performance improves as the network connectivity increases.



16.3.3 Segmented protection paths 16.3.3.1 Motivation In conventional approaches to fault tolerance,8,10–13,15–19,27 end-to-end protection lightpaths are provided, and they are able to handle any component failure under the single link failure model. In the single link failure model only one link in the whole network is assumed to fail at any time. End-to-end detouring has the additional requirement that for a call to be accepted it is essential to find sufficient resources along two totally disjoint paths between the source-destination pair. Even when two disjoint routes in the network run between the source-destination node pair, it is possible for the primary lightpath to be routed (along the shortest hop path or minimum delay path) so that there cannot exist an end-to-end protection lightpath. Second, the end-to-end method of establishing protection lightpaths might be very
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inefficient for delay-critical applications such as the online video, which require that not only the primary but also the protection paths have delay along them within specified bounds. Hence, it is possible that no protection lightpath found from the source to the destination has its delay within the permissible limit from the shortest path delay between them, despite the network having a considerable amount of free resources (wavelengths). Lastly, local detouring is inefficient in terms of resource utilization. Furthermore, handling node failures is very difficult in local detouring. This section presents the segmented protection paths28,29 algorithm instead of an end-to-end protection path from the source to the destination and shows that the algorithm not only solves the problems explained earlier but is also more resource efficient than the end-to-end protection method. The segmented protection paths algorithm28,29 also has advantages such as faster recovery time and more flexibility for controlling reliabilities of each connection independent of others. We now explain the concept of segmented protection paths.



16.3.3.2 Concept of segmented protection paths In a segmented protection paths scheme, protection paths are found for only parts of the primary path. The primary path is viewed as smaller contiguous segments which are called primary segments, as shown in Figure 16.2. A protection path for each primary segment, which is called a protection segment, is found independently. Collectively, all the protection segments are called the segmented protection path. Figure 16.2 illustrates these terms, where a primary path with 8 links is shown. Links of the primary path are numbered 1 through 8, while those of the segmented protection path are named A through J. All the intermediate nodes on the primary path are denoted by N1 to N7. The primary path has three primary segments, each of which has a protection segment covering it.
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Figure 16.2 Illustration of segmented protection paths.
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The first primary segment spans links 1 to 3, and its protection segment consists of links A to C and covers the first primary segment. The second primary segment spans links 3 to 6, and its protection segment spans links D to G and covers the second primary segment. The third primary segment spans links 6 to 8, while its protection segment spans links H to J. Together, these three protection segments constitute the segmented protection path for this primary path. Note that successive primary segments of a primary overlap at least by one link. When a component in a primary segment fails, the data is routed through the protection segment activated rather than through the original path, only for the length of its primary segment as illustrated. If only one primary segment contains the failed component, the protection segment corresponding to that primary segment is activated, as depicted in Figure 16.2a, for the failure of link 5. If two successive primary segments contain the failed component, then any one of the two protection segments corresponding to the primary segments is activated, as shown in Figure 16.2b, for the failure of link 6. It should be noted that the end-to-end protection scheme is a special case of the segmented protection scheme when the number of segments is equal to one. Some of the advantages of the segmented protection paths scheme over end-to-end protection scheme with simple examples are described next.



16.3.3.3 Advantages of segmented protection paths Consider Figure 16.3. One D-connection is established between N26 (S1) and N5 (D1). With the primary path routed as presented in the figure, along one of the shortest paths between them, an end-to-end protection path may not exist but a segmented protection path exists. Another example is illustrated in Figure 16.4 over USANET. For a dependable connection to be established N1
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between nodes 24 (S) and 18 (D), if the primary path is established along the unique shortest path between them, it is easy to see that there cannot exist an end-to-end protection path but there will be a segmented protection path as presented in the figure. We illustrate yet another advantage of segmented protection paths in Figure 16.3. A dependable connection will be established between N19 (S2) and N11 (D2). The primary path, end-to-end protection path, and segmented protection path are routed as shown. We can see that while the end-to-end protection path requires eight hops, all the protection segments together require only seven hops, hence lesser resource reservation. Because the end-to-end protection path is a special case of segmented protection path, we can safely say that the shortest segmented protection path, which is defined as the segmented protection path for which the sum of the hop counts of all its protection segments is minimum, results in better spare resource reservation than the end-to-end protection path. Saradhi and Murthy28,29 presented an algorithm to select this shortest segmented protection path and showed that its complexity is the same as that of any shortest-path-finding algorithm. We now demonstrate how the segmented protection paths offer more flexibility in providing D-connections through Figure 16.5. Assume that each link on the mesh is having only one wavelength. Two D-connections will be established: N19 (S1) to N10 (D1) and N21 (S2) to N12 (D2). The primary
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Figure 16.5 Segmented protection paths are more flexible for routing than end-to-end protection paths.



lightpaths (shortest paths) of these connections are shown in the figure. It is not possible to establish end-to-end protection lightpaths for both the connections, as both the protection lightpaths contend for the wavelength along the link from N15 to N16; however, segmented protection lightpaths can be established as depicted in Figure 16.5. We could have also taken an end-to-end protection lightpath for one of the connections and a segmented protection lightpath for the other. We briefly explain yet another advantage of the segmented protection paths scheme later in Section 16.3.3.6.



16.3.3.4 Segmented protection path selection algorithm Let directed graph G(V, E) represent the given network topology. Every node n in the network is represented by a unique vertex v in the vertex set V and every duplex link l between nodes n1 (v1) and n2 (v2) in the network is represented in the graph G by two directed edges e1 and e2 from v1 to v2 and v2 to v1, respectively. Let S and D denote the source and destination nodes in the network between which we need to establish the D-connection. We denote a primary path (working path) in graph G with a sequence of vertices W = S, i1, i2, …, in, D, with S and D denoting source and destination, respectively. In order to find the shortest segmented protection path, construct a weighted directed graph G’ by modifying the directed graph G as follows: 1. Every directed edge other than those along the primary path (i.e., edges between any two successive vertices in the sequence W) is assigned a weight given by a cost function determined by the delay or hop count. 2. For edges along the primary path the weights are assigned as follows: edges directed from a vertex in the sequence W to its successor vertex are assigned a weight of infinity. It is equivalent to removing
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Figure 16.6 Illustration of the construction of modified graph G¢ and the shortest segmented protection path from the path chosen.



the edges. Edges directed from a vertex in the sequence W to its predecessor vertex are assigned a weight of zero. This is given in Figure 16.6. 3. For every edge e(v1 , v2 ) Œ E , Œ v1 œW and v2 Œ (W - S) , replace e with e¢(v1, v¢2), where v'2 is the predecessor of v2 in W. That is, replace every edge from any vertex v1 not in W, directed into any intermediate vertex v2 in W, with another edge directed from v1 to v'2, predecessor of v2. 4. To find the shortest segmented protection path, on the resulting graph G¢, run the least cost path algorithm for directed graphs (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm) from the source to the destination on G’. Let the path (protection path) obtained be denoted by a sequence of vertices P = S, i¢1, i¢2, …, i¢m, D. 5. The segmented protection path consists of protection segments PS1, PS2, PS3, …. As one traverses along the sequence P from S to D, we generate the vertex sequences for these segments PS1, PS2, PS3, … one after the other (i.e., first PS1 is generated, then PS2, and so on). In the following discussion we use the phrase open a segment to indicate the beginning of the generation of the protection segment, and close a segment to indicate the ending of the generation of the protection segment. So, segmented protection paths algorithm first opens PS1, generates it, and closes it, then opens PS2, generates it, closes it, and so on, until all the protection segments are generated. At any stage of the traversal, if an opened protection segment is being generated then it is denoted as current protection segment. If all the opened segments are closed, current protection segment is NULL. The vertex sequences PS1, PS2, PS3, … are initialized to be empty when opened. The phrase “add vertex v to a sequence” means the vertex is appended at the end of the sequence. For constructing protection segments, traverse the sequence P (found in step 4). At every stage of the traversal, let i¢c denote the current vertex. The algorithm performs the appropriate actions as indicated in a through d, for every i¢c. This procedure ends on reaching D: © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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a. If i¢c = S then open PS1 and add i¢c to it. b. If i¢c π ik for any k £ n, (i.e., i¢c does not lie on W) then i. If current protection segment π NULL then add i¢c to current protection segment. ii. If current protection segment = NULL then open next protection segment and add i¢c – 1 and i¢c to it in that order. c. If i¢c = ik for any k £ n, (i.e., i¢c lies on W) then i.. If current protection segment π NULL then add ik + 1 to current protection segment and close it. ii. If current protection segment = NULL do nothing. d. If i¢c = D then add i¢c to current backup segment and close it. The resulting vertex sequences define protection segments in G, which form the shortest segmented protection path for the primary path P. We now explain step 5 of the algorithm through an example in Figure 16.6. In Figure 16.6 we show the primary path between S and D, over nodes numbered 1 through 4. Suppose the path chosen between S and D in G¢ is over the nodes numbered 1¢ through 9¢. We denote by a dotted line the edge between 3¢ and 3 in G, which is replaced in step 3 with an edge between 3¢ and 2( = 4¢). Then we generate the protection segments as follows. First, we open PS1 and add S as given in case a. Then we add 1¢ through 3¢ in succession to PS1, as given in sub-case i. of case b. When we traverse 4¢( = 2), we add 3 and close PS1 as given in sub-case i. of case c.) Then we ignore 5¢ as given in sub-case ii. of case c. When we come to 6¢, we open PS2 and add 5¢ and 6¢ to it as given in sub-case ii. of case b. Then we add 7¢, 8¢, and 9¢ as we did previously, before closing PS2 with D as given in case d. Regarding the complexity of the algorithm, it is easy to see that the complexity of step 2 is O(|V|), while the complexity of steps 1 and 3 is at most O(|E|). Further, the complexity of step 4 is the same as the complexity of least-weight path algorithm like Dijkstra’s algorithm which is O(|V|2+|E|). The complexity of step 5 is O(|V|) as we just traverse the path chosen and make constant amount of computation at each step. Hence, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(|V|2+|E|) which is the complexity of the least-weight path algorithm.



16.3.3.5 Wavelength assignment for primary and segmented protection paths When a connection request from a source S to a destination D arrives, the wavelength selection algorithm finds all free wavelengths on the predetermined primary path using modified FX algorithm. The idea behind using this algorithm is to achieve the performance closer to that of the MU algorithm but without requiring any global state information. Here wavelengths are not reserved, but the availability of free wavelengths is noted down (remembered). If no free wavelength is available, the connection request is rejected. Note that if a wavelength is assigned to either a primary © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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or segmented protection path, it is no longer available for any other primary or segmented protection lightpaths. After finding all free wavelengths on the primary path, the algorithm tries to find all free wavelengths on the predetermined segmented protection path, again using modified FX algorithm. If no free wavelength is available, the connection request is rejected. After finding all free wavelengths on the primary and the segmented protection paths, the first free wavelength common to both the primary and segmented protection paths will be chosen and reserved. Note here that the wavelength selection algorithm uses PDBWA, because all the protection segments should be on the same wavelength as that of the primary wavelength. In other words, the segmented protection path establishment is failure independent, but protection path activation is failure dependent. A situation may arise where wavelength-continuous routes exist for primary path on one wavelength and for the protection path on some other wavelength, but no wavelength-continuous routes are available on the same wavelength for both the primary and protection paths. In such a case, the request is rejected by this method. This is because the research assumes that the nodes are equipped with only fixed transmitters and receivers.28,29



16.3.3.6 Failure detection and recovery When a fault occurs in a component in the network, all the lightpaths passing through it have to be rerouted through their protection lightpaths. This process is called failure recovery, and is required only when a component in the primary lightpath fails. Failure recovery is done in three phases: failure detection, failure reporting, and protection lightpath activation or lightpath rerouting. The time taken to reestablish the lightpath is equal to the sum of the times taken by each of the preceding three phases, and is called failure recovery delay. This delay is crucial to many mission-critical and real-time applications, and has to be minimized. It is assumed28,29 that the nodes adjacent to the failed link can detect the failure by monitoring the power levels on the links.23 After failure detection, the end nodes that have detected the fault will report it to the concerned end nodes. This is called failure reporting. Failure reports are sent in both directions: toward the source and destination nodes. After the failure report reaches certain nodes, the protection path is activated by those nodes and is called protection path activation. Failure reporting and protection path activation need to use control messages. Control messages carry connection identifier and lightpath information. For carrying these control messages, we assume a real-time control channel (RCC),27 where a dedicated channel is established and maintained for sending control messages. In end-to-end protection lightpath scheme, the control messages (failure reports) have to reach the source and the destination before they can activate the protection lightpath. In a segmented protection paths scheme, however, it is not necessary. Failures can be handled more locally. The end nodes of © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 16.7 Illustration of failure recovery.



the primary segment initiate the recovery process on receiving the failure report. They send the activation message along the protection segment. Activation messages will carry the connection identifier and lightpath information. These messages are used to set the state of the switches such that protection lightpath is switched from an inbound link to an appropriate outbound link. As resources are reserved along the protection lightpath beforehand, the D-connection will be resumed. This failure recovery process is illustrated in Figure 16.7. The time taken for failure reporting and segmented protection path activation is dependent on the lengths of primary and segmented protection path. Hence, if n segments are in the segmented protection path, then this gives about O(n) improvement in the failure reporting and activation times. This could be a very important and substantial improvement, especially for WDM optical networks that carry huge amounts of data and for long distance real-time applications that cannot tolerate long durations of service disruption.



16.3.3.7 Performance study The performance of the algorithm has been verified through simulation experiments similar to those in Anand and Qiao, and Han and Shin18,27 on the 8 ¥ 8, 10 ¥ 10, and 12 ¥ 12 mesh networks and three random networks, namely RandNet1 with 70 nodes and 156 links, RandNet2 with 80 nodes and 200 links, and RandNet3 with 90 nodes and 282 links. The performance is measured using three metrics: the number of requests that can be satisfied, average call acceptance ratio (ACAR), and average spare wavelength utilization (ASWU). ACAR denotes the fraction of requested calls that are accepted, averaged over a long duration of time. In experiments, two parameters are introduced:
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minimum length (ML) and maximum delay increment (MDI). The parameter ML denotes the length of the shortest path between the source and the destination. A requested D-connection has the shortest path between the source and the destination whose length is greater than ML. The parameter ML is chosen depending on the size and diameter of the network topology. The parameter MDI denotes the restriction on the number of hops along the protection lightpath exceeding that along the primary lightpath. The parameter MDI is essential to have the bit-error rate and delay along both the primary lightpath and segmented protection lightpath to be as low as possible and is set to 3 in all the experiments. As expected, the segmented protection paths scheme performs well in terms of the number of requests satisfied compared to the end-to-end protection scheme.18 The percentage of improvement over the end-to-end protection scheme is more (about 0 to 15% for single-fiber) when incremental traffic is considered. The scheme also performs well in terms of ACAR. As explained in Figure 16.3, the end-to-end protection scheme reserves more number of wavelengths for D-connections, so the chances of finding a common free wavelength for future D-connections become less; however, the segmented protection paths scheme conserves wavelengths by providing a lesser number of wavelengths for protection lightpaths. By doing so, this scheme enhances the chances of finding a common free wavelength for future D-connections. Because of the preceding two reasons, the ACAR of this scheme is more than that of the end-to-end protection scheme, and the percentage of improvement varies from 3 to 25%. As expected, this scheme requires a lesser amount of spare wavelengths than the end-to-end scheme until around 55% of load. This is because the end-to-end protection scheme reserves a greater number of wavelengths for D-connections. As the load increases, however, the ACAR of the segmented protection paths scheme is greater, so it requires slightly more spare wavelengths. The savings in spare wavelengths reserved increases as we go to large networks. This is because the efficiency of this scheme increases as the number of backup segments increases.



16.3.4 Partial backup lightpaths 16.3.4.1 Motivation In conventional approaches to fault tolerance,15,18,27 end-to-end backup lightpaths are provided and they are able to handle any component failure under the single link failure model. In the single link failure model, only one link in the whole network is assumed to fail at any instant of time. Because the failure of components is probabilistic, such a model is not realistic, especially for large networks. We note that connections with end-to-end backup lightpaths also have to be reestablished in case more than one link fails simultaneously. In such a probabilistic environment, network service providers cannot give any absolute guarantees but only probabilistic guarantees. End-to-end detouring has the additional requirement that for a call to be
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accepted it is essential to find sufficient resources along two totally disjoint paths between the source-destination pair. Even when two routes are in the network between the source-destination node pair, it is possible for the primary lightpath to be routed (along the shortest hop path or minimum delay path) so that there cannot exist an end-to-end backup lightpath. Second, every lightpath does not necessarily need fault tolerance to ensure network survivability. Third, at any instant of time, only a few lightpaths critically require fault tolerance. For such critical lightpaths, full backup lightpaths may be exclusively reserved. Fourth, failures do not occur frequently enough in practice to warrant end-to-end backup lightpath. Fifth, providing protection against fiber network failures could be very expensive due to less number of wavelengths available and high costs associated with fiber transmission equipment. Lastly, today’s applications and services are mostly based on the ubiquitous IP, and the trend is likely to continue. The trend in the current network development is moving toward a unified solution that will support voice, data, and various multimedia services (multi-service providers). This is evidenced by the growing importance to concepts such as QoS and differentiated services that provide various levels of service performance. Recently, there has been considerable interest in providing reliable connections in optical WDM networks. The problem of providing reliable connections in optical ring networks is considered in [30, 31]. Here, in [30, 31], each connection is assigned a maximum failure probability (MFP). The problem of providing the service differentiation is achieved through the primary backup multiplexing.16 The lower class connections are assigned protection wavelengths used by the higher class connections. The objective is to find the routes and wavelengths used by the lightpaths in order to minimize the ring total wavelength mileage, subject to guaranteeing the MFP requested by the connection (i.e., the problem is considered a provisioning problem). This section explains the concept of partial backup lightpaths,32,33,34 its advantages, and how the algorithm considers the probabilistic nature of failure of components.



16.3.4.2 Concept of partial backup lightpaths Applications/end users differ in their willingness to pay for a service that provides fault-tolerance. Considering the requirements of different applications/end users, it is essential to provide services with different levels of reliabilities. In [33, 34], the authors incorporate the reliability of connections as a parameter of QoS and describe a scheme for establishing connections with such QoS requirements. A connection with the reliability requirements is called an R-Connection (reliable connection). Reliability of a resource (or component) is the probability that it functions correctly over a period of time. Reliability of an R-connection is the probability that enough resources reserved for this R-connection are functioning properly to communicate from the source to the destination over a period of time. Reliability has a range from 0 (never operational) to 1 (perfectly reliable). It is assumed (with reasonable justification) © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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that reliability comes at cost. Therefore, a more reliable connection comes at a greater cost. The fiber reliability from the point of view of loss variation for various cable-environment parameters (example, temperature, humidity, and radiation) was studied by several authors.35–38 Even though the majority of fiber failures have been reported due to external factors such as dig-ups, fire, etc., a few failures are also reported due to strength loss of the fiber itself. Despite the low probability of fiber failure, however, the associated economic risk is appreciable because of: 1. The high cost of the fiber repair or replacement 2. Large volumes of data passing through optical networks 3. In recent days, the micro-electro-mechanical (MEM) optical switches are becoming increasingly popular; because these switches work based on the rotation of the mirrors, the reliability of these components is of particular importance The algorithm presented by [33, 34], establishes an R-connection with primary lightpath and an optional backup lightpath. A backup lightpath is provided when the reliability specified by the application requires that a backup lightpath is provided, and it can be either end-to-end or partial which covers only a part of the primary lightpath. The length of the primary lightpath covered by the partial backup lightpath can be chosen to enhance the reliability of the R-connection to the required level. The length of the primary lightpath for which backup is provided depends on the reliability required by the application/end user but not on the actual length of the primary, network topology, and design constraints. If certain portions of the primary lightpath are considered less reliable (more vulnerable), then the backup lightpaths are provided for only those segments of the primary lightpath. For providing backup lightpaths, resources need to be reserved along the backup lightpaths as well. This is an added cost, and the partial backup scheme preserves resources by using only the required amount of backup lightpaths. By doing so, it reduces the spare resource utilization and thereby increases the ACAR. In this scheme, many R-connections will have only a partial backup lightpath rather than end-to-end backup lightpath. This means that if there is a fault in the part of the primary lightpath which is not covered by the backup lightpath, then the R-connection cannot be restored immediately: the whole path has to reestablished. But, note here that connections with end-to-end backup lightpaths also have to be reestablished in case of more than one link failing simultaneously. Various real-time applications like video-on-demand, video conferencing, scientific visualization, computer-assisted collaborative work, and virtual reality benefit greatly from our scheme, where the disruption of a connection is nuisance which we would like to avoid, but is not mission-threatening. In [33, 34], the authors assume that none of the nodes have wavelength conversion capabilities (because all-optical wavelength converters are expensive). The wavelength continuity constraint imposed by these networks
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Figure 16.8 Illustration of partial backup and full backup lightpaths.



requires that same wavelength must be allocated on all the links of the chosen route from the source to the destination. A primary segment is a sequence of contiguous links along the primary lightpath. A partial backup lightpath covers only a primary segment (i.e., the backup lightpath can be used when a component along the primary segment encounters a fault). Figure 16.8 illustrates the benefit of a partial backup lightpath. An R-connection has to be established from the source to the destination. The primary lightpath consists of 7 links (i.e., links 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). Here, links 3, 4, and 5 and their end nodes form a primary segment. The partial backup lightpath, consisting of links 8, 9, 10 and their end nodes covers the preceding primary segment. The end-to-end backup lightpath (which is disjoint from the primary lightpath) consists of 7 links (i.e., 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) and covers the entire primary lightpath. For simplicity [33, 34] assume that nodes are fully reliable (i.e., only links are prone to faults and all the wavelength channels on a link are assumed to have same reliability). The subsequent discussion can be easily extended to include node failures also. We now explain how to find the reliability of an R-connection from the source to the destination as shown in Figure 16.8 with partial backup lightpath, full backup lightpath, and no-backup lightpath. The reliability of a segment consisting of links with reliabilities r1, r2, … rn will be ’ i =1n ri . Let rp denote the reliability of the primary lightpath, rs denote that of the primary segment which is covered by a backup lightpath, rb that of the backup lightpath and rc that of the composite path comprising of primary and backup lightpaths. Here, rp = ’ i =17 ri , rs = r3.r4.r5, and rb = r8.r9.r10. Now rc = (reliability of part of primary lightpath not covered by the backup lightpath) ¥ (reliability of primary segment and partial backup lightpath together). rc =



rp rs



.(rs + rb .(1 - rs ))



(16.1)



16.3.4.3 Advantages of partial backup lightpaths Let rr denote the reliability requested by an application/end user. We now observe how the partial backup lightpaths are useful. Suppose the reliability of each of the links is 0.9800, and the required reliability rr is 0.9150. Then, © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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for the R-connection shown in Figure 16.8, using partial backup lightpath, rp = 0.8681, rb = rs = 0.9411. Then, using Equation (16.1), rc = 0.9192. Thus, having a partial backup for any 3 links is just enough in this case as the required reliability is 0.9150. Now, consider the same R-connection in Figure 16.8, using end-to-end backup lightpath. Because the entire primary lightpath is covered by backup lightpath, reliability of the primary segment is equal to reliability of the primary lightpath, rs = rp = 0.8681. The reliability of the full backup lightpath (in this case, which has the same number of links as the primary lightpath), rb = 0.8681. Then, using Equation (16.1), rc = 0.9826, which is much more than the reliability required by the R-connection. Note that the end-to-end scheme is not able to distinguish the R-connections with different reliability requirements. Now, consider the same R-connection in Figure 16.8, using no backup lightpath at all. In this case, the composite reliability rc = rp = 0.8681, which is less than the reliability required by the R-connection. From the example, it is clear that the partial backup scheme preserves resources by using only the required amount of backup lightpaths. By doing so, it reduces the spare resource utilization and thereby increases the ACAR. It also distinguishes the R-connections with different reliability requirements.



16.3.4.4 Providing backup lightpaths to reliable connections When an application/end user requests an R-connection from a source to a destination, the algorithm tries to provide a lightpath with the requested reliability using no backup lightpath at all, or a partial backup lightpath, or an end-to-end backup lightpath, in that order. Partial backup scheme aims at minimizing the amount of spare resources while establishing the lightpath with the requested reliability. As the resources reserved for backup lightpath are used only when there is a fault in the primary lightpath, providing a backup lightpath means a large amount of extra resource reservation. Hence, this scheme establishes a backup lightpath only when it is not possible to find a primary lightpath with the required reliability. This scheme assumes that the delay along a path and network resources reserved to be proportional to the length of the path. Therefore, the amount of resources reserved and delay are synonymous with path length. This scheme uses usual algorithms (to minimize resource reservation or delay) for finding the shortest route from the source to the destination, and fixed ordering wavelength assignment policy to select free wavelength. If the reliability of the shortest lightpath so found is below the required reliability, then the algorithm tries to find a route with required reliability, using a modified route-selection algorithm (described later in this section). If this modified algorithm fails to find a suitable route or the wavelength continuity constraint is not satisfied, then the algorithm tries to establish the R-connections by using backup lightpaths (partial or end-to-end) to achieve the required reliability. We now present the algorithm in detail; rr, rp, rb, rs, and rc are as described in the previous section: © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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1. Find a primary route from source to destination, using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. 2. Find a common free wavelength along the route found in step 1 using FX (fixed ordering) wavelength assignment policy. If a free common wavelength is available then set flag-1 to true, otherwise return failure. 3. If rp ≥ rr and flag-1 is true, then accept this R-connection and return success. Else go to step 4. 4. Use the modified route selection algorithm (described in the next section) to find a primary route from the source to the destination. 5. Find a common free wavelength along the route found in step 4 using FX (fixed ordering) wavelength assignment policy. If a free common wavelength is available then set flag-2 to true. 6. If new rp ≥ rr and flag-2 is true, then accept this R-connection and return success. Else go to step 7. 7. Reconsider the primary route found in step 1. 8. Identify some segments of primary lightpath for which we can give a backup lightpath to enhance their reliabilities. Find backup routes for the identified primary segments using modified route selection algorithm. 9. Find whether the same wavelength on which primary is established is available on the identified segments. If same wavelength is available then set flag-3 to true. 10. Select one segment which satisfies the reliability requirement and whose flag-3 set to true (whether a backup satisfies the reliability requirement or not can be decided by evaluating rc using Equation [16.1]). If such a backup exists, accept that primary and backup and return success. 11. Return failure. In step 7, the algorithm reconsiders the shortest path found in step 1 instead of the one found in step 4 in order to decrease the load on links with high reliability, which would be preferentially chosen by the modified path selection algorithm. The main issues involved are given next; they are discussed later in this section: 1. The modified route selection algorithm to find a route with higher reliability in step 4 2. Identification of the segments of the primary lightpath in step 8 3. Selection of a suitable backup lightpath among all the eligible backup lightpaths in step 10 4. Selection of wavelength along the route chosen (primary, partial, or end-to-end backup) Although the algorithm establishes only one backup lightpath, it can be easily adapted to establish multiple backup lightpaths to further enhance the reliability of an R-connection. For example, in step 11, we can instead have:
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The handbook of optical communication networks Establish one end-to-end backup lightpath and one partial backup lightpath. This primary with two backup lightpaths might satisfy the reliability requirement. If it satisfies, accept this R-connection with two backup lightpaths and return success.



In the following discussion, we present some simple solutions to the issues raised in this section.



16.3.4.5 Modified route selection algorithm Finding a route subject to multiple constraints on routing metrics is NP-complete.3,39,40 In [33, 34] the authors are interested in minimizing resource utilization and maximizing reliability. There is no provably efficient algorithm for doing this, and so heuristic algorithms are presented by [33, 34]. The algorithm attempts to find routes with higher reliability at the expense of greater path length. To do this, a cost function for each link that is dependent both on its reliability and delay (along it) is defined. Then, it uses Dijkstra’s minimum cost algorithm to find a route from the source to the destination. Delay is an additive metric whereas reliability is a multiplicative one (i.e., the delay along a route is the sum of the delays along each link, whereas the reliability of a route is the product of the reliabilities of the links in it). Because Dijkstra’s algorithm takes costs to be additive, the logarithm of the reliability is used in the cost function. Thus, a suitable cost function is given as, cost = delay - relWeight * log(reliability)



(16.2)



where relWeight is a parameter. By varying the value of relWeight, the network provider can control the tradeoff between reliability and delay along the path chosen.



16.3.4.6 Identification of primary segments As described earlier in this section, the algorithm identifies some suitable segments of the primary lightpath and finds backup lightpaths for them to enhance the reliability of the R-connections to the desired level. So, it identifies primary segments where the reliability is less than estRel, which is calculated next; rp, rs, rr and rc are as described in Section 16.3.4.2. rc =



rp rs



.(rs + rb .(1 - rs )) ≥ rr Þ rs £



rp rr



.(rs + rb .(1 - rs ))



Now, rb < 1. Therefore, rs < rprr.(rs + (1 – rs)) Þ rs < estRel =
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Among primary segments of a given length, it would be advantageous to provide backup lightpaths for primary segments with low reliability because, as seen from Equation (16.1), rc increases as rs decreases assuming rb ª rs.



16.3.4.7 Selection of suitable backup A number of segments, up to a maximum of segmentTrials (which is input to the algorithm), are found as described previously and are remembered. It also adds the whole primary lightpath as an alternative in case an end-to-end backup lightpath is very convenient. Then, it tries to find backup lightpaths for those that satisfy the reliability requirement. It uses the modified route selection algorithm to find a backup route between the end nodes of the primary segment, taking care to exclude all the components of the primary other than the end nodes of the primary segment. Among these backups (for different primary segments), the backup reserving the lesser amount of resources is preferable. In the case of backups reserving slightly different amounts of resources, however, it might be better to choose one which gives higher composite reliability. So, it selects a backup based on an expense function given next. expense = pathLength - compositeRelFactor * rc



(16.4)



Here, compositeRelFactor is a parameter that allows a tradeoff between composite reliability and extra resource reservation. The algorithm chooses the backup with the least expense value.



16.3.4.8 Failure detection and recovery After failure reporting, if the failed component is covered by a backup lightpath, backup activation is done. In that case, the end nodes of the primary segment initiate the recovery process on receiving the failure report. They send the activation message along the backup lightpath. Activation messages will carry the connection identifier and lightpath information. These messages are used to set the state of the switches such that backup lightpath is switched from an inbound link to an appropriate outbound link. As resources are reserved along the backup lightpath beforehand, the R-connection will be resumed. The delay suffered here is low, as required by most real-time applications. This process is illustrated in Figure 16.9. If the failed component is not covered by a backup lightpath, the source initiates the recovery process upon receiving the failure report. The source again requests a reliable connection to be set up, which may take a much longer time.



16.3.4.9 Performance study The performance of the algorithm has been verified through the simulation experiments similar to those in Han and Shin on the 8 ¥ 8 mesh network.27 The performance is measured using three metrics: ACAR, ASWU, and reliability got by each connection request. In the simulation experiments, reli-
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Figure 16.9 Illustration of failure recovery in case of partial backup lightpaths.



ability of the links was set as a uniformly distributed random value between 0.97 and 1.0. Reliability of all the fibers on a link and all the wavelength channels on a fiber are assumed to be equal. The ACAR is highest for partial backup scheme compared to end-to-end and no backup schemes. The effectiveness (i.e., percentage of improvement over the end-to-end scheme) of this scheme increases as the size of the network increases. The high ACAR observed for partial backup scheme is expected because most of the R-connections have partial backups. The ACAR for end-to-end scheme is less because of longer backups. Generally, longer-hop connections are subjected to more blocking than shorter-hop connections due to wavelength continuity constraint. As the end-to-end backup scheme reserves more wavelengths for R-connections, the chances of finding a common free wavelength for future R-connections become less. Because of this, the ACAR for this scheme is less, but the partial backup scheme conserves wavelengths by providing backup lightpaths to only less reliable segments. By doing this, the scheme enhances the chances of finding a common free wavelength for future R-connections. The difference in spare wavelengths reserved is quite significant at low and intermediate loads but decreases by a small amount at high loads. For a given number of wavelengths, as the required reliability increases the spare wavelength utilization for a partial backup scheme increases. Whereas, for the end-to-end scheme, it is the same. As the size of the network increases, the partial backup scheme tends to be more effective than end-to-end backup scheme. Partial backup scheme provides R-connections with reliability close to the requested reliability. A good level of service differentiation has been achieved using partial backup scheme. End-to-end backup scheme provides most of the R-connections with higher reliability because end-to-end backup lightpaths are provided for all R-connections.



16.4 Distributed restoration methods Many of the existing algorithms for selecting routes and wavelengths for primary and backup lightpaths assume centralized control. Such algorithms are useful for small networks and are not scalable to large networks. For
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simplicity and scalability purposes, distributed control protocols are desired. In a distributed implementation, up-to-date network state information is not known to any of the nodes. Also, the possibility exists for reservation conflicts between several simultaneous search attempts. This may result in poor channel utilization. Another important issue is reducing the restoration time, as the search for a backup path is initiated only after failures. This section explains distributed protocols for lightpath restoration.



16.4.1 A distributed control protocol for proactive methods In Doshi et al., a distributed control protocol for selecting primary and backup lightpaths is presented.10 It basically uses a proactive path-based restoration approach. It assumes that every routing node is equipped with WIXC (i.e., every node is capable of performing wavelength conversion optically). The same method can be used for point-to-point WDM networks, where every node is capable of performing wavelength conversion by means of electro-optical conversion and buffering; however, this protocol requires suitable changes when the routing nodes are equipped with WSXCs. The procedure for finding a backup path for a given primary path is explained here. It should be noted that this procedure can be extended to find both the primary and backup paths simultaneously. Because the nodes possess conversion capability, a path need not use the same wavelength on its links. Every link has a fixed capacity. Link capacity is measured in terms of wavelength channels. A demand requires a backup path to be established between a source and destination node, given a primary path between the same nodes. The protocol considers single link and node failures. At every node, link capacity control tables are maintained for each of the outgoing links. A table associated with a link has information about the possible (node or link) failures in the network. The following discussion pertains to one link or table. Associated with every possible failure, there is a list of demands with backup paths that will require the link upon the failure. Each demand in a list requires one wavelength on the link. The maximum over the size of lists in a link capacity control table gives the number of wavelengths used on the link thus far. In other words, this protocol employs backup multiplexing. From the size of the list associated with a fault, the number of free wavelengths available (residual capacity) on the link upon occurrence of the fault can be determined. A source node initiates the search for a backup path independent of searches by other source nodes. It sends control messages carrying the identity of the primary path on the supervisory channel. A distributed breadth-first search method is used to select a backup path. When a node receives such a probe message, it examines the table that corresponds to the outgoing link. In the table, it looks up the residual capacity of the faults that correspond to the nodes and links traversed by the primary path of the demand. By doing so, it determines if a free wavelength is available for the backup path on the outgoing link.
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It is possible that the search process is going on for multiple demands simultaneously. Because of this, resource (wavelength channel) contention may occur on a link, leading to a deadlock situation. This protocol prevents resource contention as follows. Two primary paths that do not share a link or node (except source and destination) will never contend for a wavelength on any link. Therefore a source node, before initiating a search for a backup path, locks the links and nodes on its primary path. Once the backup path search procedure terminates, the locks are released. Because of the distributed nature and lack of global coordination of the search procedure, the resulting routes may need more wavelength channels than a centralized algorithm is able to achieve. In order to improve the channel utilization, optimization procedure is used. This optimization procedure is invoked either periodically or whenever a search fails. Changing the existing backup paths carries out the optimization. The backup paths are used as cold-standby, so the traffic on the network is not disrupted. The effectiveness of the distributed protocol was evaluated using a simplified simulation model because the complete simulation model is extremely complex. The simplified simulation model captures only the dynamics of demand contention locking. For a sample random network with 28 nodes and 48 links and a set of 50 demands, the number of demands blocked by the distributed protocol is compared with that by an optimal solution. The simulation results show that the performance of the distributed protocol is very close to that of the optimal solution.



16.4.2 A distributed control protocol for reactive methods A distributed control protocol for reactive methods has been proposed in Ramamurthy and Mukherjee.9 Upon a link failure, this protocol searches for backup lightpaths for the failed lightpaths. Both the link-based and path-based restorations have been considered. It uses a two-phase process to search for a backup path between a pair of nodes on a given wavelength. This pair of nodes includes the end nodes of the failed link in the case of link-based restoration, and includes the end nodes of the failed path in the case of path-based restoration. The two-phase process is described next. The source node sends broadcast messages on all outgoing links. A message reserves (locks) the wavelength on a link, while traversing it. This message carries the hop count of the path it has traversed so far. When a broadcast message reaches the destination node, it sends a confirm message along the path to the source node. Upon receiving a confirm message, intermediate nodes configure their cross-connects. When the source node receives a confirm message, the backup path establishment is done. All the wavelengths that were reserved during the broadcast-phase are released by cancel messages that are sent by a node upon a timeout or upon receiving a message with hop-count exceeding a predefined value. The link-based restoration requires that the backup path uses the same wavelength used by the corresponding primary path. Since the failed paths are on different wavelengths,
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the distributed path selection for the failed paths are carried out in parallel. In case of the path-based restoration, the free wavelengths on the failed link are partitioned into a set of wavelengths, one set for each of the failed path. This results in parallel path search on different wavelengths, avoiding the conflicts between them. The performance of both methods was evaluated on an interconnected-ring topology. The performance metrics considered were restoration efficiency and restoration time. Restoration efficiency is defined as the ratio between the number of lightpaths restored and the total number of lightpaths failed. Suitable values for propagation delay and message processing delay were assumed. The results show that the link-based method has a better restoration time than the path-based method. Two reasons can be attributed to this. First, no control messages need be sent to the end nodes of the failed path in a link-based method. Second, backup paths around the failed link are likely to be shorter. The results show that the path-based method has better restoration efficiency. This is because a path-based method can use any wavelength for the backup path. It has been further observed that restoration time for both the methods are in the order of milliseconds only. Also, restoration efficiency decreases with the increasing load. This is because at a high load, fewer channels are free and also the reservation conflicts are more as many paths fail.



16.4.3 Distributed control for reliability-constrained least-cost routing In this section, we explain a distributed control scheme presented in [41, 42] for establishing reliability-constrained least-cost lightpaths in WDM optical networks. One of the problems studied in this class of constrained optimization problems is the least-cost delay-constrained routing and is presented in [43, 44].



16.4.3.1 Network model In [41], the network is modeled as an undirected graph G = (V,L), where V is a set of nodes and L is a set of interconnecting links. Let R+ be a set of real numbers. Each physical link leL , is characterized by the following four functions. Reliability function R : L Æ R + Cost function C : L Æ R + Total wavelength function Tset : L Æ {l 1 , l 2 ,...l n } Available wavelength function Aset : L Æ {l 1 , l 2 ,...l n } , Aset Õ T set and | Aset|£|Tset| © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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A path P = (v0 , v1 , v2 ,..., vn ) in the network has two associated characteristics:



CostC( P) =



n -1



Â C(v , v i



i =0



i +1



)



ReliabilityR( P) = ’ i =0 n-1 R(vi , vi +1 )



16.4.3.2 Problem formulation A lightpath establishment request (also referred to as a connection or a call) in the network described previously is represented as a 5-tuple: Req = ( conid, s, d , D , nw ), where id is the connection request identification number; seV is the source node for the connection; deV is the destination node for the connection; D is the reliability constraint to be satisfied; nw is the number of wavelengths required for the connection (i.e., number of lightpaths to be established between the nodes s and d). Let Psd denote the set of all paths of the form P = ( s = v0 , v1 , v2 ,..., vn = d) between the source s and the destination d that satisfy the following two conditions: C1 : Aset(v0 , v1 ) I Aset(v1 , v2 ) I ... I Aset(vn-1 , vn ) ≥ nw C2 : R( P) ≥ D Then, the reliability-constrained least-cost lightpath establishment problem can now be formulated as: Find P ' ePsd such that C( P ' ) = min{C( P): PePsd }



16.4.3.3 The preferred link routing approach To establish a lightpath between a source node s and a destination node d, a route between them and also the free wavelengths present on the route are to be found. The scheme in [41] uses the backward reservation method along with the preferred link-based routing algorithm to establish reliability-constrained least-cost lightpath. The preferred link-based routing algorithm finds a route between s and d, and also the free wavelengths on it, simultaneously. The preferred link routing framework [43, 44] is fundamentally a backtracking-based route selection method. This framework describes a set of actions to be performed by each node whenever it receives a connection setup or connection reject packet. When a node v receives a connection setup packet, it forwards it along the first preferred link (preferred links are ordered depending on the heuristic
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values computed and are discussed in the next section). The connection setup packet includes the connection identifier (conid), the path taken by the packet up to this point (P.path), the product of the reliabilities of the links in this P.path (P.reliability), the set of available wavelengths on this P.path (Aset), the reliability required by the connection (D), and the number of wavelengths required by the connection (nw). Before forwarding the connection setup packet on the first preferred link, three tests are performed (as discussed later in detail), and the available wavelength set, Aset, is updated by taking the intersection of it and the set of free wavelengths on that preferred link. If a reject packet is received from the node at the other end of this link, then the node v attempts to forward the packet along the next preferred link and so on until a specified number of links has been tried out. If all such attempts result in failure, then v sends back a reject packet to the node from which it received the connection setup packet. If the connection setup packet reaches the destination, then a path is found between the source and the destination satisfying the given reliability and wavelength constraints. If the source gets a reject packet from all the nodes attached to its preferred links, then it queues the packet in its local buffer and retransmits it after GAP time. If the number of retransmissions reaches MAX_TRIES, the connection request will be rejected. When the connection setup packet reaches the destination, the set Sf is formed by taking a subset of the collected free wavelengths. A LOCK message is sent from the destination to the source to lock the set of wavelengths, Sf, along the path. The size of the set Sf is greater than or equal to the number of wavelengths (nw) required by that connection request. For preparing the wavelength set, Sf, we generate a random number between 0 and the maximum number of wavelengths available, W; starting from this random number we choose d*nw (where d ≥ 1) of free wavelengths in a cyclic manner. When the LOCK message reaches the source, a RES message is sent from the source to the destination with the required number of wavelengths, nw (these are selected randomly from the set, Sf). The RES message moves toward the destination, updating the status of wavelengths at the intermediate nodes and releasing all the wavelengths locked except for the wavelengths in the set nw. When the data transmission on the allocated lightpath is complete, the source node prepares a message called REL message to release the connection. The REL message traverses toward the destination releasing the wavelengths (nw) used by the connection. When the REL message reaches the destination, the release operation is complete. To implement the proposed heuristics in conjunction with the preferred link routing framework, each node in the network is equipped with two data structures namely, a connection status buffer and a preferred link table. The connection status buffer (CSB) at each node v contains one entry for every connection for which v has received a connection setup packet. Each entry contains a pair of elements (packet, tried) where packet is the connection setup packet received by the node and tried is the number of preferred links on which v has tried to forward the packet. Therefore, the CSB at a node v contains the complete status information for every connection that
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was handled by v. The entry corresponding to a connection is removed when the connection is either accepted or rejected. The structure of the preferred link table (PLT) to be maintained at each node depends upon the nature of the heuristic function that is employed to construct the table. For describing the structure of the PLT, we classify all heuristic functions into two major categories: destination-specific heuristics and connection-specific heuristics. Destination-specific heuristics are those where the computation is specific to each destination. Therefore if the destination nodes of two different connection requests arriving at a given node are the same, then the two connections will share an identical list of preferred links. Each node v in the network is equipped with a PLT that contains one row for every destination. Each row contains the preferred links for that particular destination in terms of decreasing preference. The maximum number of entries per row is denoted by k, the maximum number of preferred links. Obviously k is upper bounded by the maximum degree of any node in the network. The preference for the link will be decided based on the value of the heuristic function that is computed for each (link, destination) pair. Connection-specific heuristics are those where the computation depends on the particular parameters (such as reliability and nw) carried by a connection setup packet arriving at the node. In such cases, the list of preferred links is individually computed for each connection request. As a result, the ordering of the links will be connection-specific instead of destination-specific. For such heuristic functions, the number of rows in the PLT will vary dynamically depending on the number of connections currently being handled by the node. The table entries corresponding to a node are removed when the connection is accepted or rejected.



16.4.3.4 Tests before forwarding control packet Before forwarding any packet along a link, each node conducts three tests on the link parameters. The link is used for forwarding the packet only if all the tests are successful. These tests are described later in this section. Let Req = (id, s, d, D, nw) be a connection request and P be a connection request packet arriving at a node v. Let P.path denote the path taken by the packet up to this point and P.reliability denote the product of the reliabilities of the links in this P.path. Before forwarding the packet along link l = (v, v¢) , node v conducts the following three tests: (T1)Reliability Test: Verify that P.reliability ¥ R(l) ≥ D (T2)Wavelength Availability Test: Verify that |Aset(P.path) I Aset(l)| ≥ nw (T3)Loop Test: Verify that v¢ is not a node in P.path



16.4.3.5 Heuristic functions to compute preferred links The cost-reliability product (CRP) heuristic is a destination-specific heuristic. Then the CRP value of a link l = (i,x), corresponding to the destination d, is given by
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C(l) R(l) ¥ MRELIABLE( x , d)



where C(l) and R(l) denote the cost and reliability of the link l, respectively; and MRELIABLE(x, d) the maximum reliable path from node x to node d in the network. To load the PLT entries corresponding to node d the following steps are performed. The links adjacent to node i are arranged in increasing order of their CRP values and first k links are chosen and used to populate the PLT entries for destination d. The residual reliability maximizing (RRM) heuristic is a connection-specific heuristic. Let a connection setup packet belonging to a connection request Req = (conid, s, d , D , nw ) arrive at node i. For each link l = (i,x) at i, let RRM(l,Req) denote the value of the heuristic for a link l corresponding to a connection Req. Then RRM(l, Req) is given by RRM(l , Req) = P.reliability ¥ R(l) ¥ MRELIABLE( x , d) - D where R(l) denotes the reliability of link l; D is the reliability required by the connection; MRELIABLE(x, d) the maximum reliable path from node x to node d in the network; and (P.reliability) is the product of the reliabilities of the links in the P.path. If in the calculation of the heuristic function, a particular link produces a negative value, then that link is not included in the preferred link list. The links are arranged in the preferred list in decreasing order of their RRM values, so that the links with higher RRM values are given greater preference. The intuitive idea underlying this function is to maximize the residual reliability (i.e., the reliability available for setting up the rest of the path). The cost-residual reliability tradeoff (CRRT) heuristic is a connection-specific heuristic. Let a connection setup packet belonging to a connection request Req = (conid, s, d , D , nw ) arrive at node i. For each link l = (i,x) at i, let CRRT(l,R) denote the value of the heuristic for link l corresponding to a connection Req. Then CRRT(l, Req) is given by CRRT (l , Req) = a ¥ C(l) +



(1 - a ) ( P.reliability ¥ R(l) ¥ MRELIABLE( x , d) - D )



where a is a parameter. By varying the value of a, the network provider can control the tradeoff between the reliability and cost along the path chosen. If, in the calculation of the heuristic function, a particular link produces a negative value, then that link is not included in the preferred list. The links are arranged in the preferred list in increasing order of their CRRT values, so that the links with higher CRRT values are given greater preference. The intuitive idea underlying this function is to maximize the residual reliability (i.e., the reliability available for setting up the rest of the path) at the same time minimizing the cost of the link chosen. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The partition-based (PB) heuristic is destination-independent and connection-independent. Let avg(i) denote the average cost of all the links adjacent to node i. The links adjacent to node i are partitioned into two sets below and above, where below(i) = l: C(l) £ avg(i) above(i) = l: C(l) ≥ avg(i) The links in the two sets are then separately sorted in the decreasing order of their reliability values. Now, a new list is created containing the sorted below set, followed by the sorted above set. The first k links from the new list are chosen and used to populate the table.



16.4.3.6 Performance study The performance of the different heuristics has been verified through the simulation experiments similar to those in [45], on the randomly generated networks. The performance metrics considered are: ACAR, average cost (AC), average routing distance (ARD), and average call setup time (ACST). The effect of parameters such as the reliability requirement of connections (D), the wavelength requirement of connections (w), the number of preferred links (k), and the connection arrival rate (l) on the performance metrics is studied. For each of the randomly generated networks, physical links with single-fiber having different number of wavelengths is considered. All the links are assumed to have the equal number of wavelengths. Lightpaths are assumed to be bidirectional. Effect of reliability constraint. The ACAR is high for all heuristics compared to alternate link routing [45]. The ACAR decreases as the reliability value increases in all the cases. The AC decreases as the reliability required by the connection requests increases for all the heuristics. This is because as the reliability required by the connections increases the ACAR decreases and hence the drop in AC. Generally, the reliability of longer paths will be less and hence they will be rejected due to reliability constraint. The ARD of heuristic CRP is smallest of all. The ARD decreases when the reliability required by the connection requests increases because of decrease in ACAR. The ACST of different heuristics decreases as the reliability required by the connections increases. At low reliability requirements RRM performs well with respect to ACST. The ACST of the CRP heuristic is always less than that of the alternate link routing. Effect of wavelength requirement. Even though sub-rate multiplexing (traffic grooming) allows us to use bandwidth more efficiently, some services (like virtual private network) may require dedicated wavelengths. Service providers can offer optical leased lines (leased lambdas) by providing dedicated wavelengths to customers. This new and revolutionary type of © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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service delivers enhanced flexibility to customers because of the bit rate independence of the wavelength service. In [41], the authors assume that traffic grooming is done at the higher client layers because: 1. As all-optical wavelength conversion and all-optical grooming devices are not presently commercially available, we resort to electronic methods of implementation to incorporate these features into the network. 2. It is very likely that networks of the near future will employ a hybrid, layered architecture using both electronic-switching and wavelength-routing technologies. The ACAR of all heuristics is high compared to that of alternate link routing. The ACAR for the heuristic RRM is highest among all heuristics. As the wavelength requirement increases the ACAR for all the heuristics decreases, as it is increasingly difficult to find links with a greater number of free wavelengths. For a given number of fibers and wavelengths, reservation conflicts also increase when wavelength requirement increases. As the wavelength requirement increases, the average path cost decreases. Moreover, when the number of wavelengths required is more the reservation failures also will be more. The probability of reservation failure occurrence is more in longer paths than in shorter paths, since longer paths have more links. So when the number of wavelengths required increases, shorter hop connections have more chances to get accepted compared to longer hop connections. Due to this, the average cost of paths decreases. The ARD of CRP is smallest of all the heuristics, and the ARD of RRM is highest of all the heuristics. For the same reasons explained earlier, the ACST decreases with increase in wavelength requirement. Effect of connection arrival rate. A s t h e c o n n e c t i o n a r r i v a l r a t e increases, there is not much drop in ACAR, AC, ARD, and ACST. This is attributed mainly to two reasons: 1. The network is at equilibrium, where the arrival and departure of the connections from the network is almost equal. 2. The network is admitting a greater number of smaller hop connections compared to longer hop connections. The RRM heuristic performs better with respect to ACAR and ACST; the CRP heuristic performs better with respect to AC and ARD. Effect of number of preferred links. The ACAR increases as k increases in the case of all the heuristics. The ACAR of RRM heuristic in all cases lies above 0.9. As we observed during the simulation studies, the reason for this is if a connection is not admitted with the initial entries in PLT, the connection may not be admitted with the other entries in the PLT as these entries may not satisfy the reliability constraint of the connection. As k increases, there is scope for a larger number of links to be attempted at each node. AC and
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ARD also increase with increase of k because of the reasons explained previously. The effect of the number of preferred links on the performance metrics for alternate link routing and CRRT is almost the same.



16.5 Differentiated services in survivable WDM networks Recently, there has been growing interest about service differentiation based on lightpath protection. Sridharan and Somani support three classes of service: full protection, no protection, and best-effort protection.19 Two approaches in the best-effort are considered: 1. All connections are accepted and the network tries to protect as many connections as possible. 2. A mix of unprotected and protected connections are accepted and the goal is to maximize the revenue. Sridharan and Somani presented integer linear programming (ILP) equations, which capture lightpath protection and also service disruption aspect into the problem formulation.19 To reduce the computational complexity of the equations, the authors also presented heuristics. In [46, 47], a service classification based on fault-tolerance, availability, bandwidth, and delay is presented. In this section, we first motivate the readers toward the need for service differentiation in survivable WDM networks and then present different classes of lightpaths [46, 47].



16.5.1 Need for differentiated services Due to the extremely high data rates (10 to 40Gbs or beyond) at which WDM networks are expected to operate, a network failure or malfunction has the potential to severely impact the mission critical and real-time applications. It is essential to incorporate fault-tolerance into QoS requirements. The types of applications being deployed across the public Internet today are increasingly mission-critical, whereby business success can be jeopardized by poor performance of the network. It does not matter how attractive and potentially lucrative our applications are if the network does not function reliably and consistently. In such scenarios (explained earlier) optical transport networks will not be a viable alternative unless they can guarantee a predictable bandwidth (wavelength), fault-tolerance, availability, and delay (response time), to users. Widely scattered users of the network do not usually care about the network topology and implementation details. What they do care about is something fundamental, such as: • Do I get services with guaranteed timeliness and fault-tolerance with an acceptable restoration time at an acceptable level of overhead? • Do I have my connection available when I want to access mission-critical applications from a remote location?
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• Do I get acceptable response times when I access my mission-critical applications from a remote location or server? • Do I have certain reliability and security to my data passing through the network? CoS/QoS (class of service/quality of service) aims to ensure that mission-critical traffic has acceptable performance. In the real world, where bandwidth (resources such as wavelengths) is finite, distributed real-time multimedia applications such as video conferencing, scientific visualization, virtual reality, and distributed real-time control must all vie for scarce resources. CoS/QoS becomes a vital tool to ensure that all applications can coexist and function at acceptable levels of performance. CoS mechanisms reduce flow complexity by mapping multiple flows into a few service levels. Network resources are then allocated based on these service levels, and flows can be aggregated and forwarded according to the service class of the packet. Instead of the fine grain control of QoS, not easily achievable with current technology, CoS applies bandwidth and delay to different classes of network services. CoS easily scales with network expansion.



16.5.2 Different classes of lightpaths The classification in [46, 47] separates different connections in the optical domain by providing lightpaths with different fault-tolerant capabilities (availability and resource utilization) and with different response times to meet the different connection requests and their traffic QoS/CoS requirements. Diverse classes of service are possible depending on the QoS parameters discussed previously, of these [46, 47] considered some service classes. We now describe different heuristic algorithms presented in [46, 47] to establish different connection requests, which differ from each other in the number and type of primary and backup lightpaths. The number of backup lightpaths determines the level of fault-tolerance and availability required by the connection. The type of lightpath determines the response times and bandwidth required by the connection.



16.5.2.1 Single dedicated primary and single dedicated backup lightpath (SDPSDB) — class I In SDPSDB, both primary and backup lightpaths are all-optical, and the traffic is carried entirely in the optical domain. Primary and backup lightpaths are called dedicated because primary lightpath will carry exactly one connection request traffic and backup lightpath is not shared between any two (or more) backup lightpaths and acts as cold standby for the corresponding primary lightpath. Because the traffic is entirely carried in optical domain and is not shared by any other connection request traffic, the response times are very low. Because every lightpath has its own dedicated backup lightpath, it can tolerate a single failure. By providing a single backup lightpath, we can increase the availability of the connection. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The handbook of optical communication networks I. Primary Route Selection: When a connection request from a source S to a destination D arrives, the algorithm finds the shortest path (minimum hop path) using Dijkstra’s shortest-path-finding algorithm for use as the primary path. II. Backup Route Selection: For finding backup path all the links along the shortest path are removed, and again the shortest path from source S to the destination D is found for use as the route for backup path using Dijkstra’s shortest-path-finding algorithm. III. Wavelength Assignment for Primary and Backup Paths: After finding all the free wavelengths on the primary and the backup paths the following two cases are considered: Case I: The first free wavelength common to both the primary and backup paths will be chosen and reserved. Note here that primary dependent backup wavelength assignment is used. Because of this, all the backup paths should be on the same wavelength as that of the primary wavelength. This is because we assume that the nodes are equipped with only fixed transmitters and receivers. Case II: In this case, no restriction is made on the use of wavelength for primary and backup paths. Therefore, the best possible primary-backup lightpath pair can be chosen to satisfy the request. Note here that we are using primary independent backup wavelength assignment, because backup path may be on different wavelength than that of primary wavelength. This method has the advantage of better network performance, but it assumes that the nodes are equipped with tunable transmitters and receivers.



16.5.2.2 Single dedicated primary and multiple dedicated backup lightpaths (SDPMDB) — class II In SDPMDB, both primary and all k backup lightpaths are all-optical and the traffic is carried entirely in the optical domain. Because k-disjoint paths are used for backup paths, this guarantees on k failures. Having multiple backup lightpaths increases the availability of the connection compared to single backup lightpath. This is the most expensive class of service and can be allotted to connections that require the highest QoS in terms of response time, availability, and fault-tolerance for multiple failures and bandwidth. I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: For finding jth backup route for a connection request from source s to destination d all the links and intermediate nodes along the primary and all j-1 backup paths are removed, then the shortest path is found. The resulting path is the jth shortest disjoint path for the connection request. Here, k is a parameter and depends on the connection requirement. Case I: The first free wavelength common to the primary and all the k backup paths will be chosen and reserved. If no free wavelength © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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is available on any of the k backup paths, the connection request is rejected. Case II: Here, there is no restriction on availability of the same wavelength along the primary and k backup paths (i.e., any free wavelength along the route can be used).



16.5.2.3 Single dedicated primary and single shared backup lightpath (SDPSSB) — class III In SDPSSB, both primary and backup lightpaths are also all-optical and the traffic is carried entirely in the optical domain. However, the primary path is dedicated and will carry exactly one connection request traffic, whereas backup lightpath is shared between any two (or more, depending on connection bandwidth and response time requirement) backup lightpaths and acts as cold standby for the corresponding primary lightpath. Because backup lightpaths are shared among multiple connections during the failure recovery period, this class of connections will experience additional delay (queueing delay) at the access nodes, and will get less bandwidth. As far as availability and fault-tolerance are concerned, it is the same as SDPSDB. Note here that sharing of backup paths is different from backup multiplexing. Backup multiplexing insists on the link disjointness of the primaries whose backup paths can share a wavelength channel. I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB backup route selection. Case I: For all free wavelengths along the primary path, check whether the same wavelength along the backup path can be shared with any other backup path; if yes, reserve that wavelength along the primary and mark it for sharing along the backup path. If no such wavelength (which satisfies the condition) is available, then reserve first common free wavelength along both primary and backup paths. Otherwise, reject the connection request. Case II: Check whether any wavelength along the backup path can be shared with any other backup path. If yes, reserve the first free wavelength along the primary path, and mark for sharing the wavelength that can be shared along the backup path. If no such wavelength (which satisfies the condition) is available, then reserve first free wavelength along the primary, and mark for sharing the first free wavelength along the backup path. Otherwise, reject the connection request.



16.5.2.4 Single shared primary and single shared backup lightpath (SSPSSB) — class IV In SSPSSB, both primary and backup lightpaths are also all-optical, and the traffic is carried entirely in the optical domain. In this class, primary and
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backup lightpaths are shared between any two lightpaths (or more, depending on the connections bandwidth and response time requirement). Because primary and backup lightpaths are shared among multiple connections, this class of connections will experience additional delay (queueing delay) at the access nodes and will get less bandwidth. As far as fault-tolerance and availability are concerned, it is the same as SDPSDB. I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB backup route selection. Case I: All the wavelengths are indexed and searched in the order of their index numbers. The first common wavelength along both the primary and backup paths that can be shared among other connections (either primary or backup) is chosen and marked for sharing. If no such wavelength is available, then in increasing order of index, the wavelength that can share with other connections along the backup path is taken and is checked whether the same wavelength is free on the primary; if free, reserve it along the primary and mark it sharable backup paths. If such a wavelength is not available, then the first free wavelength common to both the primary and backup path will be chosen and reserved. If no common free wavelength is available, then reject the connection request. Case II: In this case, the best possible primary-backup lightpath pair that can be shared among other connections (either primary or backup) is chosen to satisfy the request. That is, we use primary independent backup wavelength assignment because backup path may be on different wavelength than that of primary wavelength.



16.5.2.5 Single shared primary and multiple shared backup lightpaths (SSPMSB) — class V In SSPMSB, both the primary and backup lightpaths are also all-optical, and the traffic is carried entirely in the optical domain. In this class, primary and all k backup lightpaths are shared between any two lightpaths (or more depending on the connections bandwidth and response time requirement). Because primary and backup lightpaths are shared among multiple connections, this class of connections will experience additional delay (queueing delay) at the access nodes and will get less bandwidth. As far as fault-tolerance and availability are concerned, this is same as SDPMDB. I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: Same as SDPMDB backup route selection. Case I: The first common wavelength along the primary and k backup paths that can share among other connections (either primary or backup) is chosen. If no such wavelength is available, then take in increasing order of index, the common wavelength among k backups that can share with other connections and check whether
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the same wavelength is free on the primary; if free, mark it as sharable along the primary and k backup paths. If such a wavelength is not available, then the first free wavelength common to the primary and k backup paths will be chosen. Otherwise, reject the connection request. Case II: In this case, the best possible primary and k backup lightpaths which share among other connections (either primary or backup) is chosen to satisfy the request. In this case, no restriction is made on the use of wavelength for primary and k backup paths (i.e., k backup paths may be on different wavelengths than that of primary wavelength). If not, reserve the first free wavelength along the primary and k backup paths. If no free wavelength is available, reject the connection request.



16.5.2.6 Single dedicated multi-hop primary and single dedicated multi-hop backup lightpaths (SDMHPSDMHB) — class VI In SDMHPSDMHB, both primary and backup lightpaths are multi-hop lightpaths (depending on the availability of resources). That is, a message may reach its destination via one hop or it may be routed via a multi-hop path with opto-electronic conversions and processing at intermediate nodes. This incurs additional delay due to electronic-optical, optical-electronic conversions at junction of two lightpaths. This class of connections assumes that nodes are equipped with tunable transceivers. I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB backup route selection. III. Wavelength Assignment for Primary and Backup Paths: Check whether any wavelength is free along the primary and backup paths. If on some link no free wavelength is available reject the connection. Otherwise, the first free wavelength along the primary and backup paths (may not be the same) is chosen and reserved. If free wavelengths are not available along the complete paths, then take in increasing order of free wavelengths on the first link of the paths and reserve the wavelength that results in maximum wavelength continuous path. Do it recursively for complete path.



16.5.2.7 Single shared multi-hop primary and single shared multi-hop backup lightpaths (SSMHPSSMHB) — class VII In SSMHPSSMHB, both primary and backup lightpaths are multi-hop lightpaths (depending on the availability of resources). That is, a message may reach its destination via one hop or it may be routed via a multi-hop path with opto-electronic conversions and processing at intermediate nodes. In this class of connections, delay is due to electronic-optical, optical-electronic conversions at the junction of two lightpaths and also due to queueing delay. This class of connections also expects that nodes be equipped with tunable transceivers. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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The handbook of optical communication networks I. Primary Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB primary route selection. II. Backup Route Selection: Same as SDPSDB backup route selection. III. Wavelength Assignment for Primary and Backup Paths: When a connection request from a source S to a destination D arrives, the algorithm finds the first sharable wavelength (i.e., the wavelength for which sharing limit is not crossed) on the predetermined primary and backup paths using modified FX algorithm. If no sharable wavelength is available, on a particular link of either primary or backup path, the algorithm searches for the first free wavelength on that particular link. If no free wavelength is available on a particular link, then the connection is rejected.



16.5.2.8 Performance study The performance of the different heuristics has been verified through simulation experiments on the 24-node regional network. For this network, single-fiber and multi-fiber physical links are considered. Lightpaths are assumed to be bidirectional, and all the links are assumed to have the same number of fibers. All the fibers are assumed to have the same number of wavelengths. The delay of each link was set to one unit. The connections are requested between node pairs chosen randomly, with a condition that any node is chosen with the same probability. In simulation experiments we consider incremental traffic as in Anand and Qiao.18 In incremental traffic once a connection is admitted, the primary and backup lightpaths stay until the end of simulation. At any time, if a connection request cannot be satisfied using the heuristics, the connection request is rejected. The performance metrics used are blocking probability and the spare wavelength utilization. The effects of design parameters such as, F, W, k, and S on the performance metrics for different networks are studied. The blocking probability is high for Case I wavelength assignment compared with Case II wavelength assignment for all the classes. The blocking probability of Class II and Class V is high compared with all other classes. For a given number of wavelengths (or fibers) as the number of connections increases, the blocking probability increases. For a given number of wavelengths as the number of fibers increases, the blocking probability decreases. For a given number of connections as the number of wavelengths increases, the blocking probability decreases. For a given number of connections as the number of fibers increases, the blocking probability decreases. As the hot-pair percentage increases, the blocking probability of Class III, Class IV, and Class V decreases. As the sharing limit increases, the blocking probability of Class III, Class IV, Class V, and Class VI decreases. The effect of sharing increases as the hot-pair percent increases. As the number of backup lightpaths (k) required increases, the blocking probability increases in the case of Class II and Class V. The spare wavelength utilization is high for Case II wavelength assignment compared to Case I wavelength assignment for all the classes. The spare wavelength utilization of Class II and Class V is high compared with all other © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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classes. As the number of backup lightpaths required (k) increases, the spare wavelength utilization increases. As the sharing limit increases, the spare wavelength utilization of Class III, Class IV, Class V, and Class VI decreases. As the hot-pair percentage increases, the spare wavelength utilization of Class III, Class IV, and Class V decreases. For a given number of wavelengths (or fibers) as the number of connections increases, the spare wavelength utilization increases. For a given number of wavelengths as the number of fibers increases, the spare wavelength utilization increases. For a given number of connections as the number of wavelengths increases, the spare wavelength utilization increases. For a given number of connections as the number of fibers increases, the spare wavelength utilization increases.



16.6 Summary This chapter presented a survey on recent advances in dynamic lightpath restoration schemes for WDM optical networks. We explained the algorithms used by these schemes and also discussed their performance. The performance results can be summarized as follows. The restoration time for the reactive methods is longer, and the restoration is not guaranteed when compared to the proactive methods. In the absence of failures, however, the resource utilization is more efficient in reactive methods. Although the link-based methods result in shorter restoration time, they do not utilize the resources efficiently when compared to the path-based methods. Employing a backup multiplexing technique results in significant performance improvement when compared with a dedicated backup reservation. In a dynamic traffic environment, proactive methods employing primary-backup multiplexing technique yield significant improvement over backup multiplexing at the expense of reduction in restoration guarantee. The segmented protection paths scheme not only improves the number of requests that can be satisfied but also helps in providing better QoS guarantees on bounded failure recovery time and propagation delay. It is highly flexible to control the level of fault tolerance of each connection, independently of other connections, to reflect its criticality. It also does not insist on the availability of end-to-end disjoint paths. The partial backup scheme is neither a proactive nor a reactive scheme. It acts as a proactive scheme when a component in a path, which is covered by a backup path, fails. Otherwise, it acts as a reactive scheme. It is very resource-efficient and distinguishes the lightpaths with different reliability requirements. Two distributed control protocols for lightpath restoration are presented. These protocols are scalable compared to centralized protocols. A preferred link-based distributed control for establishing reliability-constrained, least-cost lightpaths, and different heuristics are presented. The fact that the route is not pre-computed and is essentially found by probing as in the case with distance vector-based algorithms, the preferred link-based distributed control is more responsive to the network changes. These heuristic functions do not use any global state information. This is a reactive scheme, but at © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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the same time heuristic functions will try to reduce the failure probability to a level required by the end user. This protocol can be used in conjunction with any reactive distributive control scheme available in the literature. Finally, we explained the need for service differentiation and presented different classes of lightpaths based on fault-tolerance, availability, bandwidth, and delay.
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17.3.3.2 ILP for greedy approach 17.3.3.3 Shortest-path approach 17.3.3.4 Results 17.3.3.5 Discussion 17.3.4 ZRESTORE: a link restoration algorithm with high aggregation and no reservation 17.3.4.1 Results 17.3.4.2 Discussion 17.4 Conclusions and future directions References



17.1 Introduction Optical networks have been slated to meet the challenge posed by the ever-increasing demand for bandwidth. By using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), we divide the vast transmission bandwidth available on a fiber into several nonoverlapping wavelength channels and enable data transmission over these channels simultaneously. Along with the huge bandwidth comes the realization that even if traffic is disrupted for a few seconds, a lot of data is going to be lost. Besides, the kind of traffic that is being carried over optical networks may be mission critical, so such huge losses may be catastrophic. Along with WDM come the accessories that have made optical networking evolve from being just a point-to-point freeway to becoming an overlay network of fast huge freeways. The main components for optical networking are: • Wavelength add-drop multiplexers (WADMs), which allow a node to add or drop a particular wavelength from an optical signal • Wavelength cross-connects (WXCs), which allow a node to switch a wavelength from one incoming fiber to another outgoing fiber on the same wavelength • Wavelength interchanging cross-connects (WIXCs) or wavelength converters, which allow a node to change the wavelength of the stream as it is switched from one incoming fiber to another outgoing fiber. New physical devices such as Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and faster, higher-quality lasers and receivers have had a major impact on the maturing of WDM technology. The introduction of networking within the optical layer creates the need for routing wavelengths (demands) over optical networks. Consequently, this also creates a need for link or path restoration in the optical domain. Restoration typically involves rerouting the demand around the failure on an alternate path. Restoration at the optical layer as opposed to that offered by higher layers gives us shorter restoration times, efficient resource © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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utilization and greater protocol transparency. Until recently, Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) self-healing rings have provided very low restoration times on the order of 50 milliseconds; however, the price that must be paid for this is large capacity penalties compared to regular mesh-based networking. Another bothersome fact is that current makeshift solutions for carrying IP traffic over WDM networks have ended up encapsulating IP packets by AAL5 and then encapsulating into SONET frames, which are then sent point to point over WDM. The kind of header overhead that this builds up is quite significant, and ISPs would just love to do away with the intermediate layers and do IP/WDM directly. Debates are raging about whether restoration should be provided at the optical layer or should be entrusted to the service layer, and about the race conditions that may arise when more than one layer tries to recover from the same fault. Many people, however, believe that restoration at the optical layer will definitely benefit a lot of services. Another debate rages on about what kind of topologies make more sense. Ring topologies are more tractable in terms of routing and wavelength provisioning, while it is extremely difficult to come up with optimal solutions for mesh-based architectures. On the other hand, a lot can be said for the capacity efficiency of mesh topologies, the inherent redundancies and thus improved robustness of such architectures. Restoration paths for ring topologies are also typically longer than those in mesh networks. Simple heuristic algorithms seem to be more attractive for mesh topologies, while centralized optimal algorithms are the choice for ring topologies. An abundance of research has been conducted, and doing justice to all kinds of schemes would require a much longer chapter than this one. Therefore, this chapter just considers optical domain restoration and mesh networks. It looks at the different types of restoration algorithms for mesh networks that have been proposed and analyzes them with regard to their attributes of capacity efficiency, restoration time, scalability, and restorability.



17.2 Types of restoration 17.2.1 The problem Before we discuss restoration schemes, we need to examine the problems they set out to solve. Some basic assumptions can be made about the system that needs to be protected; this makes a big difference in the selection of the most appropriate scheme. The most common assumptions required by restoration schemes include: 1. The functionality of the cross-connects a. Strict WXC implies wavelength continuity constraint (i.e., the same wavelength must be used for a path on each link) b. Assuming the presence of WIXCs means that the wavelength continuity constraint can be relaxed
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The handbook of optical communication networks 2. The traffic demands a. Static, where the traffic matrix is known in advance b. Dynamic, in which connections are set up as and when they arrive without any previous knowledge of the arrival times and durations 3. Type of network control a. Centralized, which makes sense for smaller networks with a controlled traffic matrix b. Distributed, in huge networks where connections arrive in a distributed manner and each node does its own computation for routing and provisioning 4. The primary performance metric (i.e., the metric to be optimized): restoration speed, blocking probability, link utilization, scalability, or restorability.



17.2.2 The solutions The ubiquitous figure that illustrates the different kinds of methods used to solve the various components of the restoration problem is presented next (see Figure 17.1). Let us take a broad view of what each kind of restoration method really does. Proactive schemes pre-calculate the alternate routes. Thus after the fault occurs, the connection is simply rerouted to the previously calculated route. Reactive schemes calculate alternate routes after the actual fault occurs. Thus, typical reactive schemes flood packets into the network after the fault to look for free capacity and to set up the new path. Proactive Restoration
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Figure 17.1 Types of restoration.
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schemes typically give 100% restoration guarantee and have faster restoration times than reactive schemes. Moreover, reactive schemes cannot guarantee successful recovery. Link-based schemes reroute the demand around the failed link, while path-based schemes typically use a whole new path for the whole demand. Schemes with dedicated backup reserve the backup route for the particular demand. Thus, primary or other backup paths will not be able to share any link of the backup path. Schemes with simple backup multiplexing allow other backup paths to share the same wavelength on one or more links. Central to this technique is the single fault assumption, which says that at one time only one link or node will fail. So if two backup paths are fault disjoint, they can share the same backup wavelength under the single fault assumption, since only one of the sharing backup paths will be activated and thus no conflict will occur. An extension of this idea uses primary and backup multiplexing; that is, a primary path may be set up on a wavelength that is backup for one or more demands. So during the life of the primary demand, the backup becomes unusable and comes back into service once the primary demand ends. Failure-dependent schemes are a further classification of path-based schemes where the backup path is dependent on the particular failure (link/ node). Thus a backup path is available for each possible failure on the path. Failure-independent schemes find a link and node disjoint path and make it the backup path. Thus regardless of which link or node has failed, this path can be used. This is attractive for optical networks, since failure isolation can be a time-consuming process. The rest of this chapter examines a few representative schemes that have appeared in the published literature. These schemes will serve to illustrate the previously mentioned solutions. They will offer us the opportunity to compare different approaches and analyze the performance tradeoffs.



17.3 Case studies In the next two case studies, we shall look at a mesh network with numerous wavelengths on each fiber and wavelength interchange capability at the cross-connects. Doshi et al. look at two restoration problems in this scenario and propose solutions for them.1 Let us look at Problem 1. The solution proposed is a path-based, distributed, dynamic, proactive, heuristic restoration strategy. A look at Figure 17.1 will tell the reader exactly which path we traverse in the taxonomy of the solutions. We look at a path restoration strategy in which there exists a pre-computed restoration path for each primary path. This pre-computed path protects the primary path against all failures and therefore has to be node-link disjoint with the primary path. Thus the network is protected from all single component failures. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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17.3.1 Optical network design and restoration: problem 1 B. Doshi, S. Dravida, R. Harshavardhana, O. Hauser, and Y. Wang1 17.3.1.1 Problem definition Given a network described by nodes and links, a set of point-to-point demands and their service routes in an optical network, and spare capacity on each link, find restoration routes for as many demands as possible under the link capacity constraints, or else find restoration routes for all demands so that the capacity requirement is minimized. The problem can be easily shown to be NP-complete by demonstrating that it reduces to the disjoint path problem in a special case. The disjoint path problem is to find mutually node disjoint paths between multiple source destination pairs in a network. Consider the source destination pairs as demands, and add an additional node to the network, which is a neighbor for every node in the original network. Now, select the two hop routes through the additional node as the primary routes for the demands. The problem of finding node disjoint protection paths for the demands is the same as finding multiple node disjoint paths between the multiple source destination pairs since all the demands share the same fault (the additional node), so they can never share the same protection path. Therefore, assigning a spare capacity of 1 on each of the links makes this exactly equivalent to the disjoint path problem. Thus, the problem can be shown to be NP-complete, and we can only have a heuristic solution for this problem. The algorithm proposed has four basic procedures: route search, link capacity control, concurrent resource locking, and capacity optimization. These components are used in the following fashion: The source node of each demand executes the concurrent resource locking procedure to lock out contenders. If unsuccessful, the source node waits for a random amount of time and retries; otherwise, it starts the route search procedure to search for the restoration route. Within the route search procedure, a distributed breadth first search procedure is invoked to find a route from the source to the destination, and the link capacity control is queried at every step. On finding a route, it is stored at the destination as the restoration route for the demand; otherwise the optimization procedure is activated to release some critical link capacities. Let us look at the components in more detail.



17.3.1.2 Route search This is a simple distributed breadth first search. Once contention is locked out, the source sends out packets which visit the nodes in breadth first fashion, looking at whether the link has sufficient capacity or not and going to the next hop depending on that. Since we are looking for node disjoint paths, the packets do not visit nodes that lie in the primary path.
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17.3.1.3 Link capacity control This procedure resides on each link, takes as input a primary route, and determines if this link has sufficient capacity to serve as part of a restoration path for this route. A table is maintained with information about faults, demands affected by them, and the resulting capacity requirement. Obviously, demands that share faults cannot share the capacity on the restoration wavelength, so if there are two demands affected by fault F and both want to get restored through this link, they will need two spare wavelengths. Therefore when a new demand comes in, the primary route is broken up into all possible faults (all nodes and links) and the table entries are updated (for faults that already exist in the table) and added (for faults that do not exist in the table). Accordingly, if the required capacity in any scenario goes higher than the spare capacity on the link, the route search packet is stopped.



17.3.1.4 Resource locking When a demand is doing a route search, if another demand which shares a fault also does a route search then we can run into race conditions, since the two will be contending for resources on the network. To lock out all contenders, using a token-like approach the demand sends out a token packet that will turn up a flag at each node and link and will return back if it encounters an upturned flag on the way, which clears up the path. If it reaches the destination, then we can be sure that no other demand sharing the primary path is doing a route search, so we can go ahead with our route search. If the lock procedure fails, we have to wait for a random time and try again.



17.3.1.5 Optimization procedure Because of the ad hoc way in which restoration routes are selected, we may end up with a situation in which moving some of the restoration routes may make other demands that were originally denied restoration get their restoration paths. Thus when a demand fails to find a restoration path, it activates the optimization procedure. The procedure is described in detail in the appendix of Reference 1 and for brevity we leave it out here.



17.3.1.6 Results The following conservative estimates are made about various parameters: • Message travel between two nodes is 8 ms per 1000 miles • Node message processing is performed at a speed of 20 ms per message • Cross-connect instructions can be executed in 10ms • Traffic switching and selection can be done in 10ms, and failure detection requires 5ms The authors use the parallel architecture (described later) as well as three nationwide networks. Restoration times are 130ms for the 28-node network, 505 ms for the 70-node network, and 572 ms for the 301-node
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network. The distributed solution turns out to be quite close to the optimal solution in all cases.



17.3.1.7 Discussion The distributed algorithm proposed is quite simple, and effective. The concept of maintaining tables indexed by fault i.d. is intelligent, and the locking scheme to lock out concurrent searches is also nice; however, detractors can point fingers at a few places. First, all demands are given a unique demand i.d., identified by simply the source and the destination. More than one demand could exist between the same source and destination, and so we need an extra dimension to distinguish between them. The locking procedure is quite conservative æ we could have paranoid situations where demands could be contending in a cyclic fashion and backing off together, and no one would be getting through. It would probably be more sensible to just assume a link-state protocol and global topology information at the nodes that would greatly simplify things.



17.3.2 Optical network design and restoration: problem 2 B. Doshi, S. Dravida, R. Harshavardhana, O. Hauser, and Y. Wang1 17.3.2.1 Problem definition Given a network in terms of nodes and links as in problem 1 and a set of point-to-point demands, find both the primary routes as well as the restoration route for each demand, so that the total required network capacity is minimized. The solution proposed is a path-based, centralized, static, proactive, integer linear programming (ILP)-based, restoration strategy. Notice that the problem is now static in the sense that we assume knowledge of the demands to be set up beforehand. Although this may not be true in general, in certain cases this problem becomes relevant. For example, while migrating from a legacy network to an optical one, we have to transfer existing demands to an optical network. Also, we may have periodic cleaning, when a heuristic distributed algorithm like the one in the previous section may have chosen nonoptimal assignments to primary and restoration routes. Of course, we may also have long-term planning using projected demands so that we can estimate capacity needs at a time point in the future.



17.3.2.2 Problem formulation Viewing the network as a directed graph, let N be the set of nodes, L Ã N ¥ N be the set of links, D Ã N ¥ N be the set of demands. For each Lij, let Cij be the capacity weight for Lij, which can be regarded as a measure of capacity consumption per wavelength on the link. If Wij is the resulting capacity requirement on Lij in terms of number of wavelengths, then the objective function can be given by minimizing SCijWij. Basically, this is a two-parameter characterization of the network, where C is the per-wavelength cost and W is the per-fiber cost.
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Let us now formulate the ILP for the problem. Let F be the set of all possible single faults. Obviously F = N U L. For each f F, let Lf be the set of links affected by that fault. If f is a link failure then Lf contains only the failed link; if it is a node failure, then Lf contains the set of links that are incident to the node. For each d D, let s and t be the source node and the destination node of the demand d, respectively. We need to define the following variables: X ijd : 1 if demand d’s primary path traverses link (ij), 0 otherwise Yijd : 1 if demand d’s alternate path traverses link (ij), 0 otherwise Zijfd : 1 if demand d is rerouted through link (ij) under fault f, 0 otherwise Wij: total number of wavelengths required on link (ij) The ILP looks like: min



ÂC W ij



(17.1)
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The objective function is the total weighted capacity requirement. Constraints (17.2) and (17.3) are the flow conservation constraints for demand d’s service route and restoration route respectively. Constraint (17.4) enforces the fact that the restoration route consumes link capacity if and only if the service route is affected by the fault in question. Constraint (17.5) ensures that the restoration route of a demand is independent of the failure. Constraint (17.6) determines the link capacity requirement. Constraint (17.4) and the use of the Z variables ensure that the service and restoration route are disjoint.
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Note that Constraint (17.6) really ties all the demands together. All the constraints are separate for each demand. So, without Constraint (17.6), the problem can be decomposed to a number of independent sub-problems, one for each demand. The authors use the Lagrangian relaxation method to relax Constraint (17.6) and reduce the problem IP to several (IPd)s. Many intricacies should be considered, such as adding a penalty term to the objective function, which we shall not explore. The inclined reader is referred to the article for the details. The overview of the approach is the following: split the IP into (IPd)s, one for each demand, which are actually NP-complete. Obtaining a lower bound for (IPd) is easier, however, and because the objective function of (IP) is the sum of the objective functions of (IPd), we can obtain a lower bound for IP. An algorithm R is proposed for getting the lower bound to (IPd). Having obtained that, the overall algorithm G is proposed, which uses this algorithm R to find the lower bound to (IP). The outline of algorithm G is as follows: 1. Initially, set all l values equally and scale them properly so that



Â



l ijf = Cij .



f ŒF ,( ij )œL f



For each demand d D, call algorithm R to solve sub-problem (IPd). All the sub-problem solutions collectively become an initial feasible solution SO to the original problem (IP). Set the best feasible solution thus far S* = SO. 2. At the kth iteration, update l values as lkijf+1 = lkijf +a— p v( lkijf , where a is the step size. a is chosen so that lk+1 is still nonnegative and adaptive to the improvement of the last iteration. Solve all sub-problems (IPd), and obtain a feasible solution Sk+1. If C(S*) > C(Sk+1), set S* = Sk+1. 3. Keep repeating step 2 until either v(l) cannot be improved or the value of C(S*) does not decrease for a predefined number of iterations. 4. S*, the best feasible solution obtained thus far, can be further improved by a local rerouting procedure, for which the reader is again referred to the literature.



17.3.2.3 Restoration architecture Let us now look at the kind of architecture required to make the restoration possible. This discussion is common to both problems 1 and 2 because the solution to those problems simply associate each primary route with a restoration route. The activation of that route is another problem altogether. We assume unidirectional links and unidirectional connections or demands. The restoration route is not reserved as such; therefore, the actual cross-connect setup at each of the intermediate nodes of the alternate route will have to
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be done after the fault. The restoration routes for each demand are stored at the destination node. What happens is this: the destination detects failure of the service route, initiates cross-connect operations at every node on the route, signals the source to bridge traffic to this path, and starts receiving the signal for the demand from the new route. Two kinds of architectures are proposed to implement this procedure. The sequential architecture consists of the following steps: the destination node on detecting failure first determines an incoming port number for the restoration route and switches the signal selector to receive a signal on this port. Then it determines the corresponding outgoing port number at the preceding neighbor node on the restoration route and sends a packet with the outgoing port number and the restoration route with the demand i.d. On getting this message, each intermediate node determines the incoming port number and thus the preceding neighbor’s outgoing port number, and sends a message to the preceding neighbor with similar information. This step is repeated one by one until it reaches the source, which executes the cross-connect and bridges the signal to the new route. You can also have a parallel architecture in which you can have two types of messages: a type 1 message, which is sent from the destination to each of the nodes on the route, and a type 2 message, which is sent to the upstream neighbor by each node after receiving the type 1 message. The type 1 message serves to fix the incoming port of the node and generates the type 2 message, which tells the preceding node which to use as the outgoing port. Once every node gets a type 1 and a type 2 message, both the incoming and outgoing ports are known, so the cross-connect can be executed in parallel over the route.



17.3.2.4 Results The centralized algorithm G is evaluated for two network topologies, with different demand sets ranging from 100 to 1000 demands. Parameters evaluated are the primary capacity used, and the restoration capacity needed in terms of wavelengths on links, using backup path sharing and without using sharing. The solutions of algorithm G are 20% better than those of the shortest pair and are within 10% deviation of the lower bounds. The distributed form of algorithm G was also evaluated and performed only 7% lower than G, and had much less computational complexity.



17.3.2.5 Discussion The ILP proposed is detailed, and the algorithm follows after much analysis. The distributed form of the algorithm is especially useful. The problem with such approaches remains that they assume batch arrivals, which holds true only in certain cases. Also, optimization algorithms like these are quite computationally intensive, so these algorithms are better off running in the background, optimizing heuristic algorithms running in the foreground. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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17.3.3 Partial path protection for WDM networks: end-to-end recovery using local failure information H. Wang, E. Modiano, and M. Medard2 This case study also looks at an optical mesh network with unidirectional links and demands and comes up with a segment-based, failure dependent, centralized, dynamic, proactive, ILP-based protection strategy. A protection scheme is proposed loosely based on the segment protection concept, which is rechristened as partial path protection (PPP). In this scheme, the network identifies a specific protection path for each link along a considered primary path. Thus, just like path protection, end-to-end protection paths are assigned to primary paths. Each of these paths, however, protects only for one specific link failure instead of the whole primary path. Simple link protection suffers from the problem of significantly longer backup paths, while simple disjoint path protection cannot guarantee a backup path always (e.g., when there is no node-link disjoint alternate path available). PPP is a good hybrid of both. Also, instead of a system where the calls are known in advance, the authors consider a call-by-call system with random arrivals, which is more realistic and useful to study. A central dynamic programming solution which figures out the optimal assignment to minimize the call-blocking probability is impracticable, since the state space of the dynamic program becomes huge for any reasonable time horizon and network size. Thus, a heuristic approach would be more attractive in this case. Let us first look at a sample case to illustrate path protection vs. partial path protection. Path protection for link failures allocates a link disjoint path from the primary path as the alternate path for any link failure on the path. In PPP, the system reserves the protection resources while setting up a primary path. The major difference with the path protection scheme is that the system now specifies a specific protection path for each link along the primary path. Thus each protection path, instead of being associated with a single path (as for path protection) or a single link (as for link protection), is associated with a link/ primary path pair. In the event of a link failure, the call is rerouted along the protection path corresponding to the failed link (see Figure 17.2 and Table 17.1). 2
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Figure 17.2 Backup path assignment using PPP.
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Table 17.1 Illustration of Protection Paths for Primary Path in Figure 17.2 Link on Primary Path (1–2–3–5–4)



Corresponding Protection Path



(1,2) (2,3) (3,5) (5,4)



1–6–2–3–4 1–2–5–4 1–2–5–4 1–2–3–4



Table 17.1 lists the protection paths chosen for each link failure scenario. When the PPP for a particular failure scenario for connection C1 is considered, the protection wavelength can be shared as a protection wavelength for some other connection C2, which is not primary path disjoint with C1, as long as the set of overlaps does not contain the link for which the protection path was originally found. In the case of path protection, this cannot be done because the protection wavelength is protecting against all link failures on the primary path of C1, so sharing is only possible between primary path disjoint connections in path protection.



17.3.3.1 Path assignment Two approaches to path assignment are considered. The first approach is a greedy approach in which the system jointly allocates primary and protection paths simultaneously so as to minimize the total wavelengths being used. Solving an ILP, which we will encounter shortly, does this. The other approach is to assign the shortest path as the primary path for the incoming call and then assign protection paths to this primary path so as to minimize the cost of the resulting system, where sharing a wavelength is zero cost while allocating a new wavelength for the protection path is unit cost. Obviously a protection path can use a wavelength on a correctly functioning link in that primary path at no extra cost.



17.3.3.2 ILP for greedy approach Let us look at the ILP that is generated for the greedy approach. Such ILPs regularly come up in such optimization for network routing scenarios. We have seen what an ILP for path protection looks like; let us look at an ILP for partial path protection. Let L denote the set of all possible links, S denote the source node and D denote the destination node, Ï1, if at least one wavelength is available on link(i, j) L cij = Ì Ó• , otherwise
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Ï if at least one wavelength on link (l, k) other than (i, j) Ô0 Ô is already reserved to protect links other than (i, j) dijlk = Ì1 if at least one wavelength is available on link (l,k) Ô Ô• otherwise Ó Ï1 if the primary path rests on an available wavelength in link (i, j) xij = Ì Ó0 otherwise Ï1 if the system reserves a wavelength in link (i, j) for protection yij = Ì Ó0 otherwise Ï1 if a wavelength on (l, k) is reserved to protect Ô vijlk = Ì its associated protection path on (i, j) ÓÔ0 otherwise The variable d indicates which links have wavelengths available to protect some specific link on which the primary path may reside; v indicates the assignment of wavelengths to protection. For the ILP for the random call arrival, we need to minimize if at least one wavelength on link (l, k) other than (i, j) is already reserved to protect links other than (i, j) cij xij + yij



(17.7)



Equation (17.7) represents the objective function and the constraints look like this:
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Equations (17.8) to (17.10) are flow conservation equations for the primary path, while Equations (17.11) to (17.13) give the flow conservation for the protection path. Equations (17.11) and (17.12) come into play only when xij = 1 (i.e., the primary path passes through the link [i,j]). vijij + v ijji = 0, "(i , j ) Œ L



(17.14)



Equation (17.14) enforces the path disjoint property. ylk ≥ dijlk (vijlk - xlk ), "(i , j ), (l , k ) Œ L



(17.15)



Equation (17.15) indicates whether a unoccupied wavelength on link(l,k) will be reserved for protection. xij ≥ vijlk , "(i , j ), (l , k ) Œ L



(17.16)



Equation (17.16) prevents the possibility of assigning a protection path for a link that is not used by the primary path. xij , yij , vijlk Œ {0, 1}, "(i , j ), (l , k ) Œ L



(17.17)



The difference of the partial path formulation with the path protection formulation lies in Equation (17.15), which considers the situation where the protection path overlaps part of its links with the links on its associated primary path; hence the (–xlk) term. Also, we do not need an extra equation to enforce the condition that a link should protect the entire path in PPP.



17.3.3.3 Shortest-path approach The other approach proposed is a shortest-path approach. We can see clearly that the greedy approach will be nonoptimal because it only takes into account present resource usage. It may also choose protection paths, which is not amenable to protection sharing. Another point to note is that a requests primary path cannot be shared with other requests, so the logical thing to do is to assign the fewest possible resources to a calls primary path. Therefore, we
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assign the shortest path available as the primary path for the request. After this, protection paths are searched for. Link costs are updated according to the current resource usage. Wavelengths that are in use by other protection paths have a cost of 0. In the case of path protection, links used by the primary path are not available, while in case of PPP, the correctly functioning links are available. It is quite intuitive to see that for a given request, the SP method may require greater resources, but in the long run, the greedy method may lose out because the protection paths being chosen may not be very amenable to sharing, while resources are being wasted anyway for the non-shortest primary paths. This is because the greedy method will be endeavoring to serve each request using the minimum number of previously unused wavelengths; however, in doing so, the greedy approach happens to choose paths with no protection sharing, harming network resource utilization.



17.3.3.4 Results The results are plotted in Figures 17.3 and 17.4. The two schemes are simulated over various topologies. The conclusion is that the PPP scheme implemented using the SP approach performs best. This is easy to understand because SP with PPP is intrinsically more flexible than SP–PP in both the protection scheme and the implementation approach. Other interesting observations include the fact that the performance is highly related to the network topology. For a highly connected network, blocking events are very rare. On sparser graphs, the SP–PPP algorithm shows better performance
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Figure 17.3 Traffic load vs. blocking probability: NSFNET.
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Network Resource Utilization vs. Number of Calls in NSFNET 600
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Figure 17.4 Network resource utilization: NSFNET.



because longer primary paths, which enhance the usefulness of capacity sharing, occur more.



17.3.3.5 Discussion The partial path protection approach proposed can be called a path-based link protection scheme. We are basically trying to find protection paths for every link on the path. The results are quite impressive and show the better performance of PPP over simple path protection because it is more flexible. It is definitely a step in the right direction: that of segment-based protection, in which one can protect sections of the path at once; however, issues such as the architecture to support this type of schemes, the scalability of fault-dependent schemes, and the potential difficulty in isolation of faults in optical networks have to be resolved.



17.3.4 ZRESTORE: a link restoration algorithm with high aggregation and no reservation S. Das, P. Verma, B.N. Jain, and M. Gerla3 This last case study looks again at a mesh-based optical network with unidirectional demands and links, and comes up with a link-based, distributed, dynamic, proactive, primary backup multiplexing restoration strategy. The primary assumptions are unidirectional links with multiple wavelengths or channels and a control channel that is set aside for control message exchange and wavelength converters at each node. Each link is directed and therefore is associated with a “sender” node and a “chooser” node. Each link © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 17.5 Structure of a link.



tries independently to be able to preselect bypass routes for a target number of wavelengths over and above the primary wavelengths on it. Each link has a maximum capacity expressed in number of wavelengths (max) (see Figure 17.5). Each link keeps track of: a — the number of primary channels on the link b — the number of free channels = (lmax – a) g — the maximum number of channels that this link has promised other links for restoration d — the number of channels for which bypasses have been preselected and confirmed As long as the number of restorable channels on the link (d) is higher than the primary channels (a) by a threshold (T), the link stays in stable state. When the primary channels get too close to the restorable channels either due to new paths being set up (primary channels increase) or primary paths on the bypasses kicking out the restorable channels (restorable channels decrease), the link enters a critical state and starts searching for bypasses again. Bypass search is a simple procedure of sending out of q route-capacity-checker packets over the q bypasses calculated by the sender node of the link using the topology information. These packets have the number of required wavelengths stamped on them, and each link looks at the number of free channels (b) that it has and stamps it on the packet if this number is lower than the requested capacity. The chooser node of the link receives q route-capacity-checker packets from the source, which report a combined bandwidth of, for instance, B, which it intelligently splits among the bypasses so that the total is (the requested bandwidth) and each bypass has the same relative load. If the reported bandwidth B is lower than the required bandwidth, then all the reported bandwidth is selected. If the link still remains in a critical condition, then it will initiate another bypass search with the bottleneck links removed. The bypass-confirm messages are sent back from the chooser to the sender node of the link. They pass through each of the intermediate links on the bypasses and set up the entries in the table mentioning which link has been promised how many wavelengths in the form . Doing a max over all the wavelength terms in the rows of the table gives us the value of g for that link (see Figures 17.6a and 17.6b). © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 17.6 Bypass search.



Choosing the target number of wavelengths to search for, given the values for a b d g can be done in a number of ways. We divide the total channel number (lmax) into levels in a binary way. So the first level is lmax/ 2, the second level is 3*lmax/4 and so on. These levels are static, and the closest level higher than both a and d is selected as the target number of wavelengths . When a link fails, the chooser node detects it using the signal power decrease and activates the restoration procedure. The chooser has a table with the bypasses and the number of channels on each available. It checks the number of primary channels to restore, allocates them to the bypasses, and sends out restore packets with the cross-connect port information. The restore packets are processed at each intermediate node, the cross-connect is executed, the new cross-connect information is stamped on the packet and forwarded to the upstream node. Thus, the bypass is activated in the reverse direction. When the sender node gets the restore packet, it just bridges the traffic to the new output ports as specified by the restore packet. The cross-connects are typically executed in parallel; that is, at a particular node, a number of wavelengths are cross-connected simultaneously, since the restore packet contains aggregated information for a number of wavelengths.
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17.3.4.1 Results The protocol is simulated, and representative experiments for 40 nodes and 1200 to 1800 connections are shown. The total restorability, restoration time, and control overhead are calculated. The total restorability stays close to 100% most of the time and drops to around 50% in extreme load conditions, staying at an average of 80%. A useful parameter is perceived capacity, which serves as a measure of how much extra capacity this scheme is adding to the network by virtue of the sharing. This comes out to around 40% above the primary capacity. Restoration times are very low, around 4 to 8ms, but the benchmarks that they choose are quite low compared with the Doshi article.1 The control overhead in the most loaded cases is around 1mbps per node, which is a little large but not much compared with the huge amounts of data traffic that will be carried.



17.3.4.2 Discussion This algorithm has quite a few novel points. First, it assumes only topology information at each node (and not traffic engineering extensions). This means that the nodes will not be out of sync with the network state frequently. Assuming knowledge of wavelength usage at each link in the network is dangerous and can lead to very wrong estimates by links due to staleness of the information, especially when there are short-lived connections and the traffic matrix is not steady. Second, this algorithm is very scalable with respect to the number of wavelengths on each link. The number of wavelengths per fiber is expected to reach around 200 very soon and it is very important that algorithms scale well to such numbers. ZRESTORE searches for bypasses using numbers and in aggregate, thus reducing both the control message size as well as number. Also, these searches look for more capacity than is strictly necessary so when new primary channels get set up, their bypasses are already selected and no extra work has to be done for them. Thus, the amortized cost of search is quite low. Third, the backup channels are not reserved, just remembered, so calls are never blocked and they kick out the backed up channels when they are set up. The control overhead is a little more due to the kickout messages that propagate back to the source of the affected link. Another drawback is the assumption of wavelength conversion at each node. Extending this concept to networks without wavelength conversion is nontrivial, since in that case the search for the bypasses would have to be wavelength specific, so a lot of the benefits that this scheme derives from flexibility would be lost.



17.4 Conclusions and future directions We considered a particular problem regarding restoration in optical mesh networks and studied a gamut of effective schemes that try to solve the
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problem in different ways. We reviewed centralized ILP-based formulations, distributed heuristic versions of these algorithms, and even simple distributed algorithms with novel ideas such as aggregation and over-protection. Several other solutions are available but we did not cover them due to space limitations; however, the cases reported here are representative of the types of solutions that one typically encounters while solving the restoration problem. These techniques apply to mesh networks, and their potential will be fully exploited only in large-scale optical mesh networks deployment. The latter will become a reality only under the following conditions: 1. Decommissioning of SONET boxes 2. The maturing of optical technology The main motivation to decommission SONET is to do away with the overhead introduced by it and thus streamline the system. On the other hand, we will have to rely on IP for multiplexing. Time division multiplexed (TDM) traffic and guaranteed service may have to be handled by multi-protocol label switching (MPLS). The huge TDM user base may be unwilling to go in for such a drastic change. As for condition 1, we expect the state of the art in optical technology to evolve and become commercially viable. Today, optical wavelength converters and fibers with hundreds of wavelengths exist only in research laboratories. Without the accessories that enable optical mesh networking in its truest sense, most of the benefits of the restoration schemes cannot be realized. Putting all that aside, however, both link and path restoration and protection strategies have shown immense promise. Path restoration strategies have been more efficient in terms of resource usage but lack the flexibility that link restoration has. The way to go, therefore, is a hybrid solution in which sections of the path are independently protected. This solution would provide the right mix of flexibility and resource efficiency and is aptly called segment protection. Segment protection has already been proposed in MPLS, and a simple mapping of the labels to lambdas would do the trick for optical networks too. The MPLS layer and its inter-working with the optical layer is a very active research area. Very soon, clear trends about what should be done and what should be avoided are going to emerge. Until then, we must rely on 50ms SONET protection.
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18.3.3 An example of SAPP 18.4 Simulations and numerical results 18.5 Conclusions References



18.1 Introduction This chapter investigates a path protection design problem-based alternate routing for all-optical wavelength-routed wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks. We develop a generic formulation for the so-called shared alternate-path protection (SAPP) problem, which uses alternate-path routing for both primary and protection lightpaths, deals with single failure as well as multiple simultaneous failures, and considers the shared risk link group (SRLG) constraint and multiple practical optimization objectives. The formulated problem is an integer programming problem, which is NP-hard. Therefore it is not practical to have exact solutions, especially under multiple contradictory optimization criteria. For this reason, we use heuristics to obtain approximate optimal solutions and propose a survivable alternate routing (SAR) algorithm based on a kth shortest-path routing algorithm and a genetic algorithm. We assume wavelength converters available at each network node and approximately divide the optimization process into two relatively independent stages: candidate primary and protection route computation, and survivable lightpath routing. Through simulation experiments, we show the effectiveness of SAR in solving the SAPP problem and compare the solutions obtained from SAR with those from using a path protection scheme based on shortest-path routing.



18.1.1 Background WDM, which allows a single fiber to carry multiple signals simultaneously, is becoming the core technology to cope with the rapidly increasing demand for bandwidth in the next-generation Internet. An adverse consequence of this advancement of boosting network capacity is the increased network vulnerability in the sense that a single network failure can significantly reduce the capability to deliver services in large-scale information systems. Therefore it is essential to provide network survivability in the optical network design. Survivable network architectures are based on either dedicated resources or shared resources. With dedicated protection, network service is restored utilizing the dedicated network resources; for example, 1+1 and 1:1 protection. In the case of a failure, the traffic is switched to the preconfigured protection paths or links. Dedicated protections have very low recovery latency and guaranteed full restoration against single network failure; however, this approach results in inefficient use of network resources. The major research efforts for shared protection scheme have focused on reducing the resource overhead by means of techniques such as sharing of resources across
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connections or between disjoint paths for the same connection. Unlike the dedicated scheme, a connection can be established over the shared protection resources only after a network failure is detected. According to the rerouting schemes used after a network failure occurs, shared protection approaches can be classified into link protection and path protection. In link protection, all the connections that traverse the failed link are rerouted around that link. The source and destination nodes of the connections traversing the failed link are oblivious to the link failure. In path protection, when a link fails, the source node and the destination node of each connection that traverses the failed link are informed of the failure. The source and the destination nodes of each connection independently reroute the traffic to backup routes on an end-to-end basis. Link protections are expected to have shorter recovery latency than path protections. Link protection schemes depend on fault localization, however, while no fault localization is necessary for path protection. It has been reported that shared path protection schemes are more economical than link protections in the sense that they need much less redundant network resources. Furthermore, path protections are more feasible than link protections with available technologies. Path rerouting performed at the edge of the network may allow some or all of the recovery functions to be moved into the end-system. This simplifies network design and allows applications to make use of application-specific information such as tolerance for latency in making rerouting decisions. Accordingly, shared path protection is currently favored in Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) deliberations for multi-protocol label switching (MPLS)-layer protection and MPLS-controlled optical path protection. To address the shared protection problem, the SRLG concept is considered one of the most important constraints concerning the constraint-based route computation of optical channel routes. An SRLG is defined as a group of links that share a component, the failure of which causes failure of all links of the group. We define sharable protection link group (SPLG) as a collection of protection routes in which corresponding primary routes do not belong to any other SRLG. SRLG constraints can be defined as follows: protection paths can share links if and only if they belong to a common SPLG. By applying the SRLG constraint to the constraint-based path computation, one can select a route taking into account resource and logical structure disjointness that implies a lower probability of simultaneous lightpath failure.



18.1.2 Related work Many studies have been carried out to provide protection schemes for WDM networks.1–13 Alanyali and Ayanoglu evaluated two iterative methods, independent and coordinate designs, through simulation for three restoration schemes: full reconfiguration, path-based, and link-based.6 The numerical results showed that coordinate design with full reconfiguration achieves the
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most economical solutions in terms of fiber requirements. They also demonstrated that coordinated planning of several failure scenarios provides more efficient designs than those obtained by considering the failures independently. The iterative methods need much shorter computational time than centralized optimization method using CPLEX,6 but the solutions obtained from the iterative methods are not approximately optimal. This is because increasing the number of iterations cannot result in improved solutions in any case. A p-cycle protection scheme is proposed in Grover and Stamatelakis, and Iraschko and Grover to speed up the restoration of failures within mesh-based SONET or WDM transport networks.11,12 The p-cycle scheme chooses an optimal set of p-cycles using integer linear programming optimization to provide spare resources. The recovery path in the p-cycle scheme is between two adjacent nodes of the failure. Therefore, the p-cycle scheme is essentially a failure-dependent protection scheme, and operates in the link protection mode of mesh-based scheme. Typically, the path protection problem is to optimally determine two disjoint alternate paths æ a primary path and a protection path æ for each source-destination pair so as to minimize the required network capacity and cost; however, these algorithms unnecessarily restrict that all traffic for each node pair follows the same primary path and protection path after failures. In contrast, an optimal design scheme for survivable WDM transport networks is proposed in Miyao and Saito, which focused on optimally distributed traffic among several candidate primary path and protection path pairs.3 However, the algorithm requires that a single restoration path is predetermined for each primary path on a one-to-one basis. Most of the previous work on spare capacity allocation of mesh WDM networks modeled the static protection design as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem. A general adopted design objective is to minimize the total spare capacity required for the restoration in specific failure scenarios. Unfortunately, the resulted ILP formulation is NP-hard.13 To obtain the optimal solution for even a small-sized network, such as a few tens of nodes, is very time-consuming using available mathematical tools. Relaxation methods are proposed to approximate the IP solution. Lagrangian relaxation, which decomposes the original complex problem into several easier sub-problems, was used by Doshi et al.9 Simulated annealing and Tabu searching-based methods were proposed in Caenegem et al., Crochat and Boudec, and Liu et al.1,2,13 Although extensive research work has been done in protection design of optical network, certain issues still need to be addressed. Several implementations of path protection scheme have been proposed. If the primary paths are identified before protection design (usually using shortest path routing algorithm), the path protection is to find an optimal disjoint path for each primary path; however, simultaneously optimizing primary path routing and backup path routing can provide more cost-effective solutions. There are several algorithms proposed to provide shortest disjoint path pairs
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between a node pair in a network, but the problem of how to distribute primary traffic and backup traffic over the disjoint paths to obtain an overall optimal network performance needs further investigation. Most protection design considers routing protection lightpaths to maintain survivability of optical connection against single network failure based on the assumption that multiple failures occur much less frequently than single failure. When multiple-failure protection is required, however, most proposed protection design methods cannot adapt to solve the new problem. Although SRLG is not a new concept in protection design, to the best of our knowledge there is little work on explicitly modeling the SRLG constraint in protection design. Without considering SRLG constraints, the reserved restoration capacity is either over-reserved or under-reserved for protection. The typical example of the former case is 1:1 protection, which results in costly design because of capacity redundancy. In Davis et al., protection paths for a single demand can share reserved bandwidth under the condition that their primary paths are mutually disjoint,5 but the method can be improved by applying more general SRLG constraints. In the latter case, protection paths can be multiplexed by other primary paths or protection paths to reduce network resource redundancy without SRLG constraints; however, these methods result in partial restoration after failures occur. Another effect of neglecting SRLG constraints at the protection design stage is that wavelength allocation for backup paths has to be done dynamically after network failures occur.9 In previous work, a single optimization objective is considered in protection design, such as minimizing total network cost including both primary resources and backup resources, minimizing network redundancy rate, or minimizing total capacity used for backup. However, simply using a single optimization objective may result in an undesired “optimal” solution. For example, when minimizing network redundancy rate is the only objective considered, increasing the resource utilization on primary path or reducing the reserved resources on the backup paths can reduce the network redundancy rate. The former should be avoided, however, because it will increase the propagation delay of primary lightpaths. Therefore, in practice, multiple optimization objectives need to be considered simultaneously, especially when the design consists of routing working traffic and deploying backup resources.



18.1.3 Our work This chapter investigates a SAPP problem to provide cost-efficient and survivable optical network design. The SAPP problem can be addressed as follows. Given the traffic demand between each node pair, the physical topology of the optical network, as well as a set of optimization criteria and constraints, decide a set of routes to connect each node pair and the bandwidth (number of wavelengths) to be reserved on the routes. At the same time, compute protection routes and reserve bandwidth correspondingly for
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each primary lightpath to protect the traffic from any failures defined in a set of failure scenarios. A failure scenario can be a single network component failure, such as a link failure, or a node failure. It can be also a combination of multiple simultaneously occurred failures. The protection lightpaths can share backup bandwidth if their corresponding primary lightpaths do not belong to the same SRLG. The backup lightpath should be link-disjoint or node-disjoint with its primary lightpath. Therefore, once the failure occurs, traffic on the primary lightpath can be rerouted to backup path. We formulate the SAPP as an integer programming problem with multiple objectives, including minimizing average propagation delay of primary lightpaths, minimizing the network redundancy rate, and minimizing the traffic load on the most congested link. Because the addressed SAPP is an NP-hard problem, a heuristic, survivable alternate routing is developed using fixed alternate routing and a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA). We test our algorithm on a simplified SAPP problem by relaxing the wavelength continuity constraint (e.g., assuming that wavelength converters are available at each switching node). Simulations are carried out over two network topologies. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and influence the number of alternate routes. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 18.2, the SAPP is formulated as an integer programming problem with multiple objectives. In Section 18.3, the fixed-alternate routing and a genetic algorithm is used to solve a simplified SAPP problem. Section 18.4 presents simulations and numerical results of the proposed algorithms. Section 18.5 summarizes and concludes the chapter.



18.2 Formulation of SAPP We consider an all-optical WDM network, where the traffic from user networks is aggregated at access nodes. To accommodate the aggregate traffic, multiple lightpaths are established between a pair of source and destination nodes, and the aggregate traffic is allocated among these lightpaths. In the following, we present a generic formulation of the SAPP problem. In the following formulation, we use s and d to denote the source and destination nodes of a lightpath, and i and j to denote the end nodes of a physical link. The other notations used in the formulation are as follows.



18.2.1 Given parameters • • • • •



N: nodes in the network, number 1 through N W: the number of wavelengths each fiber supports L: the set of network links in the network F: the set of failures Kw: the number of alternate routes between a pair of source and destination nodes
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• Kp: the number of alternate protection routes between a pair of source and destination nodes • dij: the propagation delay on a physical fiber link from node i to node j, (i,j)ŒL • pij: the number of fibers on link (i,j), (i,j) Œ L • L(s, d): an N ¥ N traffic matrix that gives the aggregate traffic between each pair of source and destination nodes in terms of the number of wavelengths required, which is defined as: L( s, d) = [l sd ; s, d = 1, 2, ◊◊◊, N ]N ¥ N where lsd is the aggregate traffic from node s to node d in terms of the number of wavelengths required. It should be noted that the aggregate traffic from node s to node d does not necessarily have to be equal to that from node d to node s.



18.2.2 Parameter variables • Usd(k): the wavelength usage on the kth route from node s and node d, which is a 1 ¥ W vector defined as U sd ( k ) = {usd ( k , w); w = 1, 2, ◊◊◊, W }1¥W k = 1, 2, ◊◊◊ K where ÏÔ1, if the kth route uses w usd ( k , w) = Ì ÔÓ0, otherwise • Lsd ij ( k ): an indicator that indicates if the kth route from node s and node d is routed through the link from node i to node j, which is defined as Ï1, if the kth route is routed through ÔÔ = Lsd ( k ) Ì the link from node i to node j ij Ô ÔÓ0, otherwise • Lsd ij ( k , w ): an indicator that indicates if the kth route from node s to node d is routed through the link from node i to node j and uses wavelength w, which can be expressed as: • v sd ( k ) : the number of lightpaths on the kth route from node s to node d
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The handbook of optical communication networks • dsk(k): the propagation delay on the kth route from node s to node d, which can be expressed as: • vijsd ( k ): the number of lightpaths on the kth route from node s to node d being routed through the link from node i to node j Similarly, we define the following variables about protection routes: ˜ ( k ): the wavelength usage on the kth protection route from node • U sd s and node d, which is a 1 ¥ W vector defined as: ˜ ( k ) = {u˜ ( k , w); w = 1, 2, ◊◊◊, W } U 1¥W k = 1, 2 , ◊◊◊ K sd sd



where ÏÔ1, if the kth protection route uses w u˜ sd ( k , w) = Ì ÔÓ0, otherwise • L˜sd ij ( k ): an indicator that indicates if the kth protection route from node s and node d is routed through the link from node i to node j, which is defined as: Ï1, if the kth protection route is routed through ÔÔ L˜sd the link from node i to node j ij ( k ) = Ì Ô ÔÓ0, otherwise • L˜sd ij ( k , w ): an indicator that indicates if the kth protection route from node s to node d is routed through the link from node i to node j and uses wavelength w • v˜ sd ( k ): the number of lightpaths on the kth protection route from node s to node d • v˜ ijsd ( k ): the number of lightpaths on the kth protection route from node s to node d being routed through the link from node i to node j • Hsd(k, f): the number of survivable lightpaths on the kth route from node s to node d after failure f; explicit description of Hsd(k, f) depends on the definition of f. For example, if f is defined as a failure on link (i,j), H sd ( k , f ) = Vsd ( k ) - Vijsd ( k ) . Obviously, Hsd(k, f) = 0, if the kth route use the failed network resources defined by f; Hsd(k, f) = Vsd(k), otherwise. Take another example: If f is defined as the simultaneous failures of link (i,j) and link (m,n), sd H sd ( k , f ) = [Vsd ( k ) - Vijsd ( k )][Vsd ( k ) - Vmn ( k )]/ Vsd ( k ) .
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˜ ( k , f ): the number of available lightpaths reserved on kth protec• H sd tion routes from node s to node d after failure f • Gsd(k, f) = 1: indicates that the kth route from node s to node d is influenced by the failure f; Gsd(k, f) = 0, otherwise Tijsd [ f , k , z , (m, n)] : the number of wavelengths reserved on the link (i,j) on the zth protection route to protect the kth primary route from the failure f, which traverses link (m,n) lightpaths • j(k, z, w, f) = 1: indicates that the kth primary lightpath shares the same wavelength w with its zth protection lightpath, which can be used as a backup lightpath when the failure f occurs, j(k, z, w, f) = 0, otherwise In our definition if two primary routes share a same link, for instance (m,n), they belong to an SRLP. Obviously, a finer definition of the shared risk can be adopted if the locations of the physical network components are defined previously.



18.2.3 Constraints • Definition dsd ( k ) =



Â d L (k ) ij



sd ij



i, j



vijsd ( k ) = v sd ( k )Lsd ij ( k ) v˜ ijsd ( k ) = v˜ sd ( k )L˜sd ij ( k ) sd Lsd ij ( k , w ) = usd ( k , w)Lij ( k )



˜sd ˜ L˜sd ij ( k , w ) = usd ( k , w)Lij ( k ) Gsd ( k , f ) = [Vsd ( k ) - H sd ( k , f )]/ Vsd ( k ) ˜ ( z , f )L˜sd ( z) Tijsd [ f , k , z , (m, n)] = Gsd ( k , f )Lsdmn ( k )H ij sd ˜ ( z , f ) / V˜ ( z) j( k , z , w , f ) = usd ( k , w)Gsd ( k , f )u˜ sd ( z , w)H sd sd
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Flow-conservation constraints are represented in Constraints (18.1) and (18.2), respectively. Constraints (18.3) and (18.4) specify traffic demand of primary capacity and backup capacity for each node pair s–d, respectively. Constraint (18.5) ensures enough backup resource reserved for each primary path once a failure occurs. Constraint (18.6) ensure that no share between any primary paths and backup paths for each node pair. Constraint (18.7) guarantees that link capacities are not exceeded. • Wavelengths
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Constraint (18.8) indicates the wavelength continuity constraint for primary lightpaths. Constraint (18.9) ensures that primary lighpaths do not share a wavelength with any backup lightpaths on the same fiber link. Constraint (18.10) indicates the wavelength continuity constraint for backup lightpaths where the corresponding primary lightpaths belong to the same SRLG. Constraint (18.11) ensures the existence of the backup lightpath on the same wavelength that the primary lightpath is using; therefore, the wavelength continuity constraint can still be guaranteed after a failure occurs.



18.2.4 Optimization objectives • Propagation delay Oa: minimize the average propagation delay over a primary lightpath Min[
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• Redundancy rate Oc: minimize the ratio of the total reserved capacity for failure protection over the total allocated primary capacity
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The formulated SAPP problem is an InP problem with multiple objectives. If we only consider Objective (18.12), the problem is an ILP problem which can be solved using a popular LP-solver such as CPLEX. The formulation addresses a generic and realistic protection design problem with consideration
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of multiple alternate routes for each node pair, the SRLG constraint, the wavelength continuity constraint, multiple simultaneous failures, failure-dependent protection, as well as multiple optimization objectives; however, the formulated SAPP problem is very complex involving hundreds of variables and constraints even for a small-sized network. Furthermore, the multiple objectives are mutually and inherently conflicted. For example, according to Objective Oa, short paths should be selected as primary paths, while under the objective Oc, primary paths prefer to long paths so that reducing the redundancy rate. Therefore, it is practically impossible to obtain an exactly optimized solution for all objectives at the same time. Tradeoffs among the multiple objectives have to be made to search an approximated solution.



18.3 Survivable alternate routing algorithm Obviously, the formulated SAPP problem is an NP-hard problem, which would involve a large amount of computational time and high computational intensity in order to obtain optimal solutions. In this case, heuristics become an effective way to obtain good approximate solutions. For this reason we propose an SAR algorithm. Because wavelength assignment can be relatively independent of routing and routing usually has a larger impact on the network performance than wavelength assignment, we focus on routing and do not consider wavelength assignment in SAR. For this purpose we assume wavelength converters at each network node and thus do not need to consider the wavelength-continuity constraint. Even though the wavelength-continuity constraint is considered, a variety of wavelength assignment algorithms can be found in the literature. Under this assumption, wavelength Constraints (18.8) through (18.11) are relaxed. To make the problem more tractable, we approximately divide the optimization process into two relatively independent stages: route computation and survivable lightpath routing.



18.3.1 Candidate route computation At the first stage, a set of alternate routes is computed for each pair of source and destination nodes in the physical topology. The candidate path computation is only based on the physical topology. We define a primary route set (PRS) between a source node and a destination node as a set of pre-computed candidate routes through which wavelength requests between the node pair are routed. A backup route set (BRS) for a primary route is a set of candidate disjoint routes of the primary route, through which traffic on a primary route is rerouted according to the pre-reserved bandwidth on each backup route if the primary routes are broken. Primary routes and backup routes can be either inactive or active. A route is active when bandwidth (wavelengths) is reserved along the route for a traffic request. Figure 18.1 illustrates two working routes, A-B-C-H and A-D-E-H from node A to node H. For each working route, two backup routes are assigned
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Figure 18.1 WRS and PRS. (B. Zhou and H.T. Mouftah, IEEE Proceedings of International Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2002), Taormina, Italy, July 2002, pp. 732–738. With permission.)



(e.g., A-D-E-H and A-F-G-H are backup routes for A-B-C-H; A-B-C-H and A-F-G-H backup A-D-E-H). To reduce the average propagation delay, we use kw shortest paths as candidate primary routes for each node pair, which is computed by using the route-computing algorithm proposed in Lee and Wu.16 For each failure scenario, kp protection paths for each primary path are computed over the residual physical network topology by deleting the failed nodes or links. We develop a breadth-first searching algorithm to search a set of protection routes for each primary path. We assume that after the failure of the primary path it is not necessary to provide the same quality of service in terms of propagation delay on the protection path. One of the main objectives of designing shared path protection is to reduce the bandwidth redundancy by improving the sharing of protection bandwidth among different SRLGs. Accordingly, we select protection paths based on their diversity rather than their cost (delay). The diversity of protection routes can efficiently balance the traffic load over the optical links in the network and therefore reduces the influence of a failure, especially a link failure. For this reason, instead of using the k-shortest path algorithm to generate PRS, a breadth-first diverse routing algorithm is developed. To search protection paths for a working path, a tree is generated from the original network topology graph by deleting the intermediate nodes and links in the working path. Let the source node be the root node of the tree. A breadth-first searching method is used to search the protection paths from root node to destination node. Let Eijsd ( k ) denote the traversed times of backup link (i,j) by backup paths in the BPS for kth primary path of node pair s-d. Thus, once a new backup path which traverses link (i,j) is found, Eijsd ( k ) increases its counts. To make the obtained backup paths as diverse as possible, we confine Eijsd ( k ) between one and a certain pre-defined value K¢p , which is less than Kp. If Eijsd ( k ) > K¢p, then the newly found protection path will not be included in the backup route set, and the searching procedure continues until Kp protection paths are found or the last leaf node is reached.
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Figure 18.2 Breadth-first backup path searching tree. (B. Zhou and H.T. Mouftah, IEEE Proceedings of International Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2002), Taormina, Italy, July 2002, pp. 732–738. With permission.)



Figure 18.2 depicts the tree generated for working path A-B-C-H. Protection paths, A-D-E-H, A-F-G-H, A-D-E-G-H, A-D-F-G-H, A-F-D-E-H, A-D-F-G-E-H, and A-F-D-E-G-H, are obtained sequentially by using broad first searching algorithm. If Kl = 2 and Kp = 4, only the A-D-E-H, A-F-G-H, and A-D-E-G-H are eligible solutions. Obviously, the more candidate primary and protection paths are computed, the better solutions could be obtained. However, with the increase of the number of candidate primary and protection paths the searching time of optimal solutions also increases. In practice, the size of the route sets Kw and Kp is below ten. Consequently, the SAPP problem is simplified further by enforcing the primary and backup routes using routes selected from a ˜sd pre-computed candidate route set, which identify all Lsd ij ( k ) , and Lij ( k ) . Constraints (18.1) and (18.2) are accordingly satisfied.



18.3.2 Survivable lightpath routing At the second stage, “optimal” routes are decided for each of the primary lightpaths between a pair of source and destination nodes, which can only be chosen from the set of candidate alternative routes between the source and destination nodes. For each primary lightpath, a protection lightpath has to be established on one of the candidate protection routes to protect the primary path from any failures, which are defined in the set of failure scenarios. The decisions are subject to Constraints (18.3) through (18.6) as well as Optimization Objectives (18.11) through (18.14). Obviously, it is still an InP problem, although much simplified from the original formulation. For a small-sized network, the optimal solution can be obtained using permutation search. However, the permutation search is not applicable for a large-sized network with tens of nodes and links, since it is inherently computational intensive. Therefore, we develop a genetic algorithm for the survivable lightpath routing. In the following, we focus on the design and © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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implementation aspect of survivable lightpath routing using a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA).



18.3.2.1 Multi-objective optimization It is rarely the case that there is a single optimal solution that simultaneously optimizes all the objective functions. Therefore, we normally look for “tradeoffs” instead of single solutions when dealing with multi-objective optimization problems. The notation of “optimum” is therefore different. The most commonly adopted notation of optimality is Pareto optimum.18 We can generalize our multi-objective problem as follows: Find the vector x * = [x1* , x 2* ,..., xn* ]T , which will satisfy the m inequality constraints: ji(x) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, …, m; the n equality constraints: ji(x) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, …, n; and optimizes the vector function f(x) = [f1(x), f2(x), …, fk(x)]T, where x = [x1, x2, …, xn]T is the vector of decision variables. We say that a vector of decision variables x* is Pareto optimal if there does not exist another x so that fj(x) £ fi(x*) for all i = 1, …, k and fj(x) < fj(x*) for at least one j, where “£” means “no better than,” and “ min m( k ) Ôr( x) + k k r ( x) = Ì max m( k ) - min m( k ) k k Ô r( x), otherwise Ó '



In this way, individuals with comparatively few neighbors are relatively favored over individuals in crowded areas; however, no individual can get a worse modified rank than any individual with an inferior original rank. It is thus ensured that the current Pareto-front converges quickly to the true Pareto front, while the individuals are nevertheless well distributed. Therefore, we define the fitness function F as follows: F = Fo + Fp + r¢(x). Other operators and parameters in the implementation. We use the roulette wheel selection scheme in the selection operation and use single-point and two-point crossovers at the crossover rate of 0.25, which has been found to give good solutions. The mutation operation increases (or decreases) the number of lightpaths allocated on a randomly-selected primary path by 1, and at the same time decreases (or increases) the number of lightpaths on another primary path in the same set of alternate routes by 1. The number of reserved wavelengths on corresponding protection path should be also increased/decreased so that Constraints (18.3) through (18.5) can still be satisfied. The mutation rate is set to be 0.02.



18.3.3 An example of SAPP Figure 18.5 gives an example result of SAPP by using SAR. Traffic requests, working lightpaths, reserved backup lightpaths and the wavelengths allocated for them are listed in Table 18.1. This example also demonstrates the advantage of SAPP. With SAPP, bandwidth can be reserved for protecting working path A-B on both backup paths, A-C-D-B and A-C-E-F-D-B, so that the traffic can be balanced better than that in single-path protection case (in this example, no solution can be found to © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 18.5 Alternate survivable routing. (B. Zhou and H.T. Mouftah, IEEE Proceedings of International Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2002), Taormina, Italy, July 2002, pp. 732–738. With permission.) Table 18.1 An Example of Alternate Survivable Routing Traffic



WP, lw



BP, lp



AÆB
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CÆD EÆF



1 2



A-B, 1 A-B, 2 A-B, 3 C-D, 3 E-F, 1 E-F, 2
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Note: WP, lw: working path and wavelength ID reserved for traffic along the working path; BP, lp: backup path and wavelength ID reserved along the protection path. Source: B. Zhou and H.T. Mouftah, IEEE Proceedings of International Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC 2002), Taormina, Italy, July 2002, pp. 732–738. With permission.



satisfy all traffic requirements with single-path protection, if the maximum number of wavelengths in each link is three).



18.4 Simulations and numerical results We carry out simulation experiments to show the effectiveness of SAR in solving the SAPP problem. For different network topologies, the results obtained from the experiments are similar. In the following, we give the numerical results based on experiments over a 32-node network as shown in Figure 18.6. Each physical link in the topology represents a pair of unidirectional fiber links between two adjacent nodes with one in each direction (i.e., pij = pji = 1). In the simulation, the original traffic matrix is randomly generated within a specified range. The wavelength-continuity constraint is not considered (wavelength conversion at each node is assumed). For each experiment, we assume that W = 64, Kw = 4, and Kp = 6, if the parameters are not specified. We assume that the propagation delay on any link is the same (e.g., 50ms). © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 18.6 Network topologies used in the simulations.



Single-link failures are considered as the set of failure scenarios. Multi-failure scenarios are not considered in the simulations, because the survivability of traffic from multiple failures depends on the physical topology of the network and the locations of the failures; however, the SAR can handle the multi-failure scenarios virtually without any changes. Simulations are carried out over each network topology with a series of proportionately increased traffic demands (e.g., from 200 to 400 lightpath requests). The lightpath requests are randomly generated among all node pairs. We compare WSGA and WPGA using the same set of weights for the multiple objectives and GA parameters. To facilitate the visualization of Pareto-front using WPGA, we only consider two contradictory objectives: minimizing average propagation delay on primary lightpaths (Oa) and minimizing network redundancy rate (Oc). A higher weight of an optimization objective reflects the higher preference of the objective. Using different preferences (i.e., Oa is more important than Oc) (wa = 10 and wc = 2), and Oa and Oc. are equally important (wa = 5 and wc = 5), two different Pareto-fronts are presented in Figures 18.7a and 18.7b, respectively. The graphs show very clearly the separation of Pareto-front obtained using different preferences. The separation is caused by a combination of weighted objective function and Pareto-optimal rank, because the solutions in the preferred region of Pareto-front have higher fitness value and thus have better chance to be selected in reproduction than the other solutions outside the region in the Pareto-front. A single optimal solution can be obtained from WSGA without considering Pareto-optimal rank. We observed that after the same number generations, WPGA always performs better than WSGA, although the improvement may not be significant. In the following paragraphs, we compare the protection design using SAPP with the results using another implementation of shared path protection, where primary lightpath and protection lightpath always go through the shortest link-disjoint route pair for each source and destination. We call the implementation scheme shortest-path based shared path protection (SSPP). We also test the performance of SAPP under different numbers of alternate primary and backup routes. In the following figures, we use SAPP-kw-kp to distinguish the implementations of SAPP with different maximum number of alternate routes of PRSs (kw) and BRSs (kp). For each node © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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(b) Oa and Oc are equally treated Figure 18.7 Pareto-optimal front and best solution obtained from WPGA and WSGA, respectively, after 500 generations.
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pair, the kw primary routes are selected from Kw candidate primary paths. The kp backup routes are selected out of the Kp candidate backup routes for each primary route. Figures 18.8 through 18.10 show the average propagation delay of primary lightpaths, redundancy rate, and maximum link load of SSPP, 300 295
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Figure 18.8 Impacts of traffic changes and protection schemes on the average propagation delay of primary lightpaths.
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Figure 18.9 Impacts of traffic changes and protection schemes on the network redundancy rate.



SAPP-2–2, and SAPP-4–4, respectively. In fact, SSPP can be considered as a special case of SAPP-1–1. The weight of the optimization criterion Oa, Ob, and Oc are selected as 10, 2, and 5, respectively. We weight the average propagation delay of primary paths over other criteria because most of the time, the network is primarily under normal working condition without any failures. We simply use the same set of weights to select the best solution from the obtained Pareto-front. Figure 18.8 is the average propagation delay (APD) on primary lightpaths vs. the changes of the traffic load with SSPP, SAPP-2–2, and SAPP-4–4. With the increase of traffic load, the APD on primary lightpaths are almost unchanged with SSPP, because the shortest path between a pair of nodes is always used as primary path. With SAPP-2–2 and SAPP-4–4, however, the ADPs of primary lightpaths increase with the increasing traffic load. This is because a larger amount of traffic load would result in more alternate routes used when numbers of alternate path are allowed. Figure 18.9 is the network redundancy rate obtained from SSPP, SAPP-2–2, and SAPP-4–4. Clearly, SSPP produces solutions with highest redundancy rate. The redundancy rate obtained from SAPP-2–2 and SAPP-4–4 are about 10 and 15% lower than that from SSPP, respectively. With more numbers of alternate paths allowed, however, the redundancy rate cannot be reduced further. SAPP generates better protection solution in terms of redundancy rate than SSPP for two reasons. One is that the average primary path is longer in SAPP than that in SSPP. The other is that traffic is distributed over alternate routes in SAPP, which increases the share-ability of protection wavelengths among the lightpaths from different SRLG. Obviously, the latter reason is the main contribution to the reduction of network redundancy rate. In Figure 18.10, we present the impacts of traffic changes and protection schemes on the maximum link load. Obviously, SAPP-4–4 generates solutions with the lowest maximum link load, because more numbers of alternate routes can provide more flexibility in lightpath routing and thus can achieve more balanced load distribution over the links in the network.
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Figure 18.10 Impacts of traffic changes and protection schemes on the maximum link load.



18.5 Conclusions The survivable optical network design is essential to the deployment of all-optical WDM networks. This chapter proposed a path protection scheme, which uses alternate-path routing for both primary and protection lightpaths, deals with single failure as well as multiple simultaneous failures, and considers the shared-risk link group (SRLG) constraint and multiple practical optimization objectives. The problem has been formulated as an integer programming problem with linear constraints and multiple optimization criteria including minimizing average propagation delay of primary lightpaths, minimizing the network redundancy rate, and load balance. Because the problem is inherently NP-hard and practically impossible to obtain an exact optimal solution for the multiple contradictory criteria, we developed a survivable alternate routing algorithm using a k-disjoint path-routing algorithm to compute a set of candidate primary paths and backup paths for each node pair and a genetic algorithm (e.g., WPGA) to distribute the traffic among the primary paths and shared backup paths. Through simulation experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of SAR in solving the SAPP problem. It is observed that the WPGA constantly outperforms the WSGA, which is used widely as a non-Pareto optimization GA. The WPGA guides the search to the interesting region of Pareto-front instead of the whole Pareto-front, and thus is more efficient than the corresponding non-bias, multi-objective optimization GAs. We also compared the performance of the SSPP with the SAPP under different traffic load. Although SSPP ensures the shorter average propagation delay than SAPP, it suffers higher network redundancy rate and higher traffic load on the most congested link. We also presented the impacts of the numbers of alternate routes in SAPP on the performance of the algorithm. With more numbers of alternate routes allowed, better performance can be achieved; however, longer computation times are expected. Through the simulations on the specific network, we observed that the improvement becomes insignificant when more than four alternate paths are allowed.
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19.1 Introduction An ongoing effort is being made to improve the span of performance of optical transport networks that comprise traditional synchronous optical network (SONET)-based and recent high-capacity dense wavelength division © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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multiplexing (DWDM) systems installed to increase the available bandwidth and reduce overall costs. Although extending the geographic reach of optical-transport equipment is an essential part of any cost-cutting strategy, it does not address some of the greatest cost factors in the network operations, such as those associated with optical cross-connects (OXCs)1 and switching.2 In the “traditional” network architecture, with its back-to-back DWDM terminals and an OXC in between, one relies on the OXC to: 1. Speed up service delivery by routing the wavelengths involved in both dynamic and semi-permanent connections 2. Perform mesh-restoration functions; however, some architectures assign various other tasks to the OXC for which it is not well suited, leading to higher capital/operating costs For example, when both the dynamic reconfiguration of all-optical trunks or “lightpaths,” as well as mesh restoration is required, the OXC has a serious limitation in that it cannot scale readily to thousands of ports. Therefore, it hinders the equipment’s ability to provide a broad range of new, dynamically provisioned services across the user base. It also creates “islands” of dynamically configured lightpaths with manual patching to connect between them in the optical transport networks landscape. In addition, the continuing growth of data applications in today’s Internet-driven economy means that a significant portion of the communications traffic traversing the multi-node networks is express or pass-through traffic, especially at smaller, two-way junctions. The ideal solution is an alternative to the OXC — a more cost-effective way to create and manage the semi-permanent connections to handle this type of traffic. In the following sections, we review some selected aspects of optical transport networks pertinent to the contemporary architecture and future proliferation.



19.2 Introduction to the “photonic layer” As mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 2, regardless of the type or category of optical networks, a common goal of and an important feature among all domains is high-speed, high-capacity, and error-free efficient transport of communication signals across the physical layer. With this in perspective, “optical transport networks” encompass all geographical areas from long-haul/core through regional/metro-core, and finally to edge/ access and all the way to distribution network domains. Indeed, the integration of transport functionality of all subnets enables the implementation of lightpath concept3–5 and constitutes optical/photonic-layer.5 Various nodes containing optical switches/cross-connects (OCXs)/optical add/ drop multiplexers (OADMs)1,6,7 can set up lightpaths for various wavelengths but little or no quality of service monitoring. Network management, quality of service functions, and intelligence will become reality only in future all-optical networks. Among various enabling technologies for © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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optical transport networks (also known as “photonic transport networks”) are the signal generation equipment, various multiplexing technologies, optical amplification, switching and routing, and wavelength management with the capability of establishing lightpaths. This chapter briefly reviews some key enablers (in physical layer) in the optical transport networks (OTN). Obviously, the demand on optical equipment and component performance is the highest in long-haul and metro-core and becomes less stringent in the access networks/local-loops, with a proportional drop in cost as well. After optical transceivers, the multiplexing and de-multiplexing technologies hold the foremost importance with grooming, various amplification approaches, and subsequent switching, routing (i.e., OXCs) and wavelength management schemes, as well as some level of protection for reliability and quality of service (QoS). It is worth noting that as of today, except for limited OXCs nodes, almost all management, routing, and QoS functions are implemented in the electronic domain, leaving the all-optical signal processing as a futuristic technology.



19.3 Multiplexing technologies In optical networking, there are different system considerations and design trade-offs because of different high-speed and optical implementation characteristics. Medium access control (MAC) and principles for using shared media (e.g., fiber, free space) are important from a practical perspective.8 The three main approaches pertain to MAC; namely, time-domain medium access (TDoMA), wavelength-domain medium access (WDoMA), and code-domain medium access (CDoMA). The first two are physical entities and utilize two distinct approaches for MAC (i.e., multiple access and multiplexing). Therefore, two sub-categories are used for each (e.g., TDMA and TDM, and WDMA and WDM, respectively).8 The last one is a logical entity and also uses multiple access and multiplexing for MAC, and OCDMA/ OCDM is becoming a quite attractive approach. Both multiple-access and multiplexing have their merits and challenges. In terms of bandwidth usage, multiplexing is much more efficient than multiple-access. Two major architectural categories of optical networks with respect to the multiplexing techniques/schemes are used. The first pertains to the time-domain multiplexing (TDM), which is further subdivided into electronic time-domain multiplexing (ETDM) and optical time-domain multiplexing (OTDM).9 The second major category relates to wavelength-domain multiplexing (WDM)10 where several wavelengths, each containing different ETDM data stream, are added to the same fiber strand. As mentioned previously, a third type of multiplexing, known as “optical code division multiplexing” (OCDM), has recently emerged.11 The legacy optical networks using SONET/SDH12,13 interfaces utilize ETDM (or simply known as TDM). On other hand, WDM14,15 adds a third dimension to the time-bandwidth plane of data communication. That is, each single wavelength carries TDM data packets at the highest bit-rate, © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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and multiple wavelengths are multiplexed using DWDM technology,12,13 making an enormous fiber bandwidth available. A combination of these multiplexing technologies can be used to maximize the fiber bandwidth utilization. A high-bit TDM implemented together with DWDM in long-haul and metro-core increases the capacity of deployed fiber more than 100-fold, while OCDM, 11 an emergent technique, will further enhance the bandwidths of OTN.



19.3.1 ETDM (SONET/SDH) The first-generation optical networks used electronic TDM and started with the definition of SONET/SDH interface where low-bit data streams are multiplexed into high-bit rate data streams using hierarchical TDM in an electronic domain. SONET/SDH employ quite sophisticated schemes,16 which can be implemented using the contemporary very large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits. A low bit-rate data stream from asynchronous digital signals is mapped into the synchronous payload envelope (SPE) or in a “synchronous container” (SC) in SDH scheme. A set of overhead bytes is added to SPE/SC as a “path-overhead,” and it remains unchanged until SPE/SC reaches its destination. The SPE, along with its path-overhead, defines a virtual tributary (VT or VC). The legacy optical networks utilize SONET/SDH interfaces that aggregate traffic from OC-3 (155Mb/s), OC-12 (622Mb/s), and OC-48 (2.5Gb/s) into OC-192 (10Gb/s) and into the emerging high bit-rate OC-768 that accommodates 4 ¥ OC-192 or 16 ¥ OC-48 signals. An interested reader should consult the references12,17 to obtain details of SONET frame structure, as well as the definition involved in SPE and various overhead bits for line, path, and restoration and monitoring functions. Table 19.1 presents the equivalence of SONET and SDH and their capacity. There is no equivalence of OC-1 or SONET with a corresponding STM of SDH. Starting with OC-3 the equivalence of SDH standard STM-1 is established and a hierarchy uses quadruple multiplexing. Figure 19.1 summarizes the frame structure, while Table 19.2 lists the SONET overhead bytes. A smallest SONET frame known as STS-1 is defined as a matrix with 9 (row) • 90 (column) bytes. First, three columns (all rows) are reserved for “transport overhead,” while the remaining 87 columns constitute SPE. In Table 19.1 Equivalence of SONET and SDH and Corresponding Capacity SONET OC-1 OC-3 OC-12 OC-48 OC-192 OC-768
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Table 19.2 Listing of SONET “Overhead Bytes”
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Figure 19.1 Structure of basic SONET frame, a 9 ¥90 matrix with 84 data columns (i.e., 756 bytes for payload [48.384 Mb/s]).



SPE, the fourth column is used as the “path overhead” and two more columns, no. 30 and no. 59, are reserved for “fixed-stuff.” The remaining 84 columns are all used for payload.



19.3.2 OTDM Optical time-domain multiplexing (OTDM)9,11 is functionally identical to ETDM. A major difference, however, is that the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations are performed completely in the optical domain at © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 19.2 Concept of optical time division multiplexing (OTDM). It can be used in two modes: (a) bit-interleaving (as shown in the figure) and (b) optical packet-interleaving, where data-packets are substituted instead of bits in the diagram.



high OC-n level. A typical aggregate rate would exceed 100Gb/s and have the potential to reach 250Gb/s.9 This in turn would require extremely short optical pulses in the order of few picoseconds, and such pulses have to be generated with modelocked lasers. From Fourier transform relations, it is well known that the narrower the pulse in time-domain, the greater the frequency content; thus such pulses would suffer a severe chromatic dispersion. Therefore, OTDM would require soliton pulses or would be feasible only with some special dispersion compensation provisioning. Two methods are used for OTDM: one involves bit interleaving and the second uses packet interleaving.18 To date, OTDM remains a more futuristic technology because it has potentials and challenges for implementing extremely high bit rates. High-capacity transport reaching the Tb/s (terabits per second) is now a reality because of DWDM and ultra-DWDM (UDWDM); however, OTDM will become an enabling technology as the fiber permeates from metro-core to access space and ultimately reaches the desk in the office/home. The signal aggregation and de-aggregation would be handled in the optical domain at wavelength level, thus enabling the next generation of all-optical networks. Figure 19.2 illustrates the basic idea of OTDM technique.



19.3.3 Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) Point-to-point optical transport using WDM started in the early 1990s and forms the core of data-centric networks. The optical backbone networks really came as a cost-effective solution for bandwidth intensive Internet applications, given the phenomenal rate of growth in Internet traffic (i.e., more than 200-fold over the last decade). The WDM technology has evolved from the wideband-WDM (1310 and 1550 nm) and coarse-WDM, commonly known in literature as CDWM,11 to a much denser channel spacing, adding hundreds of channels just 30 nm in wavelength (e.g., conventional band [C-band]). The advent of dense-WDM (DWDM) in 1996 caused an explosion in the bandwidth. Today, the DWDM is ubiquitous in long-haul and metro-core (data-centric) optical networks. From point-to-point open DWDM14 to DWDM rings and mesh topologies, it
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Figure 19.3 ITU-T-approved band assignment in the low attenuation window of the silica fibers; the wavelength range involves 1260–1360 nm = O-band; 1360–1460 nm = E-band; 1460–1530 nm = S-band; 1530–1565 nm = C-band; 1565–1625 nm = L-band; and 1625–1675 nm = U-band (used in monitoring). (Courtesy EXFO Electro-Optical Engineering Inc. Printed with permission.)



now spans the backbone/long-haul and metro core/edge domains. Various static DWDM rings now belong to legacy networks and dynamic routing/switching technologies are now permeating from long-haul to metro-core with a projected growth into metro-edge and optical access networks. In fact, DWDM networks deserve a detailed treatment with their ever-expanding growth in various geographical topologies and the addition of new wavelength bands around C-band (i.e., long- and short-wavelength bands [L- and S-band], respectively). Due to space limitation, however, we shall only review the salient features. Figure 19.319 illustrates the low attenuation band in the silica fibers and the band assignment as accepted in the literature (e.g., ITU-T Standards20). The hump (water absorption peak) in the old fiber has now been removed in the contemporary fiber using advanced fabrication technology. Table 19.3 gives the DWDM channel assignments for C-band with frequency spacing and central wavelengths as approved by ITU-T.21 In the late 1990s, various test beds were deployed for WDM-based optical networks, and one such well-known success was the multi-wavelength optical network (MONET).4 A later report for further enhancements making MONET fully optical network can be found in the references.22 DWDM is slowly but steadily expanding in all geographic domains from network cores toward the end user, driven by inexhaustible demands for bandwidth. As mentioned earlier, DWDM has permeated fully long-haul © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 19.4 (a) DWDM transport networks taxonomy from edge through core-networks. Second-generation, high-capacity (hundreds of Gb/s to Tb/s) DWDM transport networks with static/fixed OADMs and DCS. (b) Technology evolution continues from fixed to dynamic OADMs and OXCs. Third-generation “hundreds of Tb/s” DWDM dynamic l-routing/OXC transport networks with optical access and tributaries.



(national/regional backbones) and is now migrating toward the metropolitan optical networks æ in limited cases, even in the access networks infrastructure. Its role at the network core is quite straightforward: to provide as much capacity as possible by supporting multiple wavelengths on a single fiber. Improving the technology means increasing the number of wavelengths per fiber, the distance between optical amplifiers, and the capacity per wavelength. As already demonstrated, terabit DWDM transport networks will become commonplace after the year 2005. An almost universal understanding exists among backbone network providers that DWDM is the ultimate solution for raw capacity expansion. In future OTN, the vast majority of services will be carried on a common Internet protocol (IP) or
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Table 19.3 Nominal Central Frequencies and Corresponding Wavelengths for C-Band with 100 and 50 GhZ Spacing Nominal f50(THz)



Nominal f100(THz)



Nominal l1 (nm)



Nominal f50(THz)



Nominal f100(THz)



Nominal l1 (nm)



196.10 196.05 196.00 195.95 195.90 195.85 195.80 195.75 195.70 195.65 195.60 195.55 195.50 195.45 195.40 195.35 195.30 195.25 195.20 195.15 195.10 195.05 195.00 194.95 194.90 194.85 194.80 194.75 194.70 194.65 194.60 194.55 194.50 194.45 194.40 194.35 194.30 194.25 194.20 194.10



196.10 — 196.00 — 195.90 — 195.80 — 195.70 — 195.60 — 195.50 — 195.40 — 195.30 — 195.20 — 195.10 — 195.00 — 194.90 — 194.80 — 194.70 — 194.60 — 194.50 — 194.40 — 194.30 — 194.20 194.10



1528.77 1529.16 1529.55 1529.94 1530.33 1530.72 1531.12 1531.51 1531.90 1532.29 1532.68 1533.07 1533.47 1533.86 1534.25 1534.64 1535.04 1535.43 1535.82 1536.22 1536.61 1537.00 1537.40 1537.79 1538.19 1538.58 1538.98 1539.37 1539.77 1540.16 1540.56 1540.95 1541.35 1541.75 1542.14 1542.54 1542.94 1543.33 1543.73 1544.53



194.05 194.00 193.95 193.90 193.85 193.80 193.75 193.70 193.65 193.60 193.55 193.50 193.45 193.40 193.35 193.30 193.25 193.20 193.15 193.10 193.05 193.00 192.95 192.90 192.85 192.80 192.75 192.70 192.65 192.60 192.55 192.50 192.45 192.40 192.35 192.30 192.25 192.20 192.15 192.10



— 194.00 — 193.90 — 193.80 — 193.70 — 193.60 — 193.50 — 193.40 — 193.30 — 193.20 — 193.10 — 193.00 — 192.90 — 192.80 — 192.70 — 192.60 — 192.50 — 192.40 — 192.30 — 192.20 — 192.10



1544.92 1545.32 1545.72 1546.12 1546.52 1546.92 1547.32 1547.72 1547.11 1548.51 1548.91 1549.32 1549.72 1550.12 1550.52 1550.92 1551.32 1551.72 1552.12 1552.52 1552.92 1553.33 1553.73 1554.13 1554.54 1554.94 1555.34 1555.75 1556.15 1556.55 1556.96 1557.36 1557.77 1558.17 1558.58 1558.98 1559.39 1559.79 1560.20 1560.61



packet-based infrastructure. The new public network will require highly scalable solutions, with virtually limitless transport bandwidth, to drive data-rich applications. Yet, at the same time, the carriers need to deploy networks that provide lowest cost per bit at a reliability level better than © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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SONET/SDH based infrastructure.12,17 DWDM23 will become ubiquitous with its proliferation to access networks and will form the basis of the future all-optical networks.



19.4 WDM transmission capabilities Figure 19.5 illustrates the typical loss of single mode dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) as a function of wavelength, and a variety of optical amplifiers covering the low-loss region. The low-loss region (transmission loss < 0.4dB/ km) has a very wide range; from 1250 to 1650nm (400nm). Recently, extension of the optical amplifier bandwidth has been intensively pursued, and wideband optical amplifiers with a bandwidth over 80nm have been reported.24,25 When designing wideband DWDM transmission systems, nonlinear effects of four-wave mixing (FWM), self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in fibers must be taken into account. The following approach should address some of the issues: • Wavelength channels arranged in zero-dispersion region of the fiber • Wavelength channels arranged on either side of the zero-dispersion region, where they have almost the same group velocities and walk-off between channels is small
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Figure 19.5 Shows the typical loss dB/km of single-mode fiber (silica) as a function of wavelength and a variety of optical amplifiers covering the low-loss region that constitutes the transmission window, which is subdivided into multiple bands. Rare-earth doped fiber amplifiers (XDFA) and Raman fiber amplifiers (RFA) provide gain over the entire 400 nm low attenuation window.
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• Avoid the zero-dispersion wavelength region and place all channels to one side of the zero-dispersion wavelength region (not both sides) • If simultaneous use of both sides of the zero-dispersion wavelength region is needed, employ band-by-band bidirectional transmission.24 This ensures a very large walk-off between channels and results in phase mismatching in FWM, and averaged XPM and SRS over bits The ideal carrier-generation system configuration uses simple and inexpensive lasers that independently generate optical channel frequencies with the desired optical frequency accuracy. If optical channel spacing is greatly decreased (e.g., UDWDM), the optical frequencies of the lasers must be carefully monitored. Although existing ideal frequency standards such as an iodine-stabilized He–Ne and a methane stabilized He–Ne are recommended by the International Metrology Committee, it is not easy to create an optical frequency chain from the output of these primary optical frequency standards for the optical frequency utilized by networks as approved by ITU-T. It is well known that atoms and molecules such as krypton, acetylene, hydrogen cyanide, and rubidium exhibit optical frequency resonant states that are very stable, and many of them match the optical channel band of the photonic transport systems.24 Although point-to-point WDM systems boost a network’s capacity, they also provide the foundation of the optical networks supporting multiple “client overlay networks” and the transportation of various optical services. In support of legacy networks, “SONET/SDH over WDM” and “IP over WDM,” as well as “Wavelength (l) Services” are among the new services that are transported by WDM.



19.5 New multiplexing schemes A variety of multiplexing schemes are emerging to make the use of the fiber bandwidth more efficient. Two of them are known as “multiband multiplexing” and “subrate multiplexing.” In multiband multiplexing, DWDM traffic is carried, for instance, in the C-band (1528 to 1561nm), which is then overlaid onto a 1310nm SONET-based fiber network. A concept of a multi-band system layout is depicted in Figure 19.6. Selectivity is obtained by using WDM couplers at each optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM)1 to permit traffic to pass through the nodes where wavelength services are not required. The result is that the traffic “bypasses” the unnecessary “adds/drops” of wavelengths. In the Internet highway analogy, this would mean that communications traffic is routed around “stop-and-go traffic,” much like trucks are routed around a city to avoid inner-city congestion. Subrate multiplexing between the transponder and the customer interfaces make efficient use of wavelength capacity. At each node, this allows users to share a single wavelength that can carry multi-gigabit traffic, e.g., 10Gb/s (OC-192) and 40Gb/s (OC-768), respectively. The subrate-multiplexing features are illustrated in Figure 19.7. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 19.6 Multiband multiplexing carries 1310 nm SONET and C-band WDM traffic on the same fiber.
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Figure 19.7 Subrate multiplexing makes efficient use of wavelength bandwidth by aggregating/grouping data at OADM nodes.



Although these techniques can help reduce costs somewhat to the service providers, their distance-dependent design considerations put limits on how much cost reduction is attainable. Service providers cannot justify the expenses in using DWDM terminals, OADMs, or state-of-the-art optical amplifiers in metro-edge and access networks where the number of potential customer-density is low, or where the customers are far from the service provider’s/carrier’s point-of-presence (POP).



19.6 Traffic grooming in optical transport networks Grooming26,27 in the telecom industry is a term that is related to an optimization of capacity utilization in the transport networks by means of multiplexing, cross-connections, or conversions between various different transport networks systems or layers of the same system. In various types © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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of multiplexing, this may require synchronization in TDM signals and wavelength conversion in wavelength-routed services. Thus, grooming typically involves equipment for conversion of frequency (wavelength) or time-slots conversion by buffering the low-bit data and then converting it into high-bit rate frames. From the previous definition, the grooming in optical networks can be analyzed through two aspects,28 namely, multiplexing and routing.



19.6.1 Multiplexing and bundling As evident from the foregoing sections, optical networks rely on three types of multiplexing and each can be viewed as partitioning of physical resources (space, time, wavelength) into distinct (separate) sets for independent assignments to users. For example, space-division multiplexing is based on multiple fibers bundled into a single cable, or subsequent use of several cables within a given network link. Simply put, space is divided into distinct fiber/ cable channels. WDM (Section 19.3.3) with varying densities (e.g., DWDM) enables a given fiber strand to carry multiple independent time-domain multiplexed (TDM) traffic on several independent wavelengths. Equivalently, the fiber bandwidth (low attenuation spectrum) is divided into distinct wavelength channels. Finally, TDM divides the bandwidth of a single channel (wavelength) into several time slots of well-defined durations. Using TDM (SONET standards), multiple signals share the same wavelength in nonoverlapping time slots.



19.6.2 Routing and channel assignments Point-to-point source-destination connections are routed over optical networks via lightpaths, logical circuits from source node to destination node via single or multiple fibers in the networks. In wavelength-routed networks without conversion equipment, lightpaths are established by assigning a distinct channel to the circuit from end to end. This implies that wavelength continuity and distinct channel assignment necessitates that the signal be carried over the same wavelength on all links and domains in the lightpaths of the network. Figure 19.8 illustrates the basic concept. The network management and channel assignment becomes very easy if wavelength conversion equipment is present at the switching and routing nodes. This provides a total transparency to networks that become nonblocking at wavelength level. Therefore, grooming of optical networks involves multiplexing, switching, routing, and wavelength conversion. The grooming devices may include wavelength converters, optical cross-connects, signal-regenerators, E-O-E conversion, etc. These devices exist in various domains of optical networks, from access/edge networks to metro-core/regional and to ultra-long-haul domains. Consequently, grooming is extremely important in OTNs and provides traffic optimization in multiple transport systems (e.g., SONET and DWDM) with
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n#4 n#8 Figure 19.8 (a) Due to wavelength continuity constraints, certain traffic (e.g., l1, l2 ) (blue, green) is unroutable through certain nodes (no. 3 and no. 5) because those wavelengths are in use. (b) Wavelength conversion allows transparency throughout the network.



necessary x-connections and multiplexing and bundling issues.29 Grooming also provides traffic optimization over multiple layers of a single system such as WDM and DWDM.27,29 According to Bala,26 voice traffic today accounts for a little less than 50% of total telecom traffic and is growing at ~5% per year. Therefore, the grooming at STS-1 level granularity and below at the access/edge would continue. Currently, this traffic is groomed from 0.064Mb/s (DS0) to channels 1.54Mb/ s (DS1/T1) and to 50Mb/s (STS-1) level using traditional TDM hierarchy. The networks are also becoming more data-centric with growth in the Internet and other bandwidth-intensive services. At the metro-edge a mix of traffic occurs, which includes OC-3 (155Mb/s), OC-12 (622Mb/s), and OC-48 (2.5Gb/s). Hence, traffic grooming becomes necessary for aggregation, synchronization, and multiplexing/demultiplexing the traffic to OC-192 (10Gb/ s) for transport through the metro-core/regional optical networks. As noted previously, the dominant traffic in today’s network is data IP services that have maintained a growth rate of ~100% per year26 over the past decade. Despite the current gloomy economy, an annual growth of > 30% would be more realistic in the upcoming decade. The data traffic is groomed at packet level by IP routing devices into OC-48 and OC-192 trunks. Such aggregated traffic is then transported to a single IP peer router at the destination location in the network. Any optical switches/routers that come © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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across the transmission path can switch only the entire wavelength (OC-48 or OC-192) over the “lightpath.” OTNs are undergoing a revolution from access to metro and all the way to core/long-haul domains. The metro-core and long-haul networks are rapidly evolving from carrying tens of OC-48 wavelengths per fiber to carrying more than hundreds of wavelengths at OC-192 rate per fiber by using DWDM technology. Such a revolution drives the metro-core and long-haul optical transport networks grooming at STS-12 and OC-48 granularity. As the TDM hierarchy has grown to 40Gb/s (STS-768), the networks will migrate to OC-768. Grooming at STS-48 granularity, this would comprise of 16 blocks per 40Gb/s (STS-768) as compared to 768 blocks at STS-1 granularity. Therefore, the complexity of grooming at STS-1 level is 48 times more than that of grooming and managing at STS-48 level. With DWDM and OC-768 as well as permeation of OC-192 and OC-48 into metro-edge/access networks, grooming and traffic management present a greater challenge. The revolutionary trends in fiber-bandwidth utilization now require an expansion of logical networks’ topologies from prevalent optical rings to optical mesh for scalability and manageability. Optical mesh has tremendous advantages for fast provision and restoration at the core, and it outperforms the traditional ring networks topology. Ultimately switching routing at the wavelength level would be needed not only in the metro-core but also at metro-edge and in future access optical networks.



19.7 Switching and routing in the OTN The success of present and future optical transport networks hinges on the efficient optical signal switching and routing.2 Without reliable and efficient switching (electrical/optical) optical transport networks simply cannot function. With respect to switching and routing, OTNs are grouped into two major categories: 1. Opaque/Translucent Networks — The routing and switching is performed electronically, thereby requiring signal regeneration, which in turn involves multiplexing/de-multiplexing and amplification before the signal is launched to the next node. 2. Transparent Network — This does not need signal regeneration, and all optical switching, routing, and amplification is implemented and transport is achieved between the nodes as if the nodes were transparent. Signaling protocols for the establishment of connections in optical networks æ setting up the lightpaths using specific control messages (dynamic path). At the switching and routing nodes, several other functions, such as grooming and dispersion management, are also performed. Figures 19.9a and 19.9b illustrate “opaque/translucent” and “transparent” optical switching architec© 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 19.9 Optical cross-connects for optical transport networks: (a) opaque OXC schematic; (b) transparent OXC without wavelength conversion.



tures, respectively. Studies also indicate that at nodes where 10Gb/s express pipes bypass switching and grooming elements, one can achieve a savings of over 50% from an all-optical bypass within an OADM, compared with that of traditional architecture. This is because the OADM within the transparent network architecture can drop selected wavelengths; its all-optical switching element is remotely configurable. The traditional architecture uses a full-function OXC to cross-connect wavelengths6 that pass through or drop at a site. The savings stem from the cost difference between the OADM’s switching matrix and the full-function OXC. Indeed, the switching and routing defines several categories of optical networks (e.g., opaque, transparent, translucent, intelligent routing, fixed/dynamic, and wavelength/packet-routed networks, etc.), but due to space limitation we will omit any further discussion in this chapter.



19.8 Optical amplifiers — an enabling technology The advent of optical amplifiers25,30,31 not only extended the reach of TDM (SONET/SDH)-based optical signals on a specific single wavelength, but © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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also made WDM technology possible. Today, four main types of optical amplifiers provide optical amplification functions in different segments of the optical transport networks. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are used in metro-core and long-haul transport networks. Typical gains of ~25 to 30dB can be achieved with commonly available semiconductor pump lasers. EDFA gain is independent of signal polarization, but gain-flattening filters are required to keep DWDM signals at equal strength.30,31 Erbium-doped waveguide amplifiers (EDWA) constitute a new class that is also based on the EDFA principles, but use integrated optical circuitry in order to create a much smaller footprint. The difference between the two is that EDFAs use several meters of erbium-doped fiber, whereas EDWAs consist of only a few centimeters-long waveguides. The other components are pretty much the same for both; however, the EDWA integrates its optical components into a compact module. A tradeoff in manufacturing EDWAs is between the erbium-doping densities used vs. the lower efficiency of the Er-ion as it becomes more concentrated. The low-gain but cost-effective EDWAs may be placed only at the points in the metro- and access-networks requiring relatively lower gain. This would reduce the overall cost of the network’s infrastructure. A third class of optical amplifiers is known as “the Raman amplifiers,” which allow a continuous low-gain amplification in the entire transport fiber of the network. The success of the amplification depends on the power of the pump and the ability to separate the signal from the pump. The Raman pump is used in counter-propagation to the signal. A fourth class, and the oldest optical amplifier technology, is based on semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs). These are very compact and lend themselves readily to be integrated as optical circuits. SOAs have an inherently high gain that is polarization-dependent in general. Such amplifiers are very suitable for compensating the optical losses at the switching and multiplexing locations. SOAs also have applications in wavelength converters at the switching and routing nodes. A variation of EDFA or Raman amplifiers allow a “distributed amplification” if necessary when a limited amount of gain is to be incorporated at various points in the SONET/SDH or WDM rings. Though not commercially available today, distributed amplification is promising in meeting the requirements for service providers who desire to extend fiber rings and trees at a low cost. Although the EDFA provided high-gain optical amplification for the long-haul networks, the new class of low-gain amplifiers (i.e., EDWA) is emerging specifically for the metro-edge and access networks. Such amplifiers must have lower costs, take up a small portion of real estate, use existing fiber, and have flexibility for the evolving metro network market. Such amplifiers will deliver only the amount of gain needed at a specific point in the metro network. A desired cost reduction would be achieved by developing new optical components based on the relaxed requirements. Service providers can therefore
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gain a competitive advantage by using a new class of amplifiers to deliver bandwidth at a low cost. Such amplifiers would combine optical components such as circulators, combiners/splitters, wavelength-converters, and dispersion-compensating filters to create agile OADMs and DWDM terminals.



19.9 Five pillars of OTNs From various test beds for OTNs such as MONET,22 the demand of new flexible services, and the QoS guideline from standard bodies have emerged five major points that have been recognized as “five pillars” of WDM networks. These are massive aggregation, reconfigurability, transparency, scalability, and provisioning and interoperability. 1. Massive aggregation — This is the ability to enhance and utilize the available bandwidth of the fiber. It requires various multiplexing technologies that enable the simultaneous transmission of various traffic type and bit-rates. 2. Reconfigurability — A mechanism must be fully built in the network infrastructure so that when an optical signal/data enters on a particular wavelength in the lightpath, then that signal/wavelength could be routed through the network anywhere and to any drop point and any time at a node irrespective of data rate or format. 3. Transparency — The technology can support SONET/SDH and “native” data signal formats such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), gigabit ethernet, enterprise systems connection (ESCON), and fiber channel. Also wavelength-routed transport networks (e.g., DWDM) require static/reconfigurable optical cross-connects and wavelength converters at switching and routing nodes. 4. Scalability — DWDM can quickly accommodate demand for capacity on point-to-point links, and more importantly on individual spans of existing SONET/SDH rings. 5. Dynamic provisioning and interoperability — DWDM offers the ability to provide high-bandwidth transport and services such as virtual-private-network and broadband private line in days instead of months. Its prerequisite, of course, is the interoperability across all domains of optical transport networks. The protocol independence and wavelength transparency are not just highly desired features but are essential requirements of future OTN.32 Simply put, “optical networking” is first the demarcation of equipment protection, switching, and facility restoration as well as the implementation of facility-based restoration completely and solely in the “photonic layer” of the OTN. It should offer standardized interfaces to the other network layers to ensure compatibility, interoperability, performance monitoring, fault detection, and subsequent recovery. In addition, optical-networking applications should include dynamic reconfiguration, facility-based (not © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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equipment-based) protection of capacity ratio optimization, and centralized restoration. From an architectural perspective, the most valuable first step is to implement optical self-healing rings. An optical ring, compared to architectures used in current SONET/SDH ring configurations, provides several advantages, including the ability to support survivable multiple wavelengths without 1+1 high-speed equipment protection. Facility restoration is performed at the photonic layer, so equipment protection can be implemented without any single point of failure. According to prevailing trends in the industry, there is a dramatic shift in thinking from point-to-point solutions that relieve fiber exhaustion to seriously considering how such an all-optical network will be built. Optical-networking components that already reside in the network include DWDM, optical amplifiers, and wavelength converters. To increase momentum, the more challenging elements of optical cross-connects and particularly all-optical switching must mature. Although DWDM is one of the optical-networking pillars, there is a great deal of functionality that must be built into the network. Optical switching/routing are key aspects, as well as survivability and the ability to provision services and manage the OTN. An interested reader should refer to recent ITU-T’s G-series recommendations G.870–G.879, where OTN architecture and standards have been specified.33



19.10 Future photonic transport layer and concluding remarks The current and future growth in Internet traffic demands a paradigm shift from a voice network to data-centric networks. The first and most important requirement of future optical transport networks is a large bandwidth transport capability with a high degree of transparency. In addition, not only is the traffic volume of data communication increasing, but also requirements for new service attributes are becoming more tangible. We utilize Internet services every day, such as e-mail and file transfers, etc. These services are relatively tolerant of delay and loss. In the future, however, services that require intensive bandwidth and much smaller transfer delay will become prevalent. The desire for quick content transmission, say 1 megabyte/mouse click, and for cost-effective transmission of MPEG-2-level stream data (5 to 10Mb/s) are two examples. The increasing heterogeneity with regard to traffic conditions, a level of QoS requirements, mobility requirements, and protocols needs to be readily accommodated.33 High reliability will also be indispensable for most services, since the multimedia network will be the basis for the information society. Optical network technologies (i.e., photonic layer) will provide the solution.5 The optical/photonic layer31 enables quantum leaps in both transmission capacity and transport node throughput simultaneously by exploiting DWDM and OXC and wavelength routing. It will also offer flexibility to the client electrical signals (grooming), which will be effective in accommodating different signal formats and protocols.33 Furthermore, DWDM transmission systems with a © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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capacity of 40Gb/s or more will be introduced in the near future, particularly in North America. The transparency of the network is critical, since new protocol and transport formats will be developed incessantly, leading to new interface structures. The increased heterogeneity mentioned previously must be accommodated in all-optical (photonics) networks. The core OTN33 should provide abundant transmission capacity with large-throughput optical nodes with high transparency. Electrical processing, if used, is performed only in the edge/access networks; the nodes or node systems in the edge network will be connected via the core network with direct lightpaths. In existing ATM networks, for example, cell-by-cell routing needs to be done at every transport node, as mentioned earlier, which increases delay and limits transport node throughput due to the processing burden. In photonic networks, cell-by-cell or packet-by-packet electrical processing will not be performed in transit nodes (optical cross-connect nodes), which minimize transfer delay. The removal of electrical processing and the introduction of wavelength routing will yield a core transport with vast throughputs and future expandability.
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20.1 Introduction — BASIC principal In its simplest form, a fiber optic sensor consists of a light source, an optical fiber, a sensing element, and a detector as illustrated in the Figure 20.1. The light source may be a broadband, a light-emitting diode, or a laser, depending upon the nature of the sensor. When the sensing element is an essential part of the fiber, the sensor is called an intrinsic sensor. When the fiber is only used to guide light to and from the sensing element the arrangement is known as an extrinsic sensor, as depicted in Figure 20.2a and Figure 20.2b. Physical properties of light such as amplitude, frequency, phase, and polarization passing through the sensing element can be affected by the change
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Figure 20.1 Basic arrangement of a fiber optic sensor. Optical Fiber
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Figure 20.2 (a) Intrinsic sensor: a part of the fiber is being used as a sensing element. (b) Extrinsic sensor: the sensing element is not an integral part of the fiber.



in the environment surrounding the sensing part of the sensor. These changes can easily be detected and are used to design a variety of sensors such as pressure, temperature, chemical, and biological.



20.2 Distributed sensors Many intrinsic or extrinsic sensors operating at different frequencies can be connected in series or parallel combinations, as illustrated in Figures 20.3a, 20.3b, and 20.4a. A single fiber is used to send a broadband light and to perform wavelength-division multiplexing in a series-distributed fiber optic sensor. Various parameters can also be detected simultaneously by using Broadband Light Source



Sensor



(a) Broadband Light Source



Detector Sensor
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Detector



Figure 20.3 Serial distribution of sensors: (a) intrinsic sensors; (b) extrinsic sensors.
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Figure 20.4 (a) Parallel distribution of sensors. (b) Fiber optic distributed sensors mounted over a large area and connected remotely with a light source and a detector.



this arrangement. Fiber optic sensors connected with various fibers can also be distributed over a large area to remotely monitor the pressure, temperature, humidity, etc., as presented in Figure 20.4b.



20.2.1 Advantages Fiber optic sensor technology offers significant advantages over other conventional sensors. Some of the attractive features of the fiber optic sensors include their small size, real-time monitoring, fast response, stability, large dynamic range, and remote access. Moreover, light consists of photons, which do not carry any charge and are immune to the electromagnetic fields. Therefore fiber optic sensors are more reliable and safe when deployed in adverse environmental conditions.



20.3 Optical fibers Every optical fiber optic sensor is designed to work in a specific frequency range and requires optical fibers that can transmit these frequencies without affecting the sensitivity and performance of the sensor. The transparency of the optical fibers can be divided into three ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum; namely, ultraviolet (UV)(250 to 350 nm), visible (400 to 800 nm),
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Figure 20.5 A cross-sectional view of an optical fiber: (a) fiber core; (b) clad polymeric coating.



and infrared (IR)(800 to 2500 nm) for sensor applications. Optical fibers made from the silica glass can transmit some UV, visible, and near-IR signals. These fibers are mainly used for communications but have also been used in the development of stress/strain and interferometric sensors.1–5 In recent years, there has been growing interest in fluoride glass fibers.6–8 Due to their middle IR range transparency of 2 to 5 microns, these fibers have been used in numerous chemical sensors.9–12 Chalcogenide fibers can transmit from 5 to 20 microns. Typical optical fiber consists of core, clad, and protective polymer coating. A cross-sectional view of an optical fiber is presented in Figure 20.5. Fiber core and clad are made of glass. The refractive index of the core is kept slightly higher than that of the clad, so that the light can propagate through the core by total internal reflection. The diameter of the core plays an important role in the design and application of the fiber. Optical fibers with core diameters greater than 10 microns are known as multi-mode fibers, while fibers with core diameters less than 10 microns are known as single mode. The relative refractive index difference between core and clad D, the core radius a, and the operating frequency l, are related with the “V” number value of the fiber by Equation (20.1).13 V = 2P/l an1(2D) Ú



(20.1)



for single-mode fibers 0 < V < 2.405, where n1 is the refractive index of the core. Figure 20.6 compares the transmission spectra of various glass compositions. Typical components of various glass systems are listed in Table 20.1.



20.4 Sensors 20.4.1 Interferometric sensors The variation of temperature and pressure around an optical fiber can change the phase of light passing through the fiber. The interferometric sensors are based on the detection of changes in the phase of light emerging mostly out
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Figure 20.6 Transmission spectra of various glass systems. Table 20.1 Typical Components of Various Glass Systems Glass Type Silica glass Fluoride glass (ZrF4-based) Fluoride glass (AlF3-based) Chalcogenide Chalcohalide Sulphide glass



Glass-Forming Systems Na2O - Ba2O3 -SiO2 ZrF42-BaF2-LaF3-AlF32-NaF AlF3-BaF2-CaF2-YF3-SrF2-NaF-ZrF4 Ge-As-Se As-S-Cl As2S3-La2S3



of a single mode fiber. Fabry–Perot14 (FP) and Mach-Zehnder, Michelson15 interferometers have been used for the measurement of strain, temperature variations, and health monitoring of composite materials and civil structures.16 FP sensors are based on multiple beam interference and do not need a reference arm for stabilization as required in the case of Mach-Zehnder, Michelson interferometers. As illustrated in Figure 20.7, the Fabry–Perot cavity has air gap between the fiber ends, and the sensor output is not affected by the perturbation in the input/output fibers. Moreover, this sensor is classified as an extrinsic sensor. The Fabry–Perot sensor consists of a single mode and multimode fibers with their end face, cleaved perpendicular to the long axis of the fiber. These fibers are held parallel and are fixed at a predetermined distance inside a hollow fiber with an inner diameter slightly greater than the outside diameter of the single and multi-mode fibers. Light is injected from a semiconductor laser diode into the single mode fiber. Input laser light is partially reflected into the fiber at the glass-air interface of the single-mode
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Figure 20.7 Fabry–Perot sensor system with detail of sensor. (From K.A. Murphy et al., SPIE Proc., 1588, 134, 1991. With permission.)



fiber end face, as depicted by R1 in the figure. The transmitted part of the light travels through the air gap between fibers, is reflected by the glass-air interface of the multi-mode fiber, and then travels back into the input fibers, as depicted by R2 in Figure 20.7. These two reflected signals interfere in the single mode fiber and travel back toward the optical detector through a coupler. The output signal intensity at the optical detector is proportional to the sinusoidal function of the phase difference between the fields reflected at the two fiber end faces. This phase difference is also proportional to the relative separation or air gap between the two end faces within the hollow tube. Any external stress/strain applied on the sensor can change the air gap and hence the phase difference and the intensity of the output signal. These changes can easily be detected and used to monitor any perturbation in external stress/strain or the temperature. Extrinsic Fabry–Perot fiber optic sensors have been used in the aerospace industry14 and in monitoring the health of the civil structure.17 Figure 20.8 shows the variation of the phase of output light with strain for a Fabry–Perot sensor embedded in graphite/ PEEK 9 (gauge length = 6.04 mm).



20.4.2 Fiber optic Bragg grating sensors Fiber optic Bragg grating sensors are produced by exposing a short length of the optical fiber that has germanium-doped core to the UV laser beam.18,19 The protective coating is removed from that part of the fiber on which gratings are written. Figure 20.9 shows an optical fiber with Bragg grating. The gratings
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Figure 20.8 The phase-strain response of a typical uniaxial FTP embedded in graphite/PEEK (gauge length = 6.04 mm). (From T. Valis et al., SPIE Proc., 1370, 154, 1990. With permission.)



form a narrow reflection band at the wavelength, which matches the Bragg conditions. lb = 2 nd



(20.2)



where n is the refractive index of the core, and d is the spacing between gratings. An optical signal with a wavelength that is twice the spacing of the Bragg grating is reflected back. Figure 20.9 shows an experimental setup of producing fiber optic Bragg gratings.
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Figure 20.9 Experimental setup for making fiber gratings.
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Figure 20.10 Typical fiber grating transmission spectrum. (From W.W. Morey et al., SPIE Proc., 1586, 1, 1991. With permission.)



By changing the angle of the exposing UV beam on the side of the fiber, the grating spacing and hence the Bragg wavelength can be controlled, from the visible spectrum to 1650 nm. Figure 20.10 shows the transmission spectra of an optical fiber with Bragg gratings.51 When the fiber containing the Bragg grating is subjected to external stress/strain or to temperature variations, the spacing between the gratings and the index of reflection are modified, which in turn changes the wavelength of the reflected light. Bragg gratings have been used in civil structures20,21 to monitor their health due to temperature changes, stress/strain, and leak detection of petroleum hydrocarbons22,23 and hydrogen gas.24–25 Figure 20.11 shows the shift in Bragg grating spectrum when the fiber is under a stress of 32 Kpsi.19 Various parts of a single fiber can be exposed to UV light under different conditions so that each portion can reflect a different wavelength as illustrated in Figure 20.12. Therefore, Bragg grating can also be used for wavelength-division multiplex distributed fiber optic sensor for simultaneous detection of any change in stress/strain or temperature.



20.4.3 Microbend sensors When external pressure is applied on the fiber, a small amount of light is lost from the core into the cladding of the fiber due to the phenomena known as micro-bending. Weakly guided optical fibers with a relatively low value of numerical aperture are used to fabricate the micro-bend sensors. In order to enhance the losses due to the micro-bending, the optical fiber may be passed through a specially designed set of parallel plates having a built-in © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 20.11 Shift in Bragg grating spectrum with tension on the fiber, producing a stress of 32 Kpsi.
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Figure 20.12 Wavelength-division-multiplexed fiber-optic Bragg grating sensor for simultaneous detection of stress and temperature.
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Figure 20.13 Optical fiber placed between two parallel plates with a built-in tooth.
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Figure 20.14 Mechanism of light loss due to micro-bending in an optical fiber.



tooth, as depicted in Figure 20.13. The mechanism of light loss by micro-bending is given in Figure 20.14. Micro-bend sensors have been used for the optimization of composite cure process,26,27 monitoring of structural strain,28,29 dynamic fluid pressure,30 and electric current.31



20.4.4 Chemical sensors When light passes through an unclad optical fiber, some modes leak out of the fiber and interact with the environment around it, as illustrated in Figure 20.15. These modes are known as evanescent modes.32,39 This phenomenon has been used in intrinsic evanescent sensors. Glass rods that are 10 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length with nominal composition; mol%: 30.2 AlF3-10.2 BaF2- 20.2 CaF2- 8.3 YF3- 13.2 SrF2- 3.5 MgF2-3.8 NaF-10.2 ZrF4 are prepared by using techniques explained in Shahriari et al. and Iqbal et al.33,34 Optical fibers are drawn from these rods are by fixing them in a drawing tower enclosed by a unique three-stage vertical glove box in which the moisture levels are maintained below 1 part in 106.35 These fibers can transmit up to 4.5 microns. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 20.15 Light passing through unclad fibers and the evanescent mode.



Fiber optic chemical sensor technology offers significant advantages for industrial and environmental monitoring.36 These devices can be employed efficiently for online measurement of chemical changes to control and guide a basic manufacturing process. This eliminates the cost of sample collection, transportation laboratory analysis, handling, and storage. Remote sensing with optical fibers can be accomplished by: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Direct evanescent technique Direct absorption/luminescent Tip-/side-coated fibers Porous glass fibers and sol-gel techniques



The IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum contains the “fingerprint” of molecular species and can be used for their quantitative analysis. Figure 20.16 shows a list of such chemical species and their respective IR signatures in the frequency range between 2 to 11 microns. Conventional silica fibers cannot be used to detect these chemicals because they do not transmit beyond 2 microns. Therefore, IR transmitting halide and chalcogenide glass fibers are used for such applications.



20.4.4.1 Direct evanescent technique Unclad AlF3-based glass fibers, which are 250 microns in diameter and have enhanced chemical durability, have been used as intrinsic evanescent IR sensors C2H2O HCN NH3 H2O CO2 NH3
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Figure 20.16 IR signatures of food products, fertilizers, drugs, plastics, petrochemicals, and gases, as well as the transmission range of various fibers.
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FTIR Path Length = 2.5 cm Liquid / Mixture Computer Showing Absorption Spectra Figure 20.17 Experimental setup for the detection of chemical species by evanescent absorption of fundamental modes by using AIF3-based fibers.



for monitoring liquid chemicals9 with absorption band between 1 and 4.5 microns. These fibers are coupled to a Perkin-Elmer FTIR spectrophotometer to remotely monitor the concentration of acetinitrile mixed with alcohol. It is possible to monitor 1 vol% of acetonitrile in alcohol by immersing 2.5 cm of fiber in liquid mixture. The experimental arrangement is presented in Figure 20.17. Figure 20.18 shows the absorption spectra of different concentrations of actonotrile in alcohol.9 It can be seen that as the concentration of acetonitrile is decreasing in the mixture, so is the absorption peak around 4.4 microns, which is the characteristic of C ∫ N bond in acetonitrile. It is possible to sense 0.5% of acetonitrile in alcohol using this arrangement. Figure 20.19 shows the calibration curve for various concentrations of acetonitrile in alcohol.
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Wavelength (µm) Figure 20.18 Evanescent wave absorption spectra for different concentrations of acetonitrile in alcohol. (From T. Iqbal et al., Optics Lett., 16, 1611, 1991. With permission.)
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Figure 20.19 Calibration curve for acetonitrile in alcohol. (From T. Iqbal et al., Optics Lett., 16, 1611, 1991. With permission.)



Wavelength division multiplexing can be achieved by immersing various parts of the fiber in different chemicals with distinct and nonoverlapping absorption bands. Figure 20.20 shows an experimental arrangement for simultaneous detection of alcohol and acetonitrile. Figure 20.21 gives the results of wavelength division multiplexing9 when two segments of the fibers are used to sense two different chemicals simultaneously, such as alcohol and acetonitrile. The main absorption corresponding to C-H in alcohol appears at 3.4 microns, while C ∫ N absorption in acetonitrile appears at 4.4 microns.



20.4.4.2 Direct absorption/luminescent In this technique, multi-mode optical fibers with core/clad/coating structure are used to guide the light to and from the test chamber containing the analyte. Figures 20.22a and 20.22b show the two different arrangements of direct absorption sensors. These are also examples of the extrinsic sensors. Multi-mode IR-transmitting optical fibers have been used for remote sensing AlF3 -Based Bare Fiber
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FTIR Path Length = 2.5 cm Computer Showing Absorption Spectra Figure 20.20 Experimental setup for a wavelenth-division-multiplexed distributed fiber optic chemical sensor for simultaneous detection of a variety of chemical species.
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Figure 20.22 (a) Light interacting directly with the analyte via an optical fiber. (b) Light interacting indirectly with the analyte via an optical fiber.
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Wavenumber Figure 20.24 Absorption spectra for various concentrations of methane in nitrogen. (From S.J. Saggese et al., SPIE Proc., 1172, 2, 1990. With permission.)



of combustion products mixed with N2 gas10 by the direct adsorption technique. A fiber is coupled with a spectrophotometer to transmit light into a glass chamber, and a second fiber is used to transmit reflected light by a concave mirror mounted at the end of the chamber and to a detector, as illustrated in Figure 20.23. It is possible to detect 0.2 to 15 vol% of methane (CH4), 0.3 to 100 vol% of carbon monooxide (CO), and 0.05 to 2.5 vol% of carbon dioxide (CO2) in nitrogen gas by using this arrangement. The overall absorption path inside the gas chamber is 10 cm. Figure 20.24 shows the absorption spectra for various concentrations of methane in nitrogen gas, while Figure 20.25 shows the calibration curve.10



20.4.4.3 Tip- and side-coated fibers The sides of an unclad fiber can be coated with indicators so that the evanescent mode of the light passing through the fiber interacts with the coating,
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and the change in the absorption spectra of output light can be used to detect the changes in the environment around the fiber. The tip of a fiber can also be coated with an indicator for such purposes.



20.4.4.4 Porous glass fibers and sol-gel techniques Porous glass fiber optic sensors have been used for monitoring PH,37,39,40 hydrogen,41,42 HCl gas,43,44 oxygen,45,46 carbon monooxide,47,48 and moisture.49 Figure 20.26 shows the scheme of producing porous glass fiber optic sensors. Optical glass fibers are produced from an alkali-borosilicate glass preform of selected composition. These solid glass fibers, about 3 to 5 inches in length, are heat treated in a conventional oven with a defined heat zone, between 550 and 600oC, to induce the phase separation. After the heat treatment two phases, one rich in alkali-borate and other in silica, are formed within the fibers. Now, diluted mineral acid is used to leach the borate-rich phase, leaving behind a silica-rich porous fiber skeleton.50 Figure 20.27 shows the cross-sectional view of a porous fiber. As depicted in this fiber, only the outer layer of the phase-separated glass fiber is leached and the inner part of the fiber remains solid. Various optically sensitive chemical indicators can be introduced into the porous section of the fiber. The light passing through the solid core of the sensor interacts with the indicator’s molecules trapped inside the core. The sensitivity and response time of the fiber optic sensor can be improved by controlling the depth of the porous layer. Due to the high surface area of the porous fiber the light interaction is increased, which enhances the sensitivity of the device. Monitoring of humidity levels in
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Formation of porous glass fiber optic sensor Figure 20.26 Flow chart for the production of porous fiber optic sensors.
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Solid core of alkali borosilicate glass fiber Figure 20.27 Cross section of porous glass fiber.
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Reference Hygrometer Lock-In Amplifier Figure 20.28 Schematic diagram of experimental setup for porous glass fiber optic humidity sensor.



a gaseous environment at elevated temperature is very important in numerous industries such as device fabrication, food processing, and storage. Porous fibers have been used successfully as humidity sensors at room as well as high temperatures. The porous section of the glass fiber with length about 0.5 cm is immersed into an aqueous solution of CoSO4.7H2O.49 The sensitivity and the dynamic range of the sensor depends upon the concentration of the solution. Figure 20.28 shows the experimental setup for the porous fiber optic humidity sensor. It has been demonstrated that the transmission spectra of porous fiber immersed in an aqueous solution of CoSO4.7H2O changes with humidity around 670 nm. Cobalt ll Sulphate exhibits blue color, but its color changes from pink to red,49 as it goes under hydration process in the presence of humidity. Figure 20.29 shows the transmission spectra of porous fiber49 coated with Cobalt ll Sulphate in the temperature range 50 to 125oC when exposed to 0.05 mole/l moisture concentration. The optical intensity of the output signal decreases between 500 and 700 nm with the increase of temperature. Figure 20.30 shows a calibration curve49 of the porous fiber optic sensor at 160oC. In this figure, the optical transmission at 670 nm is plotted vs. the moisture concentration from 0.005 to 0.35 mole/l. The response time of the porous fiber is affected by the pore size, concentration of the indicator, moisture, temperature, and the flow rate of the introduced air. Response time between 1 and 3 minutes has been reported for this sensor. Porous glass fiber immersed in CoCl2 has been used as a humidity sensor at temperatures below 100oC. CoCl2 forms a hydrated salt having 6 molecules of bound water with an octahedral structure and changes its color from pink to blue as it undergoes the hydration process in the presence of humidity. The best performance of porous fiber sensor coated with CoCl2 has been reported around 690 nm. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Wavelength (nm) Figure 20.29 Transmission spectra for the porous glass fiber optic sensor doped with hydrated cobalt sulphate at 0.05 mole/l moisture environment: (A) 50∞C, (B) 55∞C, (C) 60∞C, (D) 70∞C, (E) 75∞C, (F) 85∞C, (G) 105∞C, and (H) 125∞C. Spectra were measured using the porous glass fiber system. (From J.Y. Ding et al., Int. J. Optoelect., 6, 385, 1991. With permission.) 10
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Figure 20.30 The calibration curve for the porous glass fiber optic moisture sensor doped with 0.03 b/ml hydrated cobalt (II) sulphate at the temperature of 160∞C. (From J.Y. Ding et al., Int. J. Optoelect., 6, 385, 1991. With permission.)
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Figure 20.31 Flow chart for the preparation of sol-gel immobilization techniques for porous glass fiber and thin film fiber optic chemical sensors.



Sol-gel immobilization technique has been used for the immobilization of organic photochemical indicators to an inorganic substrate for fiber optic application. It is a low temperature process, in which photochemical indicators are entrapped into the pores without changes in their molecular structures.52 A complete procedure for the fabrication of a porous fiber optic PH sensor by the sol-gel technique is given in Figure 20.31. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and Methyl tri-methoxy-silane (MTMS) dissolved in alcohol are partially hydrolyzed by water under ambient conditions. The partially hydrolyzed TEOS is then mixed with indicator,53 fluorecent Ru-(di phenyl phenanthroline), and phenol red. Ethanol is used as a mutual solvent to dissolve all reactants. Partially hydrolyzed TEOS is obtained by the evaporation of alcohol. Coating of the sol solution on the porous glass fiber is performed when the solution becomes viscous due to the condensation of TEOS and MTMS. Sol-gel and porous fiber techniques have been used for the monitoring of pH and O2, and dissolved oxygen (DO). The sol penetrates into the fiber via the interconnected porosity, and the light directly interacts with the organic molecules. During the fabrication of the oxygen sensors, Rull(Ph2Phen)32+ is used as an indicator and is immobilized into the gel,54 which is then coated onto
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Figure 20.32 A schematic of the oxygen sensor measurement. (From M. Krihak and M.R. Shahriari, SPIE Proc., 2508, 358, 1995. With permission.)



the porous fibers. After the fiber preparation, the oxygen transducer is placed into the sensor system as illustrated in Figure 30.32. The dissolved oxygen measurement is based upon the principle of fluorescence quenching by oxygen molecules.55,56 The excitation wavelength for Ru(diphenyl phenanthroline) is 470 nm and the fluorescence wavelength is 610 nm. A blue LED is launched into one leg of a bifurcated fiber, which excites the sol-gel coating on the porous fiber. The emitted as well as scattered excitation light is collected through the second leg of the bifurcated fiber, which guides the light into the silicon detector. It is possible to detect very low concentrations of oxygen ranging from 0.5 to 100 ppm, as presented in Figure 30.33. Table 20.2 lists the various techniques, indicators, and the principal of operation of the fiber optic chemical sensors. 7.41 0.5 ppm
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Figure 20.33 PPM level oxygen detection by the sol-gel coated porous fiber. (From M. Krihak and M.R. Shahriari, SPIE Proc., 2508, 358, 1995. With permission.)
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21.1 Introduction Demands on communications are increasing rapidly worldwide, particularly in multimedia and Internet applications. This has led researchers to explore
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new possibilities of accessing a large fraction of the approximately 50 THz theoretical bandwidth of a single mode fiber.1 Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) and optical amplification were utilized to get transmission capacity in the Terabit/second.2–6 Systems with up to 128 wavelengths per fiber have been designed and are commercially available, although theoretically more than 1000 channels may be multiplexed in one fiber.7 The use of wavelengths is not limited to increasing capacity; they can also be used to perform functions such as switching and routing.8 Different enabling technologies have been employed to address various issues in deploying optical networks, which include routing in the optical domain, interoperability, scalability, and transparency.9–12 Wavelength converters (WCs) add new dimension in this regard, as they enable conversion of data from one wavelength channel to another. This resolves wavelength contention, increases flexibility and capacity of the network, and enables distribution of control and management into smaller subnetworks.11 Wavelength converters have many classifications, which depend on the mapping functions and the form of control signal, signal routing, or signal properties.11 No matter what classification is chosen, important features that one should look for include:9,13 • • • • • • • • • • •



Bit rate transparency (up to 10Gb/s or more) No extinction ratio degradation High signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (to ensure cascadability) Moderate input power (~ 0 dBm) Large wavelength span for input and output signals (at least for erbium doped fiber amplifier [EDFA], 30 to 34 nm range) Possibility of same input and output wavelengths (no conversion) to avail usage in WDM switch blocks Low chirp Fast setup time of output wavelengths Insensitive input signal polarization Good conversion efficiency Cost issues



It may be difficult to find a wavelength converter that meets all the above features, but the choice will be system dependent. Because semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) and interferometers are frequently used in wavelength conversion techniques, this chapter begins with a tutorial on SOA in Section 21.2, and one on interferometers in Section 21.3. Section 21.4 presents optoelectronic WCs. Optical gating WCs are presented in Section 21.5 followed by four-wave mixing (FWM) WCs in Section 21.6. The conclusion is presented in Section 21.7. The references listed at the end of the chapter do not represent a full survey of the literature in this dynamic area of research. Instead, they are a guide for further reading, for those interested in this topic.
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21.2 Semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) SOAs were originally developed to amplify signals in the optical domain of the wavelength band of interest of optical networks; however, their applications are not limited to amplification but are extended to other functions such as regeneration, switching, and wavelength conversion in the optical domain, where the nonlinearity of the SOA is utilized. SOAs are made of alloys from Group III–V materials such as gallium and indium from Group III elements, and arsenic and phosphorus from Group V elements. At the wavelengths of interest, namely at 1300 and 1550 nm, an alloy of InGaAsP is used in the active region. The III-V compounds have a direct energy gap in which electrons and holes recombine directly across the band gap. The active layer is surrounded by p-type and n-type layers as depicted in Figure 21.1. Oscillation occurs in the active region, which has an energy gap that corresponds to the desired frequency. The operation of the SOA starts with injection of external current in the active region, which causes the population density in the excited states to increase until it exceeds that of the ground state. This condition is referred to as the population inversion. When population inversion occurs, the active region acts as an optical amplification medium. The electron at the excited state can make a downward transition to the ground state through external stimulation. If a photon with proper energy collides with an electron in the excited state, it is stimulated to drop to the ground state, giving off a photon with the same energy of the incident one. The emitted and incident photons are in phase, and the emission is called stimulated emission.



Antireflection Coating Layers Bias Current p-Type InP Active Region (InGaAsP)
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SOA (b) Figure 21.1 (a) Cross-sectional view of SOA showing the active region surrounded by p-type and n-type; (b) symbol of an SOA.
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SOA is based on the Fabry–Perot (FP) laser in which light is confined to a cavity with two facets, of appropriate Fresnel reflection (reflectivity), at both ends of the cavity. Pumping of the FP for population inversion is done through external electrical current. To get amplification only out of this amplifier, it is important to prevent lasing. This is achieved by limiting the bias current to just below threshold, and the two ends of the semiconductor crystal are cleaved at an angle. The two cleaved facets act as partially reflective end mirrors. The natural reflectivity of the facets is approximately 32%, which can be enhanced by the deposition of antireflection coatings on the facets.14 When an optical input signal is applied to the active region of the FP amplifier (FPA), it goes back and forth between the facets and is amplified during this process until it is emitted at a high intensity. The FPA is easy to fabricate, but as a resonant device its gain suffers from variations in temperature and it requires good temperature stability and well-controlled bias current. FPAs with low reflectivity of 3% have a gain of 30 dB and 3 dB bandwidth of 10 GHz for a 250 mm-long device.15 Another type of SOA is available. It is known as the traveling-wave amplifier (TWA), which is nonresonant and has the same structure of the FPA except that the end facets are coated or cleaved so that reflectivity is around 10–4 and internal reflection does not occur. Thus, the input optical signal gets amplified once during its single passage through the TWA. TWAs are favored over the FPAs because they have low noise, high output saturation power (defined as the output power for which the gain is reduced by 3 dB), low polarization sensitivity, and a bandwidth of more than 5 THz (e.g., 40 nm in the 1550 nm window),16 which is about 3 orders of magnitude greater than FPA. To get a high-gain TWA, the following conditions have to be satisfied:15 1. The design structure of the device must provide large small-signal gain. 2. A very low reflectivity antireflection coating should be used. 3. Gain saturation by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) should be avoided. In most of the published work on the use of SOA as a WC, TWA is implied. Population inversion in the TWA SOA is obtained by applying a bias current. When an input optical power signal is applied to the active region of the SOA, it will be amplified and the single-pass gain over a length L of the amplifier is given as:14 G = exp [G (gm - a)L] = exp g(z) L where G = optical confinement factor in the cavity, gm = material gain coefficient, a = effective absorption coefficient, and g(z) = overall gain per unit length.
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Typical gain of a TWA is around 25 dB with reflectivity of 10–4.



21.3 Interferometers An interferometer is an optical instrument that splits a wave in two. It delays them by unequal distances, redirects and recombines them, and detects the intensity of their superposition. Three types of interferometers are used in wavelength conversion: Mach–Zehnder, Michelson, and nonlinear-optical loop mirror (NOLM).



21.3.1 Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) A schematic diagram of a planar Mach–Zehnder interferometer is given in Figure 21.2a. The optical input signal is divided between the two branches of the interferometer, and after traveling through the two branches they recombine again at the output. If the two branches are symmetrical, no phase difference occurs between the two guided waves and they recombine constructively. If a phase difference occurs between the signals in arm 1 and arm 2, however, the output optical power will depend on the phase difference between them. They will cancel each other at the output if the phase difference between them is 180∞. Many methods are used to change the phase difference between the two arms, such as using an interferometer with asymmetrical arms or changing the index of refraction on one of the arms, thus changing the optical path. The Michelson interferometer (MI) in Figure 21.2b has reflective facets which make it look like a folded version of MZI, and it works similarly.
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(b) Figure 21.2 (a) Mach-Zehnder interferometer; (b) Michelson interferometer.
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21.3.2 Nonlinear-optical loop mirror (NOLM)11,17 The operation of the NOLM interferometer resembles that of the classical Sagnac interferometer in Figure 21.3, where a beam of light is split by a beam splitter M into two beams. These beams are directed around a set of mirrors (M1 – M3) in opposite directions, and travel equal paths and arrive at the detector simultaneously and in phase. If the entire device, including source and detector, is rotating, then the beam traveling around the loop in the direction of the rotation will have to go further than that traveling counter to the rotation. Thus, the two beams will reach the detector at different times and will not be in phase, producing interference fringes that can be measured. The NOLM is a fiber Sagnac interferometer with an optical fiber as the nonlinear medium and two 3 dB couplers as illustrated in Figure 21.4. A probe beam is applied to the 3 dB coupler 1, which splits it into two equal parts; one propagates clockwise and the other counterclockwise. In the absence of nonlinear interaction, they acquire identical phase shift. They interfere constructively at coupler 1 and exit back through input of coupler Detector M1 Source M
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Figure 21.3 Classical sagnac interferometer.
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Figure 21.4 Nonlinear-optical loop mirror using optical fiber.
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1. Thus, the output port at coupler 1 sees no probe beam. An input signal is coupled by coupler 2, which co-propagates with one of the two probe beams and modulates the optical index of the fiber, thus shifting its phase. When the two probe beams interfere at coupler 1, the output port sees the probe beam. A length of 1 to 10 km of fiber is required to get enough nonlinearity. Despite the above, nonlinearity can be enhanced, and thus reduce the length of fiber through insertion of SOA in the loop, or by the use of highly nonlinear dispersion shifted fiber (HNL-DSF).18–20



21.4 Optoelectronic wavelength converters Most of the current research is directed toward all-optical WCs. However, for completeness, optoelectronic WC will be briefly discussed. The simplest form of optoelectronic wavelength converter uses a detector, which converts the signal from the optical domain to the electrical domain. The signal is then used to drive a source at the desired wavelength. Prior to commercial applications of the optical fiber amplifiers, regenerators that consisted of three major components, namely optical receiver, radio frequency (RF) amplifier, and optical transmitter, were typically placed a distance of 40 km in an optical link. Regenerators are classified as 2R if they amplify and reshape and 3R if they amplify, reshape, and retime; the optical amplifier is classified as 1R (amplify only). A regenerator handles one wavelength only and needs a great deal of maintenance. Thus, their use in multiwavelength links will yield a high cost, low reliability, and poor upgradability, and they are used only where absolutely necessary. In order to have a fair comparison, one should look at the optoelectronic conversion without regeneration. The optoelectronic wavelength converters have limited transparency where information in the form of phase, frequency, and amplitude is lost during the conversion process but have high degree of transparency for the digital signals up to a certain bit rate.11 The RF amplifier used in the optoelectronic WC increases the conversion efficiency (defined as the ratio between the converted signal and input signal) at the expense of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the noise figure (NF). NF for EDFAs is around 3.1 dB, whereas those for RF amplifiers and SOAs are in the range of 7 to 8 dB. This leads to the fact that using EDFA with SNR of 4 to 5 dB, along with all-optical WC with no excess noise, should outperform optoelectronic WC in many respects; however, optoelectronic WCs have good conversion efficiencies, and their technology is mature. Yet they are complex and have higher power consumption, especially when operating at 10Gb/s or above.11



21.5 Optical gating wavelength converters This category of all-optical wavelength converters has received much attention in the past few years. Wavelength conversion is achieved through a device that transfers information from one wavelength to © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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another without entering the electrical domain. This category includes many wavelength conversion methods due to the availability of various optical gating mechanisms. The SOA is the main device of this category. It has been investigated by various research groups and used in cross-gain modulation (XGM)9,11–13,21–29 and cross-phase modulation (XPM).9,11–13, 7–39 Gain-suppression in semiconductor lasers is also utilized to get wavelength conversion, which includes distributed feedback (DFB) lasers,40 T-gate lasers,41 and Y-lasers.42 Other devices include semiconductor lasers with saturable absorption43,44 and nonlinear-optical loop mirrors (NOLM).17,19



21.5.1 Cross-gain in semiconductor optical amplifiers The rate of stimulated emission in SOA depends on the optical input power. When high optical input power gets into the active region of the SOA, the carrier concentration is depleted through stimulated emission such that its gain is reduced. This is known as gain saturation and typically occurs for input powers of 100 mw or more. Gain saturation can be used to convert data from one wavelength to another.12 Figure 21.5a is an SOA with two optical signals at the input of the SOA. One is an intensity-modulated signal with wavelength ls, and the other is a continuous wave (CW) probe signal at the target wavelength lc. If the peak optical power of the modulated signal is near the saturation power of the SOA, the gain will be modulated. Thus, the gain modulation is imposed on the CW input probe signal. Filter
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Figure 21.5 XGM wavelength conversion principle: (a) co-propagating signals; (b) counter-propagating signals.
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When the information signal is 1 (high), the probe signal receives no amplification, and is amplified when the input signal is zero (low). Thus, transfer of information from ls to lc has occurred except for the inversion of the bit stream as depicted in Figures 21.5a and 21.5b. The information signal and the CW probe signals can be launched either co-propagating as depicted in Figure 21.5a or counter-propagating as depicted in Figure 21.5b. In the co-propagating mode, an optical band pass filter is required to isolate the target wavelength lc. In the counter-propagating mode the filter is not required, provided the antireflection coating of the facet is high and could suffer from speed limitation because input and probe signals are not traveling together. In XGM, the speed of wavelength conversion using SOA gain saturation was thought to be limited by the intrinsic carrier lifetime of around 0.5 ns; however, the speed of such devices, as discussed in the literature, is more than what this lifetime implies. It was found that high power injection increases the stimulated emission and thus reduces the lifetime to around 10ps, allowing bit rates of 100Gb/s with a small bit ratio penalty to be achieved.12 Theoretical and experimental research continued on finding ways and means of having better performance out of the SOAs, particularly modulation bandwidth. Parameters that influence the SOA bandwidth were identified as:13,29 1. 2. 3. 4.



Large injection current High optical input power Large confinement factor Large differential gain



With these parameters in mind, experimental work was pursued to get high-speed converters. The dimensions of the SOA on the performance of the converter are important, as long cavity enables the use of high injection current as the maximum current density is 25 to 30 KA/cm2.29 Two SOA converters taken from the same wafer but with cavity lengths of 450 mm and 1200 mm were tested with bias currents of 150 and 200mA, respectively. The signal and CW probe powers were –5 and –8dBm, and –3 and –13dBm for the short and long SOAs, respectively.13 The long SOA had better conversion performance than the short one. The long SOA had no penality at 10Gb/s; the short SOA had a penality of 2.7 dB; however, the optical bandwidth of the long amplifier was 30 nm compared to 60 nm for the short one. Joergensen et al. reported on experiments using identical SOAs with cavity lengths of 450, 800, and 1200 mm.29 They were operated with the same injection current and gave modulation bandwidth around 17 GHz regardless of cavity length. When an injection current density of 25 kA/cm2 was applied, however, modulation bandwidths of 7, 17, and 20 GHz were obtained for the 450, 800, and 1200 mm long SOAs, respectively. As can be seen, the modulation bandwidth increases with cavity length, and a bandwidth near 90 GHz is predicted for a 3600 mm long SOA; however, the optical © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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bandwidth decreases from 50 nm for the 1200 mm to 25 nm for the 3600 mm long SOA. Though high bandwidth is obtained from the long SOA, it has three drawbacks: 1. It has large transit time which could limit the bandwidth, and causes jitter in the converted signal 2. It is difficult to fabricate a long active region with uniform crosssections 3. The optical bandwidth decreases as the cavity increases The third parameter to be considered in achieving a high bandwidth is through the adjustment of the confinement factor. Increasing the confinement factor from 0.2 to 0.8 led to the increase of modulation bandwidth from 5 to 45 GHz, but at the expense of having smaller optical bandwidth. The last parameter that will lead to higher bandwidth is through the use of high differential gain. The advantages of XGM WCs include simplicity, high conversion efficiency, insensitivity to input wavelength, and polarization independence (provided the SOA gain is polarization independent).12 The drawbacks, however, include bit stream inversion, relatively high chirp, and extinction ratio degradation, which is about 7 dB when converting from shorter to longer wavelengths and around 9 dB when converting from longer to shorter wavelengths. This asymmetry limits the cascadability of such devices. Other drawbacks include low SNR and phase modulation of the target wave due to change in carrier density and index of refraction. This problem limits data rate transmission over fiber and leads to cross-phase modulation (XPM).



21.5.2 Cross-phase modulation in semiconductor optical amplifiers In the SOA, the index of refraction in the active region depends on the carrier density. The input optical signal depletes the carrier concentration in the active region through stimulated emission, and thus modulates the carrier density and the index of refraction. The modulation of the index of refraction causes phase modulation of the probe signal with wavelength lc coupled into the converter. The phase-modulated signal can then be changed into intensity-modulated signal through the use of interferometers such as the MZI13,29–32,36–39 or Michelson interferometer.13, 34, 35 In the XPM, a phase change of 180∞ needed to operate the interferometer is obtained for a gain variation of 4 dB, as compared with 10 dB for the XGM.13 The phase required to achieve interferometric switching can be obtained by using different structures of MZI or MI. Figure 21.6a is an asymmetric MZI where the arms couplers have different splitting ratios. When an input information signal and CW probe signal are applied to the asymmetric configuration, power is split according to the arms-splitting ratio. Consequently, the power through each SOA leads to a phase difference between the two arms due to different saturations of SOA1 and SOA2. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 21.6 Configurations for interferometric SOA wavelength converter: (a) an asymmetric Mach–Zehnder interferometer; (b) a symmetric Mach–Zehnder interferometer; (c) Michelson interferometer.



In Figure 21.6b, a symmetric MZI is used. The input signal at wavelength ls is fed to SOA1, which only creates an asymmetric saturation because SOA2 is not affected by this signal. A CW probe signal at the target wavelength lc, which is injected as illustrated in Figure 21.6b, will be subject to phase modulation by the intensity modulated input signal at wavelength ls. In other words, for a logic l (high) of the applied signal, the probe signal undergoes constructive interference, thus getting 1 (high) probe signal; for logic zero (low) it undergoes destructive interference, thus getting 0 (low) probe signal. Thus, a converted output signal is obtained without inversion. Another possible arrangement using MZI is to place one SOA in one of the arms to get the required phase shift; however, this arrangement is polarization-sensitive and gives less power.13 Figure 21.6c is a Michelson interferometer with SOAs inserted into its arms. At phase difference of 180∞ between the two arms, the CW probe signal at lc is coupled into arm1 and will be reflected into this arm. If the information signal at wavelength ls is coupled to the SOA1, additional phase difference of 180∞ between arm1 and arm2 will occur due to change in the index of refraction caused by carrier deple© 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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tion. As a result, the CW probe signal will be reflected into arm2. Then, the CW probe signal at lc will be modulated by the information of the input signal ls. An optical band-pass filter is used to isolate the target wavelength lc. It should be noted that the converted signal using an MI SOA is noninverted, and this configuration is insensitive to polarization of the incoming input signal if the gain of the SOA is polarization insensitive.34 Experiments at 40Gb/s using an MI wavelength converter demonstrated high-quality converted signals with greater than 10 dB extinction ratios and greater than 25 dB optical SNR (OSNR) in (1 nm). Theoretical studies have demonstrated that an MI converter is generally faster than an MZI converter due to the reflection facet in the MI configuration that allows the converted signal to transverse the SOA twice, and moreover allows for direct coupling of the input signal to the amplifier sections.29 Other interferometric WCs have been reported in the literature. Nakamura et al. reported on error-free, all-optical wavelength conversion at 168Gb/s using a Symmetric-Mach–Zehnder (SMZ)-type switch.36 Wolfson et al. used an SOA-based, all-active Mach–Zehnder interferometer, which is an all-optical device with 2R and 3R regeneration.37 When employed as a wavelength converter, it improved the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) by more than 20 dB at 40Gb/s. Simultaneous all-optical wavelength conversion and demultiplexing from 40 to 10Gb/s were demonstrated. Based on these features, it lends itself to be used in a combined optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) and WDM network. An all-optical Mach–Zehnder wavelength converter with monolithically integrated DFB probe source was reported by Spiekman et al.38 The device is inherently stable, provides low-loss coupling, and enables injection of large optical power into the SOA. Its drawback is in the sensitivity of the DFB laser to feedback. Input power at -5.4dBm was converted with penalty of 0.6 dB and at a bit rate of 2.5Gb/s. In 1998, Spiekman et al. presented a modified version of the device reported by Speikman et al. in 1997,38 using preamplifiers to replace the DFB. Penalty-free conversion at 2.5Gb/s was obtained for power range of -6 to +4dBm. In conclusion, XPM SOA converters have many advantages because of partial regeneration, relatively high conversion efficiency, extinction ratio enhancement, low chirp characteristics, high bit rate capabilities, quality of the converted signal, and availability of integrated versions of this WC. Their drawbacks lie in their restriction to amplitude modulation format, complex control of bias current due to sharp transfer characteristics, and limited transparency.



21.5.3 Semiconductor with saturable absorption wavelength converter Wavelength converters using absorber saturation in FP SOA43 and distributed feedback (DFB) SOA44 were reported. In the FP SOA, the information signal at ls = 1.310 mm is applied and saturates an absorber section. It © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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changes the gain experienced by a probe beam at lc = 1.55 mm and data are thus converted from ls = 1.31 mm to lc = 1.55 mm. In the DFB SOA, a commercial DFB laser is driven below lasing threshold. Input information signal at ls = 1.31 mm applied to the DFB SOA is absorbed and generates carriers in the active region, thus increasing its gain and decreasing its index of refraction. Now applying the probe signal, at lc = 1.55 mm, data will be transferred from 1.31 to 1.55 mm due to optical gain pumping.



21.5.4 Nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) wavelength converter The NOLM WC operation principle was explained in Section 21.3.2. It is a fiber version of the classical Sagnac interferometer. Figure 21.7a presents this interferometer, where a probe signal at wavelength lc is coupled via a 3 dB directional coupler 1. Half of the signal will propagate in a clockwise direction and the other half will propagate in a counterclockwise direction. In the absence of nonlinear interaction, the output sees no probe signal. The information signal of wavelength ls is coupled via coupler 2 and propagates counterclockwise. This signal modulates the index of refraction of the fiber due to Kerr effect, which causes the phase of the probe signal propagating in Input Signal
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Figure 21.7 NOLM wavelength converters: (a) fiber loop; (b) SOA as the nonlinear medium.
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the counterclockwise direction to increase relative to the probe signal propagating in the clockwise direction. This asymmetry causes the probe signal to appear at the output of coupler 1. Due to the weak nonlinearity, a long fiber of 1 km or more is required to get enough interaction. Due to finite propagation time, the probe signal has to be synchronized with the input signal. Nonlinearity can effectively be increased through insertion of SOA in the loop as illustrated in Figure 21.7b. The SOA is placed asymmetrically with respect to the loop center. Coupler 1 splits a probe signal at lc into two equal signals; one propagates clockwise and the other propagates counterclockwise. An information signal at ls is coupled to the loop through coupler 2, saturates the SOA gain, and induces a change in the index of refraction. The two probe signals are subject to different phase shifts because one of them reaches the SOA before saturation and the other reaches the SOA after saturation. When the two signals arrive at coupler 1, they interfere and generate an output pulse at the output of coupler 1; thus conversion is achieved. This device is known as terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD).45 This device was operated as a 40Gb/s wavelength converter and a simultaneous 4:1 demultiplexer.12 Optical nonlinearity can also be enhanced through increased concentration of germanium in the core of a dispersion shifted fiber (DSF), thus getting highly nonlinear dispersion shifted fiber (HNL-DSF).20 The high nonlinear coefficient of the HNL-DSF makes the fiber much shorter and thus more compact than the other designs. A 50m long HNL-DSF was constructed and demonstration of a 26 nm wavelength conversion of 500fs pulse trains with peak power of 4W was reported.19 NOLM WCs have less noise because the wavelength conversion efficiency is a nonlinear function of the input signal power. The NOLM requires short pulses compared with the bit period, and suffers from stability problems.



21.6 Wavelength mixing wavelength converters Certain materials change their properties when subjected to electric fields. The parameter that is influenced is the index of refraction. The index of refraction change due to the applied electric field is called Pockels effect, and the index of refraction change due to the square of the applied electric field is called Kerr effect. Thus, applying light with certain intensity will cause nonlinearity in the optical medium due to Kerr effect. Four-wave mixing (FWM) is a type of Kerr effect that occurs when light of two or more different wavelengths is injected into the nonlinear optical material. It generates a new wave with an intensity that is proportional to the product of the interacting waves’ intensities. The phase and frequency of the generated wave are a linear combination of the interacting waves. Thus amplitude, phase, and frequency of information are preserved, which means that strict transparency is offered by this type of wavelength converter. It also offers conversion of a set of multiple wavelengths to another set of output wavelengths and can accommodate bit rates exceeding 100Gb/s.11 Two kinds of wave mixing are used: three-wave mixing (two input © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Figure 21.8 Schematic of four-wave mixing in the frequency domain.



waves and one output wave) due to the second-order electric susceptibility, and four-wave-mixing (three input waves and one output wave) due to the third-order electric susceptibility (Kerr effect). Figure 21.8 is a representation of wave mixing in the frequency domain. Two optical signals are the pump wave, which comes from a high power CW source, and one that contains the information to be converted. If the pump signal at frequency fp and the information signal at frequency fs are present at the nonlinear medium, they cause grating to be formed. The formation of the grating causes the pump wave to be scattered and the frequency of the resulting signal is 2fp-fs, which is called the converted signal. Scattering of the signal wave by the grating gives a signal wave with frequency 2fs-fp, which is called the satellite signal. These new frequency components are formed on each side of the injected signals and spaced by the beat frequency as given in the figure. The intensity ratio of the converted signal to the satellite signal is 20 dB.11 Filtering of the satellite signal is necessary to avoid cross talk. Different techniques of wave mixing are explored in the following sections.



21.6.1 Four-wave mixing in semiconductor optical amplifiers Four-wave mixing in semiconductor optical amplifiers (FWM SOA) has received much attention by many research groups.12,46–60 Different parameters of this technique are explored theoretically and experimentally. FWM SOA WCs offer strict format transparency, arbitrary wavelength mapping, high bit rate operation, and simple implementation; but these advantages are offset by polarization dependence, filtering of spurious wavelengths, and not very high conversion efficiency. Four-wave mixing in an active medium, such as an SOA, allows relatively efficient conversion due to increased optical intensities and enhanced nonlinearities. When two beams are injected, a grating is formed due to the following mechanisms:11 1. Carrier density modulation 2. Dynamic carrier heating 3. Spectral hole burning
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Contribution from all these mechanisms could lead to FWM; however, the most dominant cause is due to carrier density modulation. When two signals are injected into an SOA, they beat and cause carrier density modulation with an envelope that is the same as that of the optical intensity.12 FWM efficiency using SOA increases as the square of the device length and the SNR of the converted signal increases in proportion to the device length. A limit to increasing SOA length is due to thermal effects at high injection current or to phase matching conditions no longer satisfied although phase matching condition for short SOA is not a problem. To overcome some of the drawbacks such as polarization dependence, different polarization schemes are utilized. Lin et al. reported on polarization-insensitive wavelength conversion of up to 10Gb/s, for a conversion range from 6.4 nm wavelength downshift to 4.8 nm upshift. Mak et al. reported on constant conversion efficiency (less than 3 dB variation) over 36 nm interval with less than 0.34 dB polarization sensitivity. The power penalty at BER of 10–9 for 10Gb/s is less than 0.9. Results of bit error rate (BER) measurements show that there is tradeoff between maximizing OSNR and minimizing intersymbol interference (ISI).60



21.6.2 Four-wave mixing in optical fibers Nonlinearity in optical fiber, due to Kerr effect, is utilized in wavelength conversion. Optical fibers exhibit FWM, but due to the weak nonlinearity in the fiber, lengths from 1 to 10 km are required, which make the FWM WC bulky. Enhanced nonlinearity is achieved through doping the core of the fiber with large amounts of germanium, achieving effective linearity approximately 50 times larger than that of conventional dispersion shifted fiber.20 A 500m HNL-DSF is used to build a converter with relatively high conversion efficiency with conversion bandwidth of 20 nm. Aso et al. reported on using a 200m HNL-DSF reaching a conversion bandwidth of 23.3 nm. By FWM in polarization maintaining (PM) HNL-DSF, wavelength conversion width over 70 nm was achieved, and a simultaneous wavelength conversion of 32 x 10Gb/s WDM signals between C-band and L-band was demonstrated. Signal waves start at ls1 = 1535.8 nm and end at ls32 = 1560.7 nm with a spacing of 0.8 nm. The converted signals start at lc1 = 1599.4 nm and end at lc32 = 1573.4 nm.61



21.6.3 Difference-frequency generation Nonlinear interaction of two optical waves, a pump wave, and a signal wave are used to get difference-frequency generation in periodically domain-inverted waveguides, such as a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) channel waveguide. PFG conversion efficiency of 40% w-1 cm-2 was achieved and found to be almost consistant over a wavelength range of 30 nm.62 DFG is also obtained using AlGaAs,63 which was used to simultaneously con-
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vert eight input wavelengths in the 1546-to-1560 nm region to a set of eight outputs wavelengths in the 1524 to 1538 nm region. DFG offers bandwidth exceeding 90 nm, strict transparency, polarization-independent conversion efficiency, and spectrum inversion capabilities. Its drawback resides in the difficulty of fabricating low-loss waveguide to achieve high conversion efficiency.



21.7 Conclusion Wavelength converters are necessary components for future networks, particularly large ones with dynamic traffic as they convert data from wavelength channel to another which resolves wavelength contention, increases flexibility and capacity for a fixed set of wavelengths, and allows decentralized network management with maximum degrees of transparency and interoperability. Efforts to achieve those attributes were intensified among various research groups. Different types of wavelength conversion techniques were investigated. The optoelectronic WCs are readily available and their technology is mature, but they have limited transparency. Information in the form of phase, frequency, and amplitude is lost during the conversion process and such WCs need high plug power, especially at high data rate. The rest of the WCs discussed are considered all-optical, which enables translation of information from one wavelength to another without entering the electrical domain. XGM WCs are attractive because of their simplicity, high conversion efficiency, polarization independence, and insensitivity to input wavelength. Their drawbacks are in the bitstream inversion, limitation to amplitude modulated signals, and degraded extinction ratio. XPM converters can be used to get high extinction ratio, low chirp, partial regeneration, an inverted or noninverted bitstream, and polarization and wavelength independence, but require good control of bias current. Integrated all-optical MZI and MI converters have demonstrated good performance, which makes them good candidates for wavelength conversion in photonic switch fabrics. The NOLM WCs also promise to be good candidates for all-optical WCs, particularly when HNL-DSF is used. Wave mixing has received much attention because of strict transparency and high bit rate. FWM in SOA is attractive because of its transparency to modulation format and high bit rate capabilities, but it has the problem of low conversion efficiency that decreases with increasing conversion span. FWM WCs were made using PM-HNL-DSF which allowed simultaneous conversion of 32 wavelengths; conversion of 8 wavelengths was also achieved using DFG WC. A pertinent question remains unanswered: which WC technology is best? The answer depends on many factors such as system requirements, reliability, and cost. In order to have a seamless network, however, it is essential to have WCs with strict transparency that leaves the door open for the wave-mixing techniques discussed in this chapter. © 2003 by CRC Press LLC
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Glossary ASE BER CW DFB DFG DSF DWDM EDFA FPA FWM HNL-DSF ISI MI MZI NF NOLM OSNR RF SMZ SNR SOA TOAD TWA WC XGM XPM



amplified spontaneous emission bit error rate continuous wave distributed feedback difference frequency generation dispersion shifted fiber dense wavelength division multiplexing Erbium doped fiber amplifier Fabry–Perot amplifier four-wave mixing highly nonlinear dispersion shifted fiber inter-symbol interference Michelson interferometer Mach–Zehnder interferometer noise figure nonlinear-optical loop mirror optical signal-to-noise ratio radio frequency symmetric Mach–Zehnder signal-to-noise ratio semiconductor optical amplifier terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer traveling wave amplifier wavelength converter cross-gain modulation cross-phase modulation
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